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es of

otters on business, remittanc
whom
Oo should be addressed, at Dover, XN. H.

OOUNTRY PASTORS,
things are indeed little things, but they
“We find an excellent article in the New
help to make a pastor’s life a life of blessYork Observer on the subject of Country
:
’
edness.
- I will not now take the timé or space Pastors,” and we reproduce it in the be‘to mention more of these cheering inci- lief that its teaching deserves the widest
circulation:
Magy
“dents. in my increasingly joyous minis¢ Too many ministers at the present day
occurring
are
terial experience; but they

paid "within the

$3.30 Jf

i advance;

and $2.50

s,

first thirty

at a casual meeting ; sometimes the grasp
of the hand has a peculiar meaning;
sometimes a prayer is winged to bear the
pastor heavenward in its flight; sometimes it is in the eager attention given to

year, if paid strictly

per
rms —89.00

if not.

the preaching of the Word: it matters

The Forming Star,

little

but every day

how,

much

so

not

incidents are happening that cheer my
heart and gladden my life.
It occurs to me, however,

1881.

SEPT. 7,

WEDNESDAY.

‘Sometimes a word is spoken

every day.

mmunications designed for publication
.
Star,
: aie Sddressed to Editor The Morning ;
a
H.
No
Dover,

close this brief article

“ THIRTY-EIGHT."”

1 will

and

with

its mention,

that the habit on my own part of looking

for these cheerful things, and of making
the most of them, may after all account
| largely for the peculiar blessedness of my

¢ Halt! who goes there?” The sentry stands
At challenge by the White House gate;

« Friends of the post!”— What number ?—
halt!”
:
Comes the sad answer—* Thirty-eight.”

ministry,

The world does look so dif-

ferently to two persons who look at it out
of differently formed organs of vision.

¢ From California we have come,
From every sorrowing Southern State,—

Why, a sister who had wronged another
and refused to repair the wrong, confessed to me that everybody looked hateful

From Carolina, Jersey, Maine,

To watch him,—we, the Thirty-eight.”

« Pass! friends of post!” The sentry stands
_ With arms at port, while those who late
Were deadly foes, go by the guard,
With streaming eyes—the Thirty-eight.

to her, and the Bible like « ‘ sharp twoedged sword” cut her through and
through, whenever she read it. After
confessing her wrong, immediately, the
No discord now,—no North, no South, :
world looked like another world to her.
Hands clasped, heads bowed, they sit and
And
is it not to be presumed that a
wait,
:
| gloomy, morose heart will make any one's
That sleepless picket round the walls,—
life miserable, while a happy, cheerful
The watching States,—the Thirty-eight!
soul will diffuse sunshine all about itself?
W. E. V. Horner, in N. Y. Tribune.
Freehold, N. J.

Indeed, dear friends, our objective world
©

is very much colored by our subjective
experiences, and if we would live ina
sunny clime - we must be sunny within.
And what will make such sunshine in the
heartas the Sun of righteousness who

SOME CHEERING THINGS IN A PASTOR'S EXPERIENCE.
BY THE PASTOR.

hath * healing in his wings"? ~~ °

Would it not be better hr attention
and thought were given to the delightsome experiences of life? Many of us
have been pained to witness the readiness
with which people relate all their troubles
and sorrow, while their blessings and
comforts are scarcely ever mentioned.
You will hear some people say, ‘‘Itis

AAR

terly without foundation. This is only
one manifestation.of the very disagreeable habit of croaking and grumbling

into which some otherwise good people
have unfortunately fallen.

Nor is this foolish habit wholly con-

fined to the laity; it too frequently gets
unction in that it makes use of lips and
tongues that ought to be put to better
many of them, are very fond of finding
fault,
prolonging this
however,
Without,
preface, the present writer desires to
mention several trifling incidents in his
own experience that have brought cheer

and gladness to his own heart; and he
may be allowed to express the hope that
others may follow his example and speak
of the cheerful aspects of their ministry.
Not very long since, a good brother
prefaced his remarks in the prayer-meeting by saying that he had an invitation to
go another way that evening, but declined
with the remark that he had a previous
engagement. He had made an engage-

ment with his own soul and with his God
to attend the prayer-meeting
and he
proposed to keep it! This brother isa
prominent and successful business man,
and he thoroughly understands that it is
quite essential that a business man should

And

~

the

social

church, and is not such
regular attendance essential
and proper development
life
i

of

the

prompt and
to the growth
of the inner
it

A few days ago I received & note from

one of the younger members of my

church, one that had just been welcomed
to its fellowship, containing the following pleasant sentences:

be ashamed

and ‘whenever

you

for the good of others.”

hear ‘me

J

How my heart glowed with pastoral
affection for that young disciple, and how
it was cheered
. with such delicate und

promising tokens of a fruitful disciple:

ship!

1 asked a brof

them.

They labored faithfully in word and doctrine and pastoral visitation for the salvation of those committed to their charge.
Nor was their influence limited by the narrow bounds of a country congregation;
they studied and wrote for the world and
their

influence

lands.

They

reached

were

the

most

probably

distant

more

exten-

sively useful than they would have been
had they been enticed to some city where
their time would have been less at their
own command on account of public and
distracting engagements.
:
We should be very glad if we could succeed in turning the aspirations of more of
our candidates for the ministry, and of
those who have already entered it, from
the exacting charges in our great cities to
more retired parts of the country, where

many of them would find flelds affordimgnot only greater satisfaction in the cultivation, but also greater usefulness.
We
are moved to make these remarks by reading the following in a late English paper:
Some very eminent divines of the Church
of England have been,

snd

are,

country

are?

sons. Hooker, with the exception of the time
when he held the office of Master of the Temple, was a country parson;

country
ten.

and it was

his ¢ Ecclesiastical Polity’ was

Speaking of this work

he

-in-the

writ-

says: ‘I shall

never be able to do this but where I may study

and pray for God’s blessing upon my
endeavors, and keep myself in peace and privacy,

and behold God’s blessing spring out of my
mother earth.’ In the earlier part of his cler-

would

miss

me.

I had

rather

take

the

give his boy

the

pleasure of which

he

spoke.
Noble letters iy friend has
written me since then, and largely, I
think, because I added

gifts which cover-

ed a rosy little face with smiles.
And should not men and women who
have many friends waiting for them in

world?
one

which

bind them

to that

Should not those who have only

little life safe with

Jesus

prepare

each day for the time when it shall be
met in its purity and joy? Nothing
could be more natural for the heart which

{ruly loves,
:
Sometimes a parent who has been long
separated from his child knows that in
the meantime his form has grown, his

mockery now if tenderedas a gift.
there is often many

So

a day of puzzled,

tending his small allotment

a common

field”

The

of

quiet of the

a hin-

drance to study.
He is represented, indeed,
while rector of Borne, near Canterbury, so far
as attire was concerned, as‘a man in poor
clothes, his loins usually girt in a coarse gown
or canonical coat.” Perhaps country life made
‘him more careless about his dress, while it afforded him greater leisure for study.

The Rev. Gilbert White 's another strikin

instance of a coun
English literature with

other kind.

parson, who enriche
a classical work of an-

And, coming

down

to our

own

time, we have the Rev. Charles Kingsley, who
was, a8 rector of Eversley, all his life a country parson, and who in literature and science

bas gained a name that will not soon be for-

gotten.

‘I say without

Hook,

long

after

hesitation,”

he

had

Leeds, ‘ that the very

writes

become

worst

of

training a man

can have is that which he receives

ed early in life to a town

Dean

Vicar

parish.

if

The

appoint-

strong

pastoral feeling is generated in the country
ha

well, had they been filling city pulpits.
Every one will recall first of all the name

The Tennents lived and preached almost
in the wilderness, but the echo of their
voices was heard throughout the country and almost throughout the world.
Within our own days Nicholas Murray
preached and wrote in what was then a
rural village, declinging call after
call
from one city and another, until such
calls became an annoyance.
He steadily

refused. to listen to them, and died where
his life work had been

accomplished,

and

from which he had sent out valuable works
that are read in more than a score of the
languages of the earth.
“Young men greatly mistake in supposing that their influenee will necessarily be
circumscribed by their taking a country

charge.

They may make their influence

felt as widely over the world as they

have

talents and grace given them to exert an
influence.
And even if they do not become so widely known, they may do in
any country place a work that an angel
might covet to be permitted to enter upon,

and that shall be as lasting as eternity.

But it is notso as one looks

for-

ward to meeting friends in heaven, Long

months of separation may have passed.

The snow may have rustled through
many winters about the little grave. In
twenty’ springs the violets may
have

bloomed above it. ' But the child who has

been so long in heaven will be as pleased
to-day

as he would

have

been

in

any

past year with one gifl which the parent
might

offer, the gift of prayer

trusting heart.

froma

Christ's love in the soul

or

considerable

one towhrds whom

go forth

effort, remarking at the same tiwe that it eager and loving
some

work;

when the

brisk
and hearty response .came back,
“"
Hard work is good ‘for us.” It is un-|

necessaryto suggest that this brother is a
living Allusteation * of his own words.
carly Years since he called at my door
ne morning merely to inform me
£m he had elected himself to the office

cued of old by Aaron and Hur. Such

sv many

thoughts. And that
gift may be sought and found to-day.
oo

If we are adequately to appreciate the

who do not have large city congregations,
but who are willing to do good wherever
God shall give them a place. A young
minister of good talents, abundantly qualified to fill with acceptance and usefulness
a few
any pulpit in city or country,
months since, happened to visit a retired
spot in New England, where few gospel
privileges were enjoyed, and where not
merely

religious

indifference,

but

irreli-

gion and
open
wickedness
prevailed.
There was no active church organization
al“within miles of the
neighborhood,
though there was a church building known
as a Union church. What few nominal
Christians there were belonged to different
denominations, and there was not one of
any denomintion to act as a ieader. The
young man’s heart was moved by what he

disciples of

Christ. All this has occurred within the
present year.
Ie
‘There are hundreds of such places in
different parts of our land, waiting for
earnest, devoted ‘ministers of ‘the Gospel
to come and thrust in the sickle and gather
just such a harvest of souls to the glory of

the divine Master.

And

there are many

ministers waiting for fields, who, if they
would be satisfied to work in some retired
spot, might soon find all the highest aspirations of a true minister’s heart fulfill
ed in seeing the work of the Lord prosper-

ing in their hands.

It is not the field that

makes a man useful; it is the grace of God
in the man, and those who are called to toil
in comparative obscurity may rely on the
promise that the work of the Lord shall
prosper in their hands. If they are not
known

in

this

world,

God

knows

them

and their reward is just as sure as if they
had been stationed on any of the high
places of the church.”
Ob

THE WIDOW

with

inspired

by

its

servants,

lofty themes,

your

‘ed

reward

:

Spaniards.

in the Milanese
He sang

Ohio canal.
J
At eighteen, he was studying in the
Chester (O.) Seminary.
At twenty-one, he was teaching in one
of Ohio's common schools, pushing forward his own studies at the same time.
At twenty-three, he entered Williams
College.
At twenty-six; he graduated from Williams with the highest honors of his class.
At twenty-seven, he was a. tutor at Hi-

other his lyre.

tle for

existence.
to

While there

provide,

bread

was

was

a
won

only by tough work and hard knocks, but
now that the brawny form of the pioneer

was at rest in the little clearing, how
were food and clothing to be had? When
this question was suggested to her neighbors, her case seemed hopeless to them.
Not so to her. Her mother’s example
was before her, and she went

to work to care for her

family.

muchof the labor of the

She

farm,

did

even

and

later delicacy has censured the tone.
of his
morality, it did not offend the severest
censors of his own day. Confessors and
kings as austere as their confessors, were
as little scandalized by his comedies

not yet out of Purgatory.—Leisurc

FLORENCE

’

i
»

®

¥

d

[]

é

yp

wh

:

by

Hours.

NIGHTINGALE'S

FIRM-

NESS.
There were 900 wounded, who were af
once sent to the hospital at Scutari. Miss
Nightingale had arrived here with her bevy
of lady nurses. Her first act showed her:
wonderful energy and determination. The:
steamers laden with the wounded had cast.
anchor at Constantinople. There were.not
yet any mattresses or bed-clothes on thecamp beds in the hospital, and the latterwere not

nearly

the wounded
went to the

beloved

:

sufficient

in

nnmber

coming, Miss
quartermaster

charge of the stores,

for

Nightingale
sergeant in.

and asked him

for the:

stores which she required.
He told her
there was everything she could desire in
the magazines, but that she must get the
Inspector-General of Hospitals to write an
official letter to the Quartérmaster-Gener-

WORDS FOR THE HOUR.
the splitting of rails. She was a good
Will
our
friends be pleased to read over
seamstress, and kept her children in
shoes by making the garments which the carefully and in faith, a few passages from
shoemaker’s wife needed for her family. the Word of God.
al, who would send him an authority to.
And Asa cried unto Jehovah his God,and said :
As the children grew up they were
draw the stores, and that she might then.
Jehovah, it is nothing with thee to help, whethtaughtto work and instructed in those er with many, or with them that have no pow- receive them on showing that authority.
things pertaining to their moral and spir- | er; help us, oh Jehovah our God; for we rest Miss Nightingale asked how long this
on thee.~2 Chr. 14:11.
;
itual welfare. No duty was neglected by
would take. On being told that three.
In those days was Hezekiah sick unto death.
this self-sacrificing and devoted woman. And the prophet Isaiah . . . came to him and days would be the shortest time necessary.
said upon him, Thus saith Jehovah:
Set thine
Her youngest son, who was but eighteen house in order; for thou shalt die, and not for the correspondence, she answered that
live.
Then
he
turned
his
face
unto
the wall,
months old when his father died, now
900 wounded officers and men would be in
lies

struggling for life in

the White

House. We would not detract one iota
from the honor due Mrs. Garfield, the
noble wife who presides over the White
House,

but

we

would

place

upon

the

same high pedestal the widow Garfield,
who shaped the destiny of the * four lit
tle saplings,” she was lef to

rear in

the

cabin of the wilderness. , God placed men
and women in this world to make it better. It has always been by such women
as these. Let those who are among the
great and the renowned of the land imitate the herdic fortitude of the self-sacrificing widow. It is well to remember,
too, that the world hears too much of the

heroism of the great, and too little—quite
too little—of the greater self-devotion of

the humble and the obscure.— Pittsburgh
Gazette,
o0-O-o-&

THE OHUROH ADVANCING.
The
read

gratification with which we have
an

address

delivered

in Newcastle,

and prayed unto Jehovah . . . It came to pass
afore Isaiah was gone out into the middle
court, that the word of Jehovah came to him
saying:
Turn again, and tell Hezekiah the
captain of my people, Thus said Jehovah, the
God of David thy father: I have heard th
rayer; I have seen thy tears; behold, I will
-heal thee:on the third day thou shalt go up

unto
1,2;

the

4,5.

house

of Jehovah,—2

; "If'ye abide in me, and my

Kings
!

words

20:

abides

in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall
be done unto you.—John 15: 7.
And whatsoeverye shall ask in my name,
that will I do, that the Father may be glorified
in the Son.
If ye shall ask any thing in my
name, I will do it.—John 14:13, 14.
Verily, verily, I say unto you, Whatsoever
you shall ask the Father in my name, he will

much in its working.—James 5:10.

We

might

multiply

passages; but

we

believe that one promise, or one command,
of an Omnipotent, All-wise, Faithful, Holy
and Loving God, is as good as a million.
The first thing is to put ourselves, if we
are not already there, into such & position
that we can ask the fulfillment of the promise. Then let us plead with God.
‘Was there ever a time and an occasion

turning

that in our own country ministers

God, pleading all the promises which he
has made through his well-beloved Son,

ligion, pastors in all these churches are
losing in popular esteem and growing of
less importance in our communities.
It
will
probably be admitted by all that
there never was a time when the average
learning, purity of character, holiness of
life, and all those qualities that render the

ministry’ worthy

of the sacred altars at

which they serve, were higher than at
present. Is not this assertion of the waning

influence

of the

sacred

the power of God?

of man

0-0
+++ +o

OALDERON.

profession,

we

ucation is more

name Or none.

common

than

formerly;

and in all the avocations of life, highly educated

men

are

more

numerous

than in

former ‘times. ‘ But the education
Christian

ministers

has

more

(plice with other education.

of the

than

kept

Their stand

ards of scholarship’ have been frequently
advanced. ~ And in ‘the recent great. as-

consequence that Spain should have its
literary anniversary also. If there were
any difficulty for Spaniards in the matter,
it was

in the

variety

of

choice

open

to

them.
Portugal oan boast of one illustrious national writer. It had to glorify his
What

was

;
wanting

fame to the poet of

in

cosmopolitan

the ¢¢ Lusiad”

had to

be eked out by the associations of his genius with an outburst ..of maritime adven-

turousness written largely on ‘the face of
the globe. Spain in. crowning afresh the
writing®
of Cildefon de la Barca, recalls a

[3

i

;

:

ad

her

mission

calmly round,

was

called

"1 sitting, flattering remarks

+

Portugal celebrated its Camoens bi-centenary festival in 1879. It was a“ matural

No doubt liberal ed-

of

grand.

to

them:

know that, ifit is best, he will give (us among the guests.
When the ladies had
what we ask for; in any event, we believe
withdrawn, the, Ambassador made a speech
that he will give us the blessing which ab- recording’ the services rendered by those,
solute Wisdom, Power, Holiness and Love
present, and gracefully alfoding to the ims.
shall choose for us,.—Nut. Baptist.
|:portant part played by her. Where E was.

when rightly understood, rather a declaration somewhat boastful of increased intelligence in many other callings? = It is as if
they should say: ‘ The learning of the
world, held formerly almost exclusively by
the clergy, is now the common property of
all; and especially learned are we who

mike the assertion.’

she

ory of maby a man rescued from death
and pain by their gentle ministrations.
Miss Nightingale’s work was duly appreclated.
At a large dinner-party given
by Lord Stratford, when peace had heew
made, to the superior officers of the army
and navy, Miss Nightiogale also
was

and the glory of God.
will hear prayer;

that

amount of good that yet lives in the mem.

ciple who reads these words to bow before

We know that God

and

¢« Come back! shame on you as Christians!
shame on you as women!”
They returned
holding each other's trembling hands and
some of them almost ready to faint. But,
they got over their nervous weakness as
their noviciate advanced,
and did an

We implore every dis-

pleading for the suke of the good

hours,

She stood ene day with spirits, instruments and lint in hand, during thé performing of a frightful amputation.
Half
a dozen young lady nurses were behind
her, holding basins, towels and other things.
the surgeons might want.
A harrowing;
groan from the patient suddenly put then:
all to flight, except Miss Nightingale, who,

In everything, by prayer and supplication,
with thanksgiving, let your requests be made
known unto God.—Phil 4:6.
The supplication of a righteous man availeth

more fitted to display the faithfulness and

of re-

ciation

give it you.—John 16: 23.

Penn., at the laying of the corner-stone of
the Zion Primitive Methodist church, by
S. W. Dana, Esq.,a lawyer of that city,
leads us to make a brief extract:

«It has: been asserted in some places

the hospital in three

must have what they required immediate~
ly. Shethen went to the magazine, and
telling the sergeant of the guard who she
was, asked him if he would take an order
from her. He said he weuld, and she ordered him to drive in the door.
This was .
done, and the wounded were provided far,
in time.
Her firmness at
surgical
operations
was
something ‘marvelous.
Her appre-

saw. He called the people together and
‘salvation which 1s in Christ, we must have preached to them the word of life. So
a proper, estimate of . sin from which itis much interest was manifested that he con- gemblies, in which have been gathered the period when Spain was still among ‘the
it asdeliverance. The tendency of much of cluded to settle down among them. He most illustrious representatives of the great Powers of the world, but when
the theologizing of the day is to an under- went to work systematically and earnestly,, church in other lands, have our own min- serted a more enduring niental dominion
estimate of the evil nature, the ‘ exceed- and the result was an entire reformation isters been dwarfed in the comparison ? as well. With good right it has summoning sinfulness” of sin. —Okristian at Work. ‘in the character of the place. The people From the classes graduating from our ed the representatives of literature to tesapn

as

the sacred dramas to which, at the age of
fifty, he deemed it more becoming his.
character of a Royal chaplain. to confine
his pen. So irreproachably he lived, in~
deed, in the odor of sanctity that it .may...
well excite the despair of ordinary Catholics to learn that two hundred years ‘after
the poet’s death, it is still thought necessary for cardinals and bishops to
per—
form obsequies for his soul” as if he were

*>-O-0-&
9+

to

in the.

From an incident in con-.

Escurial, the manners were the manners of
Castilian dames and knights. Though a

Presidency of the United States.
President,

and religion.

breviary,

diction was the diction of the Court of the.

in the important movements along the
Memphis and Charlestown railroad.
Aft thirty-two, he was appointed chief of
staff of the army of the Cumberland, participated in the campaigns in Middle. Tennessee and in the notable battle of Chickamauga, and was promoted to the rank of
Major-General.
At thirty-three, he was in Congress, the
successor of Joshua R. Giddings.
At forty-eight, having been continuously
in Congress since he was thirty-three, he
was elected to the United States Senate.
At forty-nine, he was nomifiated for the
At fifty, he was

love

realms beyond the grave, or in Spain, the.

College, Ohio.

by the people.

alternately of

bigotry or Scriptural antiquities. Wheth-'
er the scene were laid in Judes, in the.

prominent
part in the siege of Corinth and

resolutely

Netherlands.

temporary life and history he could turn.
in a moment to ‘an episode of theological

body.
At thirty, he was Colonel of the Fortysecond Ohio regiment.
£e>
Aft thirty-one, he was placed in coma Western wilderness.
Five years later, .mand of a brigade, routed the rebels under
she became a wife, and after having shar- Humphrey Marshall, helped General Buel
ed with her husband the trials and priva- in his fight at Pittsburg Landing, played a

bat-

He fought

in the

In one hand he held his

first lesson in true womanly devotion
from a heroic mother. At thirteen years
of age she found herself in a new home in

and began the

and

with the same vigor with which he wrote..

at work at a car-

penter’s bench. ,
he
i
At sixteen, he was a boatman on the

ly age of eight years, and then took her

tions of frontier life for eleven years, she
was left a widow with four children to
care for. This was the supreme moment
for her. She gathered her children about
her in the little log cabin which her

of

He was a noble and a soldier.

He was a courtierand a priest.

GEN.-GARFIELD'S RECORD:
he was

it part

the aggregate stock of intellectual development. Calderon was a Spaniard of the.

¢ Immortal life in never-fading worlds, »
ee
A
re

At fourteen,

to it that inscrutable element of wider -

human sympathy which makes

is

sure!

ever be:

excusable, the influence the spirit of Calderon has exerted over the Spanish and
the whole European mind justifies the demonstration ix Madrid.
He belengs to.
‘the number of authors who, embodying in
themselves the national genius, have add-.

¢ Delight Is where their duty leads
Or fixes them.
Reciod

“Devoted

So far as cen-.

tenaries and bi-centenaries can

they come to their profession as to a noble
service. Their

ram

GARFIELD.

love,

ki

Spanish drama is an essential link in the.

“Main of literary history.

_ At twenty-eight, he was Principal of Hi, Nearly eighty years ago, in the wilds
ram College.
t
of New Hampshire, Eliza Ballou
was|
At twenty-niue, he was a member of the
born.
She was left fatherless at the ear- Ohio Senate=<the youiigest member of that

strong arm

in

a new

Drunkards were reclaimed and irre-

ligions men became devout

sheep

« A case came to our notice in all its de-

ished.

day.

husband had erected,

money which I should spend here in a
day and buy something which would of Johnathan Edwards, who wrote his
make him happy, so leading him to feel great works in a little closet ‘of a study
that I did not forget him while I was ina secluded valley of the Housatonic.
Joseph Bellamy
became
eminent
as a
away.” And so we went forth that last
preacher and writer in a town of Conday we were. to spend. together.
And
necticut, the name of which at this day
though the father’s joy had been great is scarcely known outside of the State.
before, it, was keener now while he prepared to go home with that which should

Sabbath in that community became

1,

tify before the tomb of Calderon that the

highest seminaries of learning every year,
young men of genius, rare scholars, of
highest hope and fairest promise, pass
to the Christian ministry,
They come to
it not as to ¢ livings ’ prepared and waiting for them. Glowing with youth, ardent

ing. Within three months over a hundred souls were hopefully converted. The

ical life, when his means were narrow, two of
his former pupils found him on one occasion
¢ with a book in his hand (it was the Odes of
Horace), he being then like humble and in-

and I attribute what little success I have

tly to dome a is the em}y thing which can please the

favor which woul
involve

bring to

anxious thought, in- making selection of a
memorial to bear homeward.
That tails a short time since, which we put on
to own me as one of its selection made, care is not wholly ban- record for the encouragement of ministers

say, or see me do, anything which I
ought not to say or do, will you not
please to inform me ofit? I know I will
j.take
your advice kindly, for I am sure it
“would be for my. own geod; '&s well as

would

life would

In a distant city I met a young physi- entirely to my country breeding.’
;
cian. He was delighted with the new and
¢¢ We might write down a long list of Ainteresting spots which we visited togeth- 'merican divines who have done similar
er. But he said to me one morning as I work in the seclusion of country parishes,
awoke, “I would gladly stay here as and who, according to all human calculacould not have done better, or as
long as you do. But my little Harry tion,

own dear little church, as well as the
church of my heavenly Father, will not
members;

change as city

country was to him a help rather than

tastes changed. What pleased him in
I the old days may be mere or less of a

‘I want to help you in every way
possibly can. I do want to be such a true,
faithful Christian that the church, our

which they were called in youth: they desired no change, and least of all such a

nocent Abel,

SINNETT.

Almost every man absent from home
makes some preparation for meeting his
loved ones. We follow Enoch Arden
until the ship is ‘Silent in the oriental
haven.” Busy, oh, how busy, is the man!
Each day is filled with care. All that he
can he must take homeward that his dear
ones may be enriched. And is there
other preparation to fill his home with
joy? Yes. He knew that his little ones
in their innocence would prize a gift
more than all the dreams of schools and
honors in a distant day. So the grand
poet tells us that the father bought, ‘A

the thoughts

engagement

meetings

SS

‘the heavenly life, put into earnest action

is there any reason why tlie Christian
attend

CI

gilded dragon also for the babes.”

service, for our brethren in the ministry,

to

0

BY REV, C. N.

with regard to the weather which are ut-

should net make a standing

Gr

PREPARATIONS.

always raining,” or * This storm will
never end,” or use other like expressions

not fail to meet his appointments.

EEE

are ambitious to fill metropolitan pulpits,
It has not always been so: The. time was
when the most able and eminent preachers
were content to remain in the charges to

came from far and near to hear the man
who believed and felt what he was preach-

NOR36

|

were made

on.

the conduct of those whom Lord Strat-.
It was at.
ford had so warmly praised.
last proposed that everyone should write.

on a slip of paper

the

peared to him most

likely

name, which
to

'descend

ap-

to.

posterity with renown. The names were.
written and given to the proposer of this:
benevolent form of ostracism. The papers
were opened and read; every one of them
contained the name of Miss Nightingale.
An enthusiastic cheer was raised, in which
the two commanders-in-chief, Sir William
Codrington of the arly and Lord Lyons.
of the navy, were among the most clamorods in their applause, Lord Stratford
leading the hurrah.—ZEpglish paper.

[)

._An illiterate preacher who, among other
falsehoods, belived that men ‘were: always,
right and women
wont to declare that
ging who had no oil
all women, while the

Wrong, was
always
the five foolish virir their lamps were
wise virgins were. all

Lan
"

~

alt

EE

at the former and the sécond at the latter.

No

‘Sunday-School Lesson.--Sept. 18.
see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

PM.

Bondage and

TT.

The call of Moses,

WW.

Leadersand

©

45

Ex.

Ls

:

7:8-1T.

TW. The passover. Ex.12: 1-14.
¥. Red sea and manna. Ex, 14:19—27;
8. The commandments. Ex.
20: 1-21.
S. Idolatry punished. EX. 32:26—35.

16:18.

GoLDEN TEXT :—* Let Israel now say, that
his mercy endureth forever.”—Ps. 118: 2,
Deliverance;

Torics—Bondage;

goodness.

Divine

:

.

Notes and Hints.

The Book of Exodus containing an account of God’s dealings with his chosen
people during a most remarkable period
of their history, is full of rich spiritual
.

lessons, as those

have found,

who

have

studied deeply and carefully as we have
been going along.
We can review some of these lessons
very well under the topics designated.
I. Bondage. The
condition of the
Israelites in
slavery
“furnishes some apt and

under
Pharaoh
forcible illustra.

tions of the state of the sinner while in
bondage to Satari. Théy were under a
hard master. No thought of mercy dwelt

in his heart... His only object was to get
from them the greatest possible amount
* of work, and to hold - them continually
under his will. They seem to have been

fairly well fed for this was for “Pharaoh's
interest.

.Satan

grants

oftentimes, such

to his

servants,

pleasures as belong

the present life, mere animal and

to

sensual

gratifieations, but he holds them none the
less rigidly to his service. The bondage
“is galling, grinding servitude, and that
“Without respite. The Hebrews had no
power
to deliver themselves.
The heel
* of the despot was upon their necks. They
could get no vantage ground on which to

stand and work

out their

deliverance.

They were, to all appearance, in helpless, hopeless subjection to a stronghearted and relentless task-master. So
is the sinner. He can not lift himself
out of the slough into which he has fallen.

His

vain efforts only

cause

him

to

sink the deeper. Help must come to him
from outside, from some saviour whose
feet stand upon a solid

foundation ; some

‘one wise enough and strong enough to
lead them out from their hopeless condition, defend them from all enemies that
may assail them by the way, and guide
‘them to a place of perfect safety.
II. Deliverance. Jehovah
raised up
Moses to be a deliverer to his people.
The circumstances of his birth, preserva. tion and education were so appointed and
over-ruled by divine wisdom as to secure
for him'the best possibl
eparation for

the

work « before Wo,

Al the proper

time he was sent of God to begin and
carryto completion the deliverance of
his brethren: from the cruel oppression
under which they were groaning. Of
himself, even with all
his splendid
“abilities and endowments, he could have
done little, or nothing. But being sent
of God, Jehovah was with him, and

* through His power,

lent to him; or mani-

fested through him, Moses became the
‘deliverer of his nation. So Jesus of

Nazareth became the Saviour of sinners.
- No man could have rescued a fallen race;

-a race enslaved by the power of Satan
over and in the human heart. Only one
sent from God was able to do the great
work. And there was but One whom
God could send. Upon his only begotten
‘Son the burden was laid. Willingly he
took it and faithfully he bore it. He
‘opened wide a door of deliverance to all
whom

Satan had

held,

or

might eyer

‘hold, in bondage.

As Moses

manifested

the power of God

before

the Egyptians

“and Israelites so did Jesus. Christ manifest the same

power before

the

world, that whosoever should

him

might

eternal

‘not perish

whole

believe

in

but might have

Deliverance

life.

came

to the

Hebrews only through faith in and obedience to the appointed deliverer, so salva-

tion from sin can come only through
faith in and obedience to the Lord Jesus
Christ, for ‘‘there is none other name
under heaven given among men whereby

‘we must be saved.”
.

AIL.

aing

Divine

goodness.

to end the divine

mercy were continually and

From

begin-

goodness

and

wonderfully

manifested to the chosen people of God.

In raising up for thems deliverer out of
“their own number ; in providing for his
care and training, both in Egypt and in
* “the wilderness ; in making it possible for
such an immense throng to get away from

“Egypt at all; in the wonderful

of

12,000

acres.

A

Union

July 20 to July 31, a good attendance and

wr

Ex.4:

district

27-31;5:1

1: 1-14;

Ex.3:1—14.

magicians,

He organized another school at

Blanchard, also & new settlement, and
preached the first sermon at Indian Farm,

2:

READINGS.

deliverer.

5—15.

| either.
a

arrange-

Parliament, which

was in

session

from

interested audience contributed to make
this year’s meetings more than usually
profitable. Rev. Dr. Daniel Dorchester
delivered two lectures upon. ¢* Religious
progress ” ; and Dr. Thomas Guard dis-

‘of Israel. Nor lessto us. We can not
“tell one-half of his goodness. Blessings

“without number, temporal and spiritual,
"have been richly given to us. Letall the
“childrenof men praise the Lord,

The

success

of

missions

is assured.

God has said, ** Ask of me and I shall
give thee the heathen for thine inheritance
and the uttermost parts of the earth for
thy possession.” ‘¢ He shall have dominion also from sea to sea and from the
river unto the ends of the earth.” ‘For
the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of
waters cover the sea.”

the
We

Lord: as the
speak then,

We get a moré worthy

view of the

comparative progress of the work, however, as we notice the per cent. of gain.
Last year the gain in membership in our
churches here at home, with all our facilities
- and increasing population, was

one and one-half per cent. In the foreign missions supported by these same
Amerigan

churches

and nine-tenths

the gain

per

cent.

was eight

In

the

words, while one was gained to our
American churches for every sixty-seven

hinders

No matter if the startis

made awkwardly, if it be made sincerely,
the time will come when progress

in the

by the pernicious influence it right way will be both natural and easy.
The heathen wonder that in A boy had recently joined the church.
A

sends out.

Christian

this worldliness

right in life.

lands only a small

proportion

of the people are even professed Christians.

They are disturbed by the dishon-

orable

dealings

of. Christian

nations.

They are injured by the opium and whiskey we carry to their ports. They are

friend with whom he was to «dine, re«|
quested him to ask a blessing.
can't!” said the boy. ‘But you have

joined

the

was

church,”

the answer,

“and you ought to do your duty.”

The

as a

boy determined to start right and he did.
Closing his eyes he said very reverently,
«0 Lord, have mercy on these victuals.”

at

Laugh if you choose at the blunder; he

instead

of that devoted selt-detiial, ahd that-earn-

broke the ice and put his quizzing friend
to shame. Bat what are you going to

est, anxious

start out into life with,O boy of the period?

misled
and

by our skeptical

these

philosophers;

influences, all, are

consecrated

home would

soon remove.

But

When I was a boy,I had arranged for a day

other spirit,—a love of personal ease and
pleasure, a love of their own comfort, an

near by. Of course we had some preparationsto make. The first thing we did

Dr. W. A. Brownell .spoke on Colorado the end when the kingdoms of this world home was less than one per cent. Thus unwillingness to do hard, wearisome
scenery, and the Rev. C. J.-Markham- shall become the kingdoms: of Christ. * whether we look at our own denomina-- wok for God aiid a real dislike of devout

was to put up carefully two boiled eggs
for each boy ; then three apples, a couple
of doughnuts, some sandwiches, and a
small cup, for we knew that our tramp

conducted

several

conferences.

Mr.

Frank Beard and Mrs. S. W. Clark man-’
aged the children’s departments.—S. S.
Times.
gates
Some time ago it was affirmed that the.
Summer Sunday-school Assembly idea
had reached

its

climax,

like, that it would

and

soon

mushroom

die out.

every year since that sapient

But

observation

was made, the assemblies perversely
have gone on, increasing in numbers and
in attractions. They now are formidable
rivals to the summer watering-places and
seaside resorts. This year they seem to
have had the

most

successful

season

in|

their history.
Chautauqua, the mother
of them all, is still expanding. This
summer its average attendance exceeded
that of all former years. During its sessions it is a small sized city of itself. Its
¢¢ Theological School,” especially, ' appearsfo have met with great favor, while
the C. L. S. C. folks constituted of themselves a large and enthusiastic, host.—
Asbury Park Assembly, under the leader-

ship of Rev. J. A. Worden. had no reason to complain either as to attendance,
enthusiasm, or good management.—Lake

Bluff went up a step or two this season,
having on the whole the most satisfactory
session since its inauguration.— National
Teacher.
The second annual session of the New
England
Sunday-school
Assembly at
South

}Framingham,

Mass.,

was

more

largely attended than its warmest friends
had anticipated. On the second day more
than five thousand persons were in attendance,

over

two

thousand

of whom

were holders of season tickets. All the
essential features of the Chautauqua Assembly have been incorporated into this
enterprise, including the * Literary and
Scientific Circle,” the
Young. People’s
Reading Union * and the ‘School of
Theology.” The last named is a new
feature, and has been organized under
the laws of the State of New York, with
Dr.John H. Vincent as its President,
and Prof. L. T. Townsend, of Boston, as

Dean of its Faculty. It proposes to prescribe a course of reading and study for
its members, which may be pursued at
their homes during the year, and to institute for them such examinations as
shall test their thoroughness and attainments in the subjects studied. It bids
fair to be of great value and usefulness.
Definite

arrangements

have

been made

for continuing the Assembly at the same
place for five years, including the present
session.

ie
0-0-0

ATRAID OF A RIGHTEOUS MAN.
If Moses had been present in the camp
the Israelites would never have

dared

to

set up the golden calf.
On a bright Sabbath morning, by the
side of a country road running along the
Hudson, not many miles from New York,

two men stood talking together.
One
was a judge, of Ligh social standing and
legal distinction; the other was a stone
mason ; and their conversation was about
the building of a new wall near the place
where they were standing.

* Just coming into sight as he trudged
along the road on his way to church, was
a plain Scotch farmer, well-known as a
God-fearing,
Sabbath-keeping,
honest,

hard-working man, neither fearing nor
asking favor of the great or rich. His
chief ambition in life seemed to be to
raise a large family of children in the
fear of God, and honorably in the
of men, which his example was

sight
well

fitted to do.
In the midst of an animated explanation
of what he wanted in a new wall, the

judge caught sight of the farmer. Stopping suddenly, he said, ‘¢ There comes
David §———, it will never do to let
him see us talking business on the Sabbath morning ; we will step behind this
bit of wall until he passes.” And the

judge and the mason crouched down

be-

‘Hind the wall until the plodding footsteps
of the farmer echoed faintly in the dis-

When a colporteur asked a backwoods-

us, it is not doubtful to God:

He sges

* * * We ask first, what has been
the success of missions in the past?
Missions began away back with Paul
and his associates.
* * * They were
united, devoted, persistent in their work,

and in three hundred years the religion of
Christ became the leading religion of the
civilized world. But there remained the
uncivilized tribes that were heathen all
abogt them, and in the missionary efforts
that followed Christianity was weakened
sadly by the divisions and corruptions
that crept into thechurch.
* * * The
thousand yeafs that followed were dark

cupboard nil he found a few torn leaves
“I declare, stranger!”

said he, * I do need some more

Bible; I

this illiterate forntiersman put so roughly,

tion and its mission,

or at all Christians

| vigorate the'soul. Nothing will give tone

some extent among

associations

of this country and their..missions, the | And

and .of

Clristians here

sacrifice

for

God.

this unconsecrated, worldly, selfish

success of mission workgis seen to be
more than five times the success of the

spirit hinders the work of the church here

work in this country. I would not speak
discouragingly of the work at home.
There is no reason for it; but I would

remote corners of the earth. . A corrupt,
seifish church can never convert the
world. In so far as the spirit of love and

thus illustrate the wonders of God's grace

sacrifice

at home and hinders the work in the most

for

others, which

Christ

mani-

would make us thirsty. Now all that was
wise.
We knew we should heed food

and we took

our bodies.

But that was food for
The school-room is to the

it.

mindof a boy, what his mother's pantry

is to his bodily wants.

Fill your head

fested as the foundation spirit of our re- with knowledge, little boy, for there will
ligion, is wanting in the church, to that be need enough of it, as you get further
lands.
But there was
The progress of the work is seen very extent its power for good is gone; its life ou in the journey of life.
one
other
thing
that
we
did
not forget to
is
a
decaying
death.
Here
is
the
danger.
encouragingly also if we notice the progress for a series of years. Ten years It was this same spirit which crept into take, and very little game should we have
brought home that day if we had forgotago the American missions reported a na- the Apostolic churches alter their years
ten
it. ‘We took our ammunition.
Now
of
faithful
service,
and
we
now
have
to
‘ones for the church. But even this for- tive membership in foreign lands of 65;- : send missionaries back to Smyrna and in the journey of life, we need not only
889.
Now
the
native
membership
is
189,mal piety pushed’itself with some vigor,
From 65 to 189 thousands in ten Ephesus and Rome and Jerusalem. This food, but ammunition. But the food of
and with much devotion, into Britain and 771.
That is success! India is the spirit if it shall come to prevail in our the mind is the best ammunition we can
Germany and Russia ; even to the borders: years!
churches, will destroy our. influence for have. Knowledge with a purpose to use
of China. The result was the establish- country in which we are especially ingood also, and. we shall’ need missiona- it aright is just what is needed at every
terested.
Its
people,
it
is
said,
are
stable
ing of a corrupt Christianity in all Euries to bring us back to a better service. step. And last of all, perhaps most imrope and a Christless religion in Northern and hard to réich: Vitious American
I
trust in God that this will not be. Bat; portant of all, is an unselfish spirit—a
Africa and Western Asia. The Reforma- and European societies are engaged in
that as he has given us so great an influ- willingness to give up something for oth.
the
work
there.
In
1861
they
had,
all
tion came as the beginning
of better
ence,he will also purify and consecrate our ‘ers, it may be for father or mother, or it
‘days. * * * * With this reformed told, 24,976 communicants. In 1871 they
home piety and so fit us better for leading | may be for our dear «country. I have
church began what is called the modern had 52,816. The number more than the nations up to himself.
never read
a more beautiful illustration
missionary movement.
This movement doubled in ten years! In 1880 they had
But here is a work for us who remain of self-sacrifice than the following: In
102,444,—almost
doubled
in
nine
years!
has in. 'view the bringing of the whole
at home,—to develop in our own hearts the days of the Great Napoleon the kingworld to the love and worship of Jesus. In our own mission the increase the past
and
in the hearts of others that consecrat- dom of Prussia was in imminent danger
It sends missionaries to those of the un- ten years,—years of discouragement we
ed love of Jesus afd that larger measure of being trampled under foot by the
have
been
inclined
to
call
them,—has
reformed church, that it may persuade
of his spirit which shall fit us for doing French. Money was needed by the good
them to a better worship. It sends mis- been from 231 to 527. From two hunthe work of God, and on our success in King Frederick William, to buy arms for
sionaries to the half-civilized and to the dred to five hundred in ten years, besides
developing
this better piety depends un- the defense of his people.
Wonderful
barbarous, heathen tribes that it may civ- all the educational work that has been
der God the success of our missions. was the spirit of self-sacrifice shown by
going
on,
the
result
yet
to
appear!
And
ilize them and make them Christians.
The ultimate success of missions is as- the Prussian women.
Every woman,
And the success of this movement has 80, wherever we look at the mission
whose
married
life
has
been
sured.
God
has
spoken
it,
The
whole
a happy one,
work, in fields old enough, so that the
been great.
seed sown can bear fruit, we find the in- earth shall be filled with the knowledge loves her wedding ring. For nothing but
To say that hundreds of thousands
of the glory of the Lord. If mot by us, to buy bread with is she willing to give it
from among the heathen are now Chris- crease is great. But, as we have already then by others.
In those dark days when all Prussia
But if we are faithful, up.
said, the great work has been the changtians, does not describe the success of the
trembled at the name of Napoleon, ten
we may lead the nations up to God.
ing
of
the
thought
and
feeling
of
the
namovement.
To say that nations
like
Here then we see the importance of our thousand plain iron. rings were made,
tives, which has taken away their faith in
Madagascar and the Sandwich Islands
home
work, that all the influences from .each bearing this inscription; * I gave
their old religions, and prepared them for
have been brought to Christ, so that they
Each married
the light of-the gospel of Christ. The our country may be Christian influences, gold for irom, 1813."
now send their own natives as missionpast success has been great. The prog- —the ‘importance of our institutions of woman who loved her country cheerfully
aries to other lands, does not describe the
ress to-day is rapid. The way is pre- learning that the truth of God, that dis- dropped her golden wedding ring into an
success of the movement. To say that
covered and that revealed, may be taught iron chest that was guarded by a Prussian
pared for the triumph of Zion.
missionaries have gone to every corner of
in
its harmony ; the need of active, person- officer, and received in exchange for it a
We ask now in the third place, what
the earth,—to Turkey and. Persia and
al work that the nominal Christians about ring of iron. It was a token that she had
will
be
the
success
of
the
work
in
time
to
India and China and Japan and Australia
us may become penitent followers of sacrificed something for her country.
:
and the islands of the sea,—that they come ?
Jesus; the need of a deeper piety in ev- Thousands of dollars were raised in that
That depends on God and on us. There
form a circle all about Africa and pierce
The in- ery heart that our Christian light may way, How much good might be done, if
to its center, and go also to Mexico and is a great work yet to be done.
shine with a clear and steady brightness ; the youth of America would only say, “I
South America and to the Indians of our fluence now exerted must be continued, the need of less love of worldly things will deny
myself something warm to start
western plains,—to say all this,—and that and, for the most rapid progress, it must that our gifts may average, not thirty out on,” for
the good of others, if not for
they have given a written language to be largely.increased. God might possi- cents but thirty times thirty, yes, even ac- my own good.
Don’t leave out self-sacbly,
by
means
of
the
natives
now
conmany tribes and the Bible to them all,
cording to the gospel rule literally, ‘ all rifice, as you start upon the jourmey of
verted
lead
the
heathen
to
himself;
but
it
this does not describe all the success of
her living.” Then the success which has life.
seems necessary that teachers from Christhis movement.
spread a Christian influence in ery land
Flint, Michigan.
The numbers won from heathenism tian lands should continue to give them and brought so many to Christ, which
PRP
instruction and to guide them in their
have been indeed great. The change in
multiplies
the
native
converts
a
hundred
new life. With this work faithfully’ and
some of the smaller nations has been
fally
done, many of us will live to see per cent. every decade, will continue to
BY 8. 8, C.
wonderful and blessed. The devotion
heathen lands as thoroughly Christian as characterize the work of missions and
manifested in carrying the Word of Life
Fifty years ago A.C.a mother with 11 °
is our own to-day. That is only the re- Jesus shall reign over all the earth. children, who like Solomon's * virtuous
to every part of the earth has reflected
How
happy
it
will
be
as
we
stand
in
that
sult which the present progress indicates.
woman,” spun wool and flax and clothed
honot on the church, and the faithful laAnd we may. be encouraged in our vast company which no man can number, her own household, was in the habit of
bor has added to the multitude that shall
of all nations and kindreds and people and walking over three miles to attend religwork.
praise our God in heaven. But the
tongues, before the throne of God, if we ious worship at the house of God. In a time
But will the present influences be con- can feel that we have had a share in of especial
awakening, at a church
whole result is seen only when, in conconference meeting, she met a sister
Nay, more, will we so improve
nection with these, we notice the Chris- tinued?
bringing the nations to Christ.
How equally
devoted from a distant part of the
tian influence which has been exerted our home piety and draw nearer to God, blessed, if we can hear our Lord say con- town, and they talked together of the
over those also who have not yet declared that we shall be fitted for leading the na- cerning this, and concerning all our work, Lord’s work among their neighbors and
rts burned within
their faith in Jesus,—an influence so tions up to that high plane of piety which ‘ Well done, good and faithful servants, friends, till their
great that such immovable peoples as shall introduce the millenium? The suc- thou hast been faithful over a few things, them, as did the hearts of the disciples
that journeyed to Emmaus.
Their disthose of India and China are feeling its cess of God's kingdom is assured: and he enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.”
course led them to mention a prosperous,
power, and such fanatics as those of Tur- is using us now for signal triumphs. If
influential man with a large
Ys who
+04
key and Persia have been compelled to we are worthy we may continue this
made himself prominent in connection
respect the religion of Christ. In those work,and the progress shall not cease un- “ SOMETHING WARM TO START OUT with the revival by his bold opposition to
the work, and his open RL
sentiand in many other land the heathen have til all the kingdoms of this world shall
ments
of
infidelity.
His
conduct
correBY EGBERT L. BANGS.
learned to esteem Christianity, and have become the kingdoms of Christ. Glorisponded with his belief, he was considconfessed its power for good over the ous possibilities are before wus. God
It was a cold day in February. Two ered altogether the *‘hardest man in
After dwelling a few moments
‘human heart ; and the foolishness of the grant that we may make them glorious teams were hitched in front of a saloon. town.”
on the incalculable power of influence
og
worship of idols is forced upon them. realities!
Each team had drawn a load of wood in- such a man was sure to exert, whether
The result is, that, should all missionary
But to accomplish this is no -idle task. to town, and the men were about to start | for good or evil, they both simulianeousand the success of the work

in heathen

FIFTY YEARS AGO.

ON.”

work. cease, idols ‘and sinful worship
could never be to them again, what they
have

been

stations,

in time

thousands

past.

The

scattered

mission
over

hea-

then lands, are centers from which an influence has gone forth

which

can never

Faithful

work

must

be

done

at home.

Consecrated giving must be our rule, and
consecrated living must be our practice.
In the worldliness of the church at
home,=-in
its unconsecrated : piety, if piety
it may be called, lies the chief hindrance

for home.

They had several milesfo go

and it was already after four

o'clock.

It

was not at all strange that they did not

look forward with much pleasure to a long

ride inan open wood-rack. Then after they
reached home, their horses must be taken

return void, The missionary labors of to the progress of missions. This oper- care of for the night.
Perhaps, also,
the early Christians. and the -missionary ates'in two ways: It makes our contribu- there were cows to milk and pigs to feed,
efforts of modern times have been a great tions small. Last year the gifts of Ameri- and various other chores that would make
success.
can charities for foreign missions averaged ‘along day for them. I heard one of them
Let us notice now in the second place thirty cents. Some of our more wealthy say to the other, ‘* Let's have something
what the success és to-day,—the rate of denominations averaged in their gifts one warm to start out on.”
Whatdid they
progress of the work as itis now going or two dollars ; and some gave not at all have? I donot know, Warming drinks
for this work. Our Methodist friends have so many names that when a man
on.
To many minds the financial view is averaged seventeen cents; and the gifts of speaks of something warm, you do not
the all-important one. And it is objected Free Baptists averaged twenty cents. know what form of liquid fire he is going
that missions to the heathen do not pay That this is. the measure of our ability, no to take, but you know that he means
because the converts are so few compared one claims. Our Moravian brethren, not liquor of some kind.

with the cost.

Does any one know the

cost of a convert in this country? If we
man if he had a Bible" in his house, the descend to so low a way of estimaling
man aged on an upper shelf of a spiritual things we shall find that mission

of a Testament.

than seven per cent. while our gain at

characterized

for

here

in the woods with another boy who lived

of no doubtful matter to-day as we speak members, in our mission churches one
for every’twelve members.
of the success of missions; for the mouth ‘was-gained
|;
If
we
look
at
our own Free Baptist misof the Lord hath spoken it. * * * However doubtful the prospect may seem to sion we find the gdin there Was more

endeavor

such

church

an-

immoral book?” and delivered his lecture
on * Waste.” Professor George ¥. Comfort gave two lectures on architecture,

for his ‘did not know we were so near out!” What

Ametican
fica © Sunday-

again

other vigorous,

work.compares favorably with work at

home.

We

have

more than 100,000

churches in this country.

Does

merely 250 dollars each per year

it cost
to sup-

more wealthy

than

we, but manifestly

less worldly in their use of Money, gave’
an everage of five dollars per member
~twenty-five times as much as Free
Baptists gave! * This clinging to the
things of this world - hinders the success
of missions ; for it keeps the societies, -all

the time studying

to see how little they

can possibly get along with in the several

is Jiterally true of too many Christian pro- port our American churches on an averfossors. They are sadly * out ‘of Bible,” age? Even then, our gain in member- fields, instead of planning, as they should
ship costs more per member than does do, how much they “can accomplish for
River Valley, in Dakota, a and not only of that, but of all sound devo- the gain in mission fields. - Then let those | God; and further it sends abroad only
tiopal reading which can elevate and “in-

of

Then

the work

to pray and

is to

be silent who would

give

up

mission

half the missionaries needed for a, vigor-

No greater mistake can be made than
to suppose

that a drink of liquor

will

ly said, ** Let us pray for him, is anything
too hard for the Almighty?” Then
they
separated not knowing when they should
meet again, for each had & large ] amily to

duties which
care for, and abundant home
in those days it was déemed a sin to neg-.
lect.
al
A. C. has pointed out to the writer a
large
rock by the highway, where, weary

with |her long homeward journey on foot,
she sat down to rest, and unmindful of

time or place, became lost in pupplication
for ‘the infidel father, till the evening
shadows gathered in the woods about her,

while her whole heart was still crying,

with the tenacity of Jacob's faith, *‘ I will

not ‘let thee go till thou bless.” Four
weeks passed and the sisters met again in
the church conference, to hear this same
violent opposer confess Christ before
men, and acknowledge himsell a ‘‘ brand
plucked from the burning.”
This happened 50 years ago, and that
once ‘‘ blasphemous man,” has long since
taken of the inheritance of the saints
n light, but his 12 children, all devoted

help a man bear exposure to the cold, It
will not.” The three men who endured Christians, are scattered through several
cold the most ‘bravely in the polar re-

New England towns, and are siill exert-

. oIn view
gids, while looking for the remains of of these far-reaching results, who
can esSir John Franklin, were every one of
them water drinkers. The men who had

ing a wide influence for

timate the significance of She agteemen.
of those two sisters, touching
the * one

thing” they ‘asked, which was done for
of the Father
in Heaven.—Matt.
erin
:
]18:
wanted “something warm to start out bythem tnetent
on,” had but a few miles to ‘go, but, in
But none, says a critical friend, pray
the land ‘we live in, there are thousands “with the expectation of such results nowdrawn the wood into town, and

who

of boys: who have the long journeyof a

a-days.

Why net?

Our

God is the

ous prosecution of the work. We do not lifetime before them. ' It ‘makes all the ot
yoRiondy to-day
and forever,”
and sinew to enfeebled
that it
Yhargup. h study of God's Word.— Monthl, ‘Their argument applies with double force even answer the calls of the heathen and | difference in the world to them, ‘what they and his ‘“hand is not shortened
Cabinet,
yo
;
y against our work at home. This selfish, from many places they plead in vain ' for start on. It is a grand thing to start ‘oan not save, neither his ear heavy thal
it'can not hear.”
:
piety like a work

because of .the cost in money.

o

VF

‘missionary

‘Ward, at Ocean Park, Aug. 10, 1881.]

‘to serve the Saviour.

which

to men-

‘ing goodness and mercy to the children

. [The substance of an address by Rev. J. T.

some one to teach them how

sions. It opposes every Christian work:
But even on this view, compared with
‘home work missions are a success.

others

‘Is the Bible an

tance, and the good man passed from
‘for their organization and education as a sight.—L. I, Kirkwood.
tion, God steadily manifested his _unfail-

THE SUCCESS OF MISSIONS.

TR

money view opposes, noth merely mis-

Christ’s life, there

cussed- the question,

ments for their guidance and ' protection,

nation, and in ways too many

Tommumcations,

.

other religious service before held at

school organized by him under the baleful shadow of a brewery, is proving successful.
At the Thousand Islands Sunday-school

QUARTERLY REVIEW.
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7, 1881.
hi
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one
a graduate of Hillsdale College, and of
Cleveland,
of
colleges
Medical
of the
Ohio, and will enter the field as an active
worker, with superior qualifications and
We can only rejoice
great advantages.
the numbers and
to
accession
at this

eT

strength of our force in the field and pray
them

Meanwhile, let us not

the work.

BOE I

bless

that God will abundantly

in

forget

the plea of Dr, J. L. Phillips, in the Star

of Aug. 24, for men, men fully equipped
for the service, men rich in faith and zeal,

4

men who shall for years to come lead the
"advancing columns in different directions
"against

retreating

the slowly

heathenism.

forces

of

the cause freely upon their generosity
and says, “ Upon the first day of the bag already noticed is that the gilts of all,
week let every one of yowm‘lay by him in when they are:counted out after the colstore as God hath prospered
him, that lection, stand on precisely the same level vw ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
there be no gathering when I come,’ of generosity. The poor man’s penny
y
THE CURE OF
Perhaps Paul did not want the: passing of Jag as much credit as the rich man’s dolar. And, by this kind principle of par- | Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
the contribution-box to intrude upon the
the stingy man may
sun his
church service, perhaps he did not wish ticipation,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
to be considered as a religious tax-gath- gelf-respect in the shining glory of a
‘Influenza, Asthma,
erer or charitable extortioner. Personally, large total, when he would not dare to |
begging may have been distasteful to him. brave public ‘opinion with a two-gent
‘Whooping Cough,
We
He may have feared that it would impair pledge on ‘a subscription paper.
Croup, and
read
in
an
éxchange
that
‘a
certain
his influence as a preacher, if he tapped
the pocket when he ought to tap the heart. church which claimed credit for considerEvery affection of the
Or he may have feared the chilling effects able liberality took up a collection for the
of postponement, if the gatherings were spread of the gospel among the heathen.
deferred until he

came.

It was, at

The

all

Of course, it is of no use to send men,
or women, to work in India, unless we
mean to sustain them. They need, and
deserve, a prompt, hearty and ample
support. We mean not simply a proper
salary promptly paid, but a support in
respect to the regular maintenance of all
departments of their work, the judicious
enlargement of their plans and the keeping up of all necessary incidental ex-

penses of so large and varied a work
is involved in a foreign mission.

as

use has become
value it more

endeared

for its form

churches,

than

vidual had

schools is to train up native assistants for of the service would

carrying on the work of evangelization.
Of the pupils who have attended these
schools,

twenty-five

are

at present

en-

gaged in mission work, and render valuable assistance to the missionaries.
A fair degree of success attends the
work of the Free Church Mission on Lake
Nyassa in Central Africa. Its schools
are attended by about a hundred and
twenty native boys and girls, some of

whom can now read and, write in English, and read and understand their Bi-

We

SCATTERED ABROAD.—The
plan of
of having the Christians scattered abroad
among the heathen community -commend-

ed itself to my mind more strongly than
ever, accustomed as I have been to their

Even the most adroit

calu-

lator was henceforth unable to gauge his
Reigibor's contribution. In one congregation we

know of, the bag

was handed

- being huddled helplessly together in mis- to one of the occupants of the first pew,
, sion compounds or Christian villages. and passed fron) seat to seat by the conThe advantages of native Christians dwell- gregation, without the assistance of the
ing amongst the people, and freely mix- ‘deacons. ‘Having occupiéd the last pew
ing with them in the concedus of life, are in church on one occasion, the writer was
80 Apparen; that the wonder is that every a little puzzled.to know what to do with
missionary does not set his face against the bag when it came into his hands.
There was abundant opportunity to eshe ‘oompound aud ills C] J i
cape with it, for a short space of time :
Mission
ry wn| the Londo n
issionary,
351
Missionary
but the ultimate appearance of one of the
deacons relieved the writerof the bag
,

METHOD OF EVANGELIZATION.~~Roma-

nath Chowdery, a native Christian, writes
to The London Missionary Herald: * The

work of evangelization in. India should,
I think,be purely Oriental

in its mode,

Evangelists should go, like the escetics,
without

purse, from province to province,

and proclaim Jesus and him crucified to
the people. The same Hindus who honor-and feed Mohammedan fakirs, will

honor and

and

the responsibility which belonged to it.

We have never heard that the professional thief intruded into that church, or

that any undue

advantage was taken

of

this liberty by its members, = But the experience of some English clergymen with

the bag does not seem Lo be so

fortunate;

for we read that, ‘* since the adoption of
bags in the place of the old ‘collection

plates, English clergymen complain that

feed them. While I was the amount of bronze money received at

Boe aching from place to. Jiace, withont
of what sould eat —or

‘pecially

y fed and clothed me by those

vine in Liverpool, the other day, took

where I Ho

5 Ral Lord wonderfulto whom

offertories has materially increased,

es-

the richer congregations,”

and we are told that *¢ a well-known

di-

. 1 pre ached. The ped
“lifitened to me: steps to counteract the evil. Choosing
that love for his text the Jassage, ¢ Alexander, the
interest
and
with ation
to esr coppersmith, did me much evil,’ he told
Homes." Bap, Miss. Mog. me
his hearers their duty in plain terms.
)
Fin
\

which seems
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constipation
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conversion to
nounced Maconty soon after
Christ. Messrs. E. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, il. Price in Paper covers 35
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I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver Cowplaint, and have never been
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Com. on the New Testament, 2 vols.
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Theological Department, of Hillsdale
ollege.
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eScriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral
History. Theologiology, Homiletics and Church
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those heating it.
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Mich., July 2, 1881.
T)IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
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physicians, to die with Con-
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Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public. The abridged
edition is a selection ofjust one-half ofthe hymns
and more than halt of the tunes found in the
larger book . and is for the vestry and social
worship,but ie often used in churches.
TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the -supply of churches. Abridged
book, 75 and 60 cents.
The Sacred JMelod
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
30
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fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
and Bugle Course. For full catalogue,
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The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century ot our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes wih censiderable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$1.00, including postage.
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til she took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed, been
invaluable to her. She is now using her fourth
bottle. I told our druggist how excellent it was,
and assured him that he might safely recommend
it as the best known remedy
for sick headache.
He says it is not advertised half enough. I hope
you will let it become better known.
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a specific.
It is put up in liquid and dry
forms, equally eflicient.—Springjfield Union.
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Educated Women.
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will sometimes suffer in silence for years from kidney
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of the diseases for which this great remedy is
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let

it be taught in the pulpit and remembered
in the pew that religion and benevolence
cost money ; that a religion that is worth
living for and dying for is worth paying
for ; that ¢ the Lord loveth a cheerful giver”; and that it is the duty of every one
to lay by him in store as God hath prospered him.—Christian Register.

All.
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time expires, and no commission allowed on money, sent,
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Postage is paid by the publisher.
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paper,
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No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS, They cure constipation, biliousnesg,
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
A= Sold by all Druggists. <&8

chronic miser will find him out,—all com-

mend this new method to the
of generous congregations.

develo]

gestion.

diltiile
Hiiiille 4

in

volume.

4n

That feeling of bearing
down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is always per
tly cured by its use.

o ME...

if

Star.

fifty-third

dressed to Dover, N. H.
Terms ;—$2.00
per

harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurp
d.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE OOMPOUNDIs prepared at 238 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Bix bottlesfor
$5. Sent
by mail
inthe form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either, Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet, Address as above. Mention this Paper.

Gill jut
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et XaioRs;© ve

is a large religious

It will at all times and under all circumstances
act in

and

iil

Freewill Baptist Publications.
The Mornin

cerous humorsthereis checkéd very speedily
by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

shoe leather, the exemption of thecongregation from its official and ominous squeak,
the saving in time, the ease with which
the button-giver may be detected, and
the certainty that the omissions of the

be omitted. The
deacons, whose especial privilege it is
to perform this ceremony, are quite willing to give up their measured tread and
their mute and solemn appeal, if the
perquisites of this service can be had in
some other way.
Bat the question of substitution is not
so easily settled. From time to time,
the Church has struggled with this problem without mastering-it. Jt has seemed to hope for a solution in some externai or mechanical method. The contribution-box has undergone a good many
modifications to fit it better for its work.
Its earliest history we have never stud-

of secrecy.

loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
ing similar names.

.

:

« plaints,all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in

behind, as is the case with most preparations, bit

left

ev

quarter and u £uity
Catalogues
tree. MASON & HAMLIN
ORGAN
CO., 154 Tremont sf.,, BOSTON; 46

ORGANS [525

for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses socommon to our
female population.
'1t will cute entirély the worst form of Female Com«

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
“It does not dry up a cough, and leave the;€ause

but a minuteof time.” We are not informedas to the «effect upon the collec-

feature

the
plate or box, besides having the
sanction of apostolic usage, was a pledge

of Buffalo,

<

CONSUMPTION.

after repeating 1. Cor. 16: 2: ‘Upon the
first day of the week let every one of you
lay by him in store as God hath prospered
him, that there be no gatherings when I
come,’ says, ‘Let us further worship God
by contributing to his service.’ Then is
heard all over the house the dropping of

who

‘bles. The older boys are employed in ied; but, as we remember it, it was
teaching the younger their letters. The simply a large silver plate, with a hopelike unto a soup plate.
missionaries report good feeling on the ful concavity
The use of hard money, perhaps the
part of the natives.—8. S. Times.
offensive clink of too many old copper
Intelligence has pennies, introduced a plate with a green
AFRICA.—Western.
just been received by the English Baptist baize bottom. This served to deaden
Society from its-agents on the Congo the metallic jingle, which awakened in
River, Central Africa, to the effect that a the sanctuary the most alluring associations of the counting-room. lt served
Portuguese gunboat having several Je- also to baffle the curiosity of those who
suit priests on board, and accompa- judged the value of each contribution by
nied by officers of the Portuguese army the noise it made when it dropped. The
and a force of marines,
having all man who gave a fifty-cent piece need
not be suspected of giving an old-fashthe retinue of military and naval dis- joned cent, and the modest dropping of
play, has entered the Congo, and ar- a dime was not outdone by the ostentarived at San Salvador, with instructions tious clang of - the coppercoin. The adop(by papal bull) to harass and destroy tion of soft money rendered all these disthe Protestants. The priests have bound tinctions void, and a ten-dollar bill fell
as noiselessly as a five-cent fractional
themselves to remain five years.
note.
Central. Travelers report that the finest
‘I'here were undeniable advantages in
development of the African character is the plate. But it had its disadvantages,
somewhat uncomfortable
found in the interior. The native churches too. It was
for the first giver, uhless he were a genamong the Bechuana, Hottentot, and Kaf- erous one, to have the exact sum of his
fir races number about 50,000.
The contribution carefully noted in the next
prospects of the missionary operations at pew. There was danger that the best inUganda are unchanged.———The sever- tentions of the last giver might shrink in-:
to small proportions, when he observed
ities practiced at Blantyre were not by that
the plate was already tolerably full.
missionaries, but by lay colonists trying to
The substitution of a box for the plate
enforce obedience to law. As a result of might seem to have no especial signifithe establishment of a mission station cance; but, when a long handle was
there, the slave-trade in that section has joined to the box, its import was immebeen reduced from 30,000 victims year] diately apparent. The handle meant
henceforth there was no immunity for
to a few score. Let the papers whic
were so ready to cry out against the the man or woman at the extreme end
‘¢ barbarities” calculate the
ance of of the pew. No absorption in the hymngood and evil accomplished. -.——Gener- book, no drooping head, or averted face,
al. In ‘The Foreign Missionary” ‘Dr. could exempt such an extremist. from
David Jeving EY revised statistics of the, well-directed thrust of an expert
colléctor, What matter if the first ‘apmissions in
Africa, showing the followin
pearance of this instrument might im:
totals ; missionaries, 577 ; native ordain
helpers, 220; other native helpers, 5,390; Diousty suggest a baker's shovel? Its utily. was beyond question.
communicants, 164,985 ; pupils in schools,
The adoption of the bag instead of
96,886.—Bapt: Miss. Mag.

This

sermon, the pastor steps to the desk,

its con-

that this

$500.

n at

fair for 13 rib?

Sen

HAMLIN

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
\VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

be in some respects a return to the apostolic idea: ‘‘ Small boxes with a slit in
the top and glass in the sides are fasten~
ed to the
s of the pews. Before the

applied to some object in which they are
‘personally interested. Yet there is no established feature of church service the
traditional attachment for which can be
so easily shaken or extinguished. Where
these things ought not so to be, and we the alteration of a church building, the
need to look about us, and within us, to abolition of a volunteer ~ choir; the dissee why they are as they are, and what missal of a time-honored and time-worn
hymn-book, the substitution of the new
we must do. And more than all we need version for the old one, might awaken
to do at once.
pangs of lasting regret, the contribution-box is generally surrendered withMissionary News and Notes.
out a pang. Its absence casts no gloom
- One of the agencies which have been over the audience. It does not spoil the
sermon or interfere with the devotional
‘found to be most efficient in mission work feelings of the congregation. The old
in"China is that of Christian schools. A lady who shut her eyes, threw back her
boarding-school for boys and one for girls head, and sang lustily when the box
is maintained at Shanghai by the Presby- was being passed, would sing just as
terian Mission. The great aim of both lustily, and find as much occasion for
if she knew

contributed

terian church

sense of’
determiwith inenough,

gratitude,

including

8

ke

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

of

the sum of $3.25 as-the united contribution of over fifty members.” The great advantage of the contribution-box to the fifty six-and-a-half-cent contributors could
not be doubted.
tis very gratifying to learn of a new
method adopted 5 fe Central Presby-

Somehow we seem to have suddenly] tents, except when the content is to be

lost our love for the work, our
personal respousibility and our
nation to carry it bravely forward
Plainly
creasing momentum.

One

work ought to be at receiving so substantial
a collection. But, on investigation, it proved that one benevolent indi-

its

to many

$503.25.

thankful the agent of the Foreign Mission

purposes,
;
The custom of taking weekly, monthly,
or yearly collections for charitable objects, has been preserved in the Christian
Church until our own day ; but the apostle's objection to ¢ gatherings” has not
been sustained. The contribution-box is
a recognized element in church furniture,
and in many societies the, ceremony of
passing it around forms a regular part of
the customary service. As a traditional
feature of the very simple ritualism which
prevails in Congregational

was

C

the members was boasting what great
things the church had done, and how

events, a very excellent suggestion that
on
Sunday—what better day for the
deed !—each .one should take from the
earnings of the weeks certain sum, to
be determined not by the Church, but by
the cohscience and humanity of each

member, and set it aside for charitable

7

amount

is the Hope of the Race.

course of lectures, or a fair, with or without a raflle, or even the use of the contribution-box.
But he throws himself and

oO.

yd
AND

f Woman

Miss Nellie is

er she may be most needed.

or a

ympathize with Woman.

valuable experience in the work already,
and will be able to begin at once wherev-

a committee,

punch,

modified so as to publicly vindicate the
contributor at every ring as well as.the
ollector. This, combined with a little
bre conscience and a great deal more
Christianity, ought to help the financial
aftairs of such a church very much.
One of the advantages of the box or

collection for the saints” might be taken.

He does not mention

bell

ge

AL Sy oF

try of Mrs. Jeremiah Phillips, accompanied by her daughter, Miss Nellie Phillips. , Mrs. Phillips bas had a long and

duction in some form of the

Se

:

oved
tis Seasen.
MES. LIDIA E. PINKHAN, OF LYNN, MASS., | Now imprStyles
MASON |Site abeta verygr

For such a congregation, perbaps the
only effectual thing would be the intro-
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REINFORCEMENTS.
Our working force in India is soon to
be increased, by the return to that coun-

. of
she, sft
UTION-BOZ. -.. | St fie closeof to sermon

‘When Paul wrote to the churches of
Galatia and Corinth to remember liberally
the brethren at Jerusalem, he did not fail
to suggest to them the way in which ¢¢ the
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Small Engravings.

s
25 ots.

25. and 35 ots. ,

5 by 8 inches,

the same

8 shose in the Centennial Record, & cents each, or
20 cents for the seven; the first four on one sheet.

Xlluminated Cards. Fromone to ten on a
sheet, 3 by 5 inches. “Price {rom three to six cents

a sheet.

in
MAP OF ORISSA. On cloth, 28 by 86 inches
the field and all the stations of the
size, show!
the
of
Free Baptist Mission nM Indi, with much .
‘adjacent country. Price 76 cents,
e above Ai books are sold} by thefordozen,
cash
per cent. discount or smge vol.,
at 20
with the order, or on receiving the books.

I. D. STEWART, Dover. N, H,
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placed in temporary charge of the sta-
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"WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

6. F. MOSHER, Editor.

AF All communications designed for publication

should be addressed to the Editor,’ and all letters
&oc., should

be

sddressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

of

Christian faith’ is being wrought out in
connection with the case of President Garfield, and that this trinmph will be com-

pleted though the President should not
live.

:

rr

The true believer, though he may have
prayed never so earnestly and with implicit faith for the President's recovery,
will not have his confidence in God as the
hearer and answerer of prayer shaken, if
Mr. Garfield dies. The psalmist could
say, ‘‘ Though he slay me yet will I trust
in Him”; and Abraham, in obedience to
could

sacrifice

his

‘only son, although by so doing he seemed to be destroying the only means by
wvhich Jehovah might fulfill his covenant
with the patriarch.
:
Such faith comes from a knowledge of

and omniscience
in

and

accordance

ayith which he will answer our prayers as
an earthly father would answerthe \pray-gr of his child, who does not know
at
is best for him and who consequently may
Teceive something very different from that
for which he asks but more beneficial to
him.
By the long protracted illness of the
President, the Almighty has taught Christians,if not. the whole nation, to recognize
his infinite wisdom and to say, ¢ Thy
will be done.” By bringing back the
President to life at the critical moment
shen all that human knowledge and skill
could do

had been

was already

done,

entering

and

when

death’s door

he

as it

were, the Great Physician has manifested

to this nation and to tae world his omnip-otent power.

It is indeed gratifying and a great privilege to the Christian, who possesses and
‘has éxercised implicit confidence in the
..asHeavenly Father, to be permitted to

“stand

aside and see the glory of the

Lord” in such. triumphs of faith. The
following simple and natural, and yet valwable testimony, from a secular paper,is
but a sample of what is being said publicly and privately, all over the land. It
ds indicative of the results which may follow the severe ordeal through which this
-nation is passing,—results which we ex-

.pect will appearin the largely increased
ipowerof the Christian religion upon and
among the people:
:
But the God of this Nation has heard
<prayer from every Christian fireside and
altar in the land, and

from many

hearts

unused to prayer. Never before, probably, have so many of the people joined in
such earnest and heartfelt petitions for
‘any mercy. He doeth all things well,
and if to His wisdom it appears that greatver:good can be done by the life than by
‘ihe death of the President, we may be
sure that His arm is not shortened that it
* cannot save. To many it will seem little
less than a miracle that a man should
from such extreme exhaustion.

rise

ad.l@hdhdc’pMR]8B-/@smnm-nnnni.roho>”trin.
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"THE INDIA MISSION

REPORT.

"The printed report of our Mission in
“Southern Bengal, India, for the year ending March, 1881, which is issued from
‘the Mission press at Midnapore, by R. M.
‘Lawrence, Esq., is at hard.

“Phis report speaks for itself; and it
‘speaks loudly. ‘We wish that every man,
‘woman and child in all our churches
“could have the privilege of reading it.

“The one conviction running through it all
that impresses itself most forcibly upon
the reader, is the great magnitude of the

task - devolving wpon the Mission, —that

‘of ‘evangelizing four or fiye millions
of people—and how entirely inadequate
is the force in the field to perform even a
tithe of the work.

‘impossible

Then, of course, it is

to receive

this

impression

without recognizing that these facts are
in themselves an appeal for the salvation
-of those perishing mwultitudes,—even had

‘the missionaries not quoted in their re(ports the pathétic Gemands of ‘the heath‘en that the Gospel

be sent

to them, add-

ing their (the missionaries”) own

urgent

plea that they be not left to look on and
see the heathen die in darknesg all
‘around them and they powerless to ex"tend a hand to save. It is obvious that

«no other'denomination of Christians will
“enter ‘this field so long as our missionaries remain there. There is little room
for proselyting in “heathendom; every
«Christian mission has, at the present
‘time; vastly more than it can do to even

present the Gospel to all within their

"reach. ‘Hence

the work and

the respon-

j sibility of evangelizing the districts occuby our Mission rests upon the Free
‘Baptist denomin ation.

‘What a solemn

A

0

Sasi

B. Mooker-

prefaced by a statement
Alte to, districts of

napore, according to

—IT

can

not be denied that Secretary

Blaine has occupied a delicate'and trying,
as well as responsible, position since the
President was shot; but from all sides
the testimony is unanimous that he has
conducted himself with unfailing good
sense, and that in his relations especially
to the President's family and to VicePresident Arthur he has shown such sym-

patoy and tact as could have only come
from a sincere and honest heart. His
daily despatches to Minister Lowell, describing the President's varying symptoms, have been remarkably to the point,
and along with the official bulletins have
helped the people to understand plainly
the patients actual condition. The Secretary’s- services, it may be said, are on-

the

preacher

lay

at

One of the missionaries, Rev.

field.

O. R. Bacheler, has been in the field
since 1841. The report of the churches

the

encouraging, though

whole

‘There never was so much being done
for the education of poor children asin
the last year.
One bad effect of the
present plan of giving the children of
native Christians

their schooling

free,is

pointed out in the fact that ‘not a few
pupils are sent to school who will never
make scholars, and

ly such as his office impose upon him.
But if only so much were true, it is still
fortunate that the office is filled by one
capable of performing those duties so
fittingly and so well.

to please the mission-

ary such children are kept in school when
they should be learning to ‘earn their
bread by manual labor.” The following
suggestion is offered: ¢‘ Unless we train
such' children to manual labor we are
raising up a troop of beggars, if not public paupers and jail-birds.” The Balasore boys’ school had a regular attend-,
ance during the year of eighty, fifty of

——TrE New York Tribune mentions
several coincidences that existed in the
cases of the Prince of Wales in his nearly
fatal fever in 1871, and of President Garfield at the close of week before last.

doubled;

set times of worship and praise, but these

not linked together by a constant up-lifting of the desires to God.
Prayer is

of little girls in the poor schools this year,

the

a fact
ful.
surest
ly we
fully

for which we can not be too grateIf to, educate the mothers is the
way to elevate a people, then surehave every reason to work on hopeand cheerfully, for we graduate a

greater number of thothers from the rag-

ged schools than are graduated from the
colleges of America.”
In the Zenana

would

lose half their value.if they were

Christian’s

vital

breath,”

and

may as well try to live spiritually

he

with-

out it as to live physically without breathing the natural atmosphere. The consciousness of answered prayer is the most
blessed in the whole range of Christian
experience. Cultivate this habit, and enjoy the rich blessings that flow from it.

Dudley

Field

——Rgev. Dr. PEIRCE, the

rule that no Zenana pupil should be accepted who would not pay a monthly fee,

summer abroad, in writing to his paper

and the teachers were supplied with Bible
catechisms

they go.

which

they teach

Phillips for the year

number

wherever

The statistics reported by Miss
were

as: follows:

of pupils in Zenanas, 85; in

schools, 244;

whole

number

instructed,

418 ; teachers, 15.
:
The dispensary at Midnapore, under
the management of Dr. Bacheler, com-

pleted the 41st year of its existence.

It

is estimated that an average of about
three thousand patients are treated annually. The dispensary has several branches.
The district work of the year was

very encouraging.

Bi

It is with deep emotion that we read of

this mission field and its needs, and then

glance over the monthly report of benevolent contributions in another column.
How meager the gifts for so great a
work. May the Lord help us to do our

duty to the nations in darkness.

of

editor

Zion's Herald, who has been spending the

of a Protestant service

tbat was

held

in

the hotel where he spent a Sabbath in

Rome, thus speaks of the spread of Protx

estantism in that city :

Itis only within a few years that any
Protestant service could be held within
the

walls

of

Rome,

and

the gates are wide open to the ingress of
both modern ideas and to the preaching

of the unbound Word of God. On the Cors0, even, you see the sign of ¢¢ Bibles” in
has
various tongues. Sarely, the hour
come for Protestantism to. show its faith

in the indispensableness and the power of

Gospel of faith as distinguished from
the.
the impotency of sacraments to save men
and elevate society, by aiding in giving

Italy ¢ the truth as it is in Jesus,”
Truly the gospel ‘is making its way.in

Italy and in France as well, where Prot4, om missions have been signally blessed

in the past few years. The trumpet. has

séunded forth. May. the Lord grant that

there stall
be no-retreat.

pastors take up on returning

from

their

take charge of vacations, will they not.make a canvass of

“in _the Bible their parishes in behalf of the Morning
Star, and see if a copy

of it canmot

regularly to every family?

go

——ONE act at least of the International
Law Congress lately beld at Cologne on
the Rhine, will commend itself to the ap-

proval of the people, whether they are interested in the general objects of that con.

that

assassins hereafter be denied the right “of
asylum by any civilized nation, which
the conference
animously adopted.

closely connected with

Voted to hold the next session in the
bounds of Jackson Q. M.
The Ministers’ and Laymen’s Confer-

there

are

means

of

verifying

her age

that do not exist in many cases of alleged. longeyity.
:
From all parts of this country and portions

With such men “as Rossa and Hartmann,

ence on Monday following the Y.

dial assent.

——THE

:

of Europe come reports of prayer-services that

;

Sunday-school Times good-nat-

Concord, is reported

ality

is the

Whereupon

the

as saying:

Thingness

tending

Boston

be

left on the

¢ His soul is marching

popular

on.”

als as have been named should thus speak
who, well

nigh the

unanimous

how.

ever grave his offense and however seri-

ous his mistake, should never be classed
with men who

are remembered

chiefly

for their defiance of the better human
sentiments. What noble aim inspired
eitherof these men, like that which in-

spired John Brown—albeit
naticof him?

it made a fa-

© BRIEF NOTES.
Inconsistency seems to have
max at the hands of

reached

a cli-

the Ohio Prohibitionists,

whose candidate for Governor is a manufacturer of cider mills.
Among the lecturers at the Sunday-school
Assembly at Framingham, Mass., we notice
the name of Rev. C. F'. Penney, whose lecture
on

* The Partialism

of

Bible

consider it the duty

tan -writes that he has counted

It

The story that a race-boat has been made
80 nicely butlanced that the occupant must
part his hair in the middle to keep from caps
‘sizing, reminds an exchange of some chiuréhes,
whose pastors must walk with ideal circumspection to avoid the appearanceas well as the
catastrophe, of leaning to either side.

. There seems to be no groundon which
to
Cox,

establish a doubt
who
H.,,

died

was

last
in

the

that

Mrs,

k near
106th

year

Hannah
Plymouth,
of

her

on

Testament.”

of every.

Revised New

a number, as

usual,

Clerk.

Winisters and Cures.
;

Eastern.

|
Maine.

Rev. W. H. Yeoman writes that he spent
the last Sabbath in Aug. with our church in

the alterations,

Richmond. For a number of months there
has been a good religious interest there and

and the

Acts to be 14,601, The grangtotal of changes
in the whole volume resgites, according to
this authority, 36,191.

many have made the wise choice.

Bro. Pre-

odist and several other branches of the church,

ble and Bro.'Yeoman baptized eight candidates
and twelve were received into the church.
These together with seven previously received
make nineteen, and most of them are heads of

under whose auspices the camp-meeting is
now being held at Alton Bay, N. H., sn-

families. The church is very much encouraged.
Bro. R. W. Churchill is at present sup-

The Union

Evangelistic

Society,

embracing

the Baptist, Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Meth-

nounces the following as

its

plying the pulpit and to very good satisfaction.

leading objects :

To illustrate
the practical union of all
love our Lord Jesus Christ—to secure the
mediate conversion of the unsaved—to
practical school of instruction in the
methods of saving men—and to promote

New Hampshire.

who
imbe a
best
the

Aug. 28, Rev. P. W. Perry closed a seven-

rest by

ter.

letter.

The

meeting-house

May

God

send

the

B. as an earnest and
cause of temperance.

Any minister, willing to labor, trusting

and

eflicient

in the

persons

them

into

a
the

yg

Warren

has secured: the

labors of Rev, H. T. Barnard,

of Ossipee,

N.

H., and takes new courage. ¥tis a good field
of labor and affords large opportunities for doing good.... Waterbury
supplied by Bro. Bean

so many

_i

were
Harrilabors

of Bros. Cloud and Weed, and united
with the Q. M. The Union Grove church
is building a meeting-house. Several

churches have been hlessed with revivals,
and a small net increase of communicants

is one of the results. . !
Meigs—The general state of religion is

reported

within the last year. Four churches have
been dropped for failing to report to Q.
M. for more than a year. The Centenni-

al meeting-house, at 1st Kyger, will be
unit-

ied with the Q. M. at its last session. The
Beaver Valley church was given a letter
and united with Little Scioto Q. M.
No
revivals in the churches on the Ohio side,

;
re-

River is at present
from the Seminary.

He is liked well by the people, and receives
the sympathy and co-operation of the church.
+... Waterbury Center has Rev. 8, D, Church,
so well knownto many,to minister to them. He
is well appreciated. Bro. C. also teaches inthe
Green Mountain Seminary, where we hope
and expect he will prove an efficient help.
The school at this place has encouraging prospects. The term opens with 57 students the

first day, with more
for

situation”

Free

to follow.

is

Waterbury

¢ Beautiful
Center.

Baptists send their scholars

Let

there and

they will return rejoicing for what they have
seen and heard..... «Middlesex church is still
supplied by Rev, H. F. Dickey, a ministerial

veteran, who has, during the past year, witnessed a glorious work of grace. Some are
expected to join the little band in a few days.
So much for warm hearts that sympathize with
the lambs of the flock......Rev. E. B. Fuller

has returned from the York

State woods

freshed and renewed by

rest he

the

so

re-

much

needed. The people of Huntington will appreciate the benefit of bis vacation....During
the past year the people of Starksboro’ have
repainted their church ata cost of $106 and
carpeted the same to the amouut of $115; all
paid for. The carpet was bought by the

dedicated the first Sunday in September.
Jackson—The Beaty's Run church in . Ladies’ Aid Society.

church,

worker

received

The little church at

reported.

Mud Lick

Bro.

Vermont.

The Ohio River Y. M. held its fortyeighth annual session with 20d Rutland
church.
Rev. B. V. Tewksbury was

Johnson—Little

man.

Rev. I, WV. Burgin sends the following items :

Grande, Gallia Co. Ohio, and I will in return inform him of destitute fields
in
need of immediate attention.
It is no

the past year.

right

Charles St. church, Dover, last Sunday. During his vacation the missionary collections
have been continued, bringing about $25 into
the treasury.
:

in God and the - people for pay, in West
Va., Kentucky or Southern Ohio will
please drop me a card directed to Rio

members,

has been paid
been well unit-

Rev. E. W. Ricker baptized two

Ohio River Yearly Meeting.

been

with this church, 5 have been added by letter,
und 13 by baptism. Carroll Co. will miss Bro.

fortnight ago

West Virginia, of seven

has

in some respects it seems better that he should
enter on the new field. Since he has been

Dis. Secretary.

No revivals have been

that time; one hundred and

Vt., Sept. 11. The church and society of Ossipee are very reluctant to give Bro. B. up, but

A Call for Laborers,

low.

labors of the

Ossipee & Wakefield chureh, Aug. 28, and will
commence laboring with the church at Warren,

>

Athens—One new church, {the
son, had been raised up under the

Great

Perry has already left for Michigan.
H. T. Barnard closed his pastorate with the 1st

others in some plan, the best for her
church, and report the matter to the Y.
M. Sec. it would be an easy matter to
increase our State work this much and
would greatly encourage our Society.

Ms.

The

at

ed during all these years, and is now a strong
band of earnest workers. It is a good field
for some faithful, judicious servant of the Mas-

in each church would interest herself and

All the Q.

church

expense of $3,600, all of which
except $400. The church has

dollars in addition to what it is now doing
that will be sufficient. If some woman

when

the

remodeled and renovated—additions made to
it, nétw windows put in, reseated with new
styled pews, refrescoed, newly carpeted—at an

may do this in addition ‘to what we are
now doing? If each church will pay five

time tc be unemployed,

with

twenty-seven have been added to the church—
about one hundred of them by baptism and the

A request has been made of the women
of N. H. that they become responsible
for Miss Lura Brackett’s salary.
The request has been favorably received by those knowing of it.
Shall we not enter immediately upon
some systematic arrangement that we

chosen Moderator.

They have been years of both spiritual

copversion during

the Women of New Hampshire,

M. S. WATERMAN,

pastorate

and financisl “pros perity.,

Denominational Hetos,
To

years
Falls.

church have been greatly blessed in winning
souls. Already two hundred have professed

higher life of believers.

|

‘ The

Quite

were not prepared.
Tuos. E. PEpEN,

is in ac-

and finds the variations in the Gospels

They also have made re-

pairs on the parsonage and paid a part of a
small incumbrance on the property, They
have added 50 volumes to their Sunday-schoel
library.
The Sunday-school is larger this
-year than usual and is doing efficient work
under the superintendency of Bro. Tyler. A
children’s day was observed in July, the cbilr
dren doing much to make the exercises inter-

esting, The church was tastefully and richly
sulting from a revival under the labors of decorated
by the ladies. At the last monthly
Bros. Williams and Walker, united with meeting, three were received into the church.
the Q. M. Calls for Freewill Baptist There is a growing desire on the part of the
preaching in every direction. We see brethren for a deep and thorough work of
that the Home Mission Society gave $100. -grace that shall dry up, the fountains of vice
and Jift up ¢ the everlasting doors and let the
to help the churches in West Va, Q. M.
Cannot as much be done for us in Ken- King of glory come in.”
i

tucky?
;
West Va. Association—Two of the
churches are doing tolerably well; the
other has been so reduced by death and
removals that there is danger of its losing
its visibility,
:
:

Shiloh—General steadfastness prevails
in our churches. Pomeroy hus not fully
liquidated the debt on its meeting-house.

Hocking Valley—We have a large
field for work, and but few to gather the
ripening harvest.
Sr
Sister Nellie M. Phillips was in attend-

knowledge” is

er,” rather militates against the gymnasiums.

Educa-

W. Martin on Foreign Missions, and Rev-

S. H. Barrett

which would make a total in the five books of

:

he has “never seen a man who was really remarkable for acquiring muscular power, and
at the same time remarkable for mental pow-

N.

‘We

ance and gave a very instructive lecture
The remark attributedto Dr. Holland, that on Foreign Missions. Resolutions were

highly spoken of,

Baptist

tion Society ;” Rev. T. E. Peden on the

the

2,250,— a correspondent of the London Guard-

sug-

We are sorry that our contemporaries
by their associating his name with the
names ofsuch anarchists and assassins,
give a shock to righteous sentiments and
play into the hands of the enemies of society and Christianity.
It is indeed surprising that such journof a nan

in

nearer

ed church officials, declared, ** I'd agreat

he has

themselves

with the Ministers’ Conference.
cordance with our usage.”

at

heart the stamp of a Christian, a patriot
and a martyr. He suffered for the right
and not for the wrong.

lege, on * The Freewill

minister in good standing to connect himself

the truthto say: *¢ Actuality is the Hereness of the thing.” But at Northfield Mr.
Moody, in speaking of some wrong head -

that mistake,

interesting

Here.”

Advertizer

it would

and

matter:

*‘‘ Actu-

of the

Missions; Prof. A. A.

Moulton, President of Rio Grande Col-*

Ministers’ Conference.
The following
extract
is the sum and substance of the whole

In view of the statement of ‘the Bishop of
‘Gloucester, when the Revised Version first
came out, that in the Gospel and the Acts
there were about three alterations from the
Authorized Versions in every
five verses,

For example, Mr. Alcott,

Powell on Home

A correspondent urges the importance of question, ** Is ‘a ‘properly organzied lothe ministers in his Quarterly Meeting at- cal church a divine institution?” Rev. J.

uredly compares the two ¢ Summer
schools” in Massachusetts this year, at
Northfield and Concord, at the expense,
we think;-of the latter. It says:
Apart from any other differencein these
two gatherings, the speakers at Northfield commonly knew what they wanted
to say, and said it, while those at Concord didn’t.

M.

was characterized by a good degree of
interest. Prof. Davis presented a paper
on ‘The Pastoral Relation:” Rev. D.

seeking asylum among us, and presuming were held in behalf of the President on the
upon the protection of our flag to save last Sunday in August. From all classes of
them from the results of most wicked | people come ready statements of their belief
that it was in answer to prayer that the Presicrimes, it needs but little trainingin the dent passed that crisis. An important result
technicalities of the law to induce a ‘cor- ought to be an increase of faith in prayer.

objection: was

made to Protestant worship even in the
house of an Fgh ambassador. Now

Her life was so

the history of the town in which she lived

that

voice of his countrymen would say,

work at Balasore, under the direction of
Miss Ida Phillips, it was established as a

(AMONG the kinds of work which. the
been transferred from

David

gests modestly, that

there were a total of 46 pupils. Miss
Hooper says of the ragged schools in
Midnapore: ‘ There is a decided increase

POPE
gli
4 8

apor

sition of Hon.

deal rather fight Satan than a church deacon.” “And of the success of neighborBoth sufferers, it says, reached the crisis hood prayer-meetings among the poor he
said: ¢* A
great many women don’t like
on the same day of the week—Saturday. to carry babies to church; but they can
Both were given over by the doctors, and bring their babies toa cottage prayerprayed for by the people on the Sunday meeting. I once held a cottage prayerwhen all human aid seemed hopeless.: meeting in London, and the ticket of adwhom were Hindoos.
By marriages,
mission was, that each mother was to
dismissals-to‘teach in other places, and In each case! the patient suffered from
bring a baby. You never héard such a
secondary
irritations
not
necessarily
conthe leaving of some others to earn their .
crying in your life; but it was a good
living by the Fork of their hands, the | nected with the disease or wound itself. meeting.” Then
Mr. Pentecost spoke
number of pupils at the Jellasore Girls’ The Prince suffered from ulcers on the in- about the duty of giving maney, as well
prayers, in our religion: “If our
Orphanage was reduced to twenty-five; testines which were hourly expected to as
prayers were taxed,” he said, ‘they'd
break
and
produce
perforation
of
the
insix only of the famine orphans remain in
probably be cut short. It is so much
the asylum. There was a daily attend- testinal canal. Both were tenderly nursed easier to pray than to pay.” Does any
ance of about fifty pupils at the primary by their wives. Both shqwed slight im- body doubt what these speakers meant?
beginning with At Northfield there was more ** Actualischool in Santipore. Upon the removal provement on the Sunday;
ty,” more ** Thingness,” and more‘* Hererefreshing
sleep.
of Miss Phillips to Midnapore the schools
ness”/than at Concord, and Northfield
What seems to us to deserve special gave(a
that had been opened at Dantoon were
eat deal better example in
discontinued, much against the wishes of prominence is the fact that the President pointed Afalking—in wise talking—than
those benefited by them. At Babaigadia was so earnestly prayed for, and that in Concord.
there is a good primary school, which the midst of the praying his apparent
was attended by forty or fifty pupils, sinking into death was arrested. We be- ——PROFESSOR AUSTIN PaELPS, of Annearly one-half of whom were Santals. lieve fully- that God answered those dover, thus concludes in the CongregaThe lay preacher in charge at Palasbani prayers. The lesson ought to be a valu- tionalist, a very interesting article on the
kept up a school for the Christian chil- able one, and teach us faith in the power croakers who cry out that *¢ the old faith
is dead :”
dren there. The Santal training ‘school of God.
Early in the autumn 1 have heard three
Speaking
of
the
faithfulness'and
courat Bhimpore has given signs of marked
or four crickets under the hearth-stone,
improvement both in the number in at- age with which the Queen and the Prin- serenading each other in voices sharp and
tendance and the standing of the scholars. cess of Wales and Mrs. Garfield passed shrill, which seemed as if they were a
Mr. Burkholder says that were sufficient the ordeal of those terrible hours, the thousand strong. They made the whole
house ring. Bat the solid earth moved
money at command there might be from Tribune says:
on its way, the autumn passed into winBut the central figure in the group ter, the crickets died and were no more
seventy-five to a hundred boys regularly
in training for teachers.
The grade of which surrounds both sick beds is the lov- heard. Such a passing racket are the
ing and heroic woman.
Rank, position
scholarship has gone on increasing. and title melt away in the presence of barpings of a few skeptical minds upon
Forty-one pupils were in attendance dur- such catastrophes; the woman only re- this everlasting claim that our faith is defunct, our theology obsolete, our pulpit
ing the year. A female department un- mains. Wives like Mrs. Garfield and the dead. As to any real force in these flings
Princess
of
Wales
teach
us
all
the
lesson
der the supervision of Mrs. Burkholder
at the old theology, either in giving it its
and the tutorship of John Sinclair, has that in the presence of the deepest anxi- death-blow, or expressing its history, they
ety we must nerve ourselves and go on remind me of Robert Southey’s answer to
been added to the Training School, which with
our duty.
Happy the man who,
was attended by eighteen Santal girls. when his life is trembling in the balance, a flippant critic, who declared that** the
Edinburgh Review had crushed WordsThe year was one of marked prosperity has such a woman at his bedside. Ne worth’s Excursion.” *‘¢ Crush the Excurprofessional
aid,
be
it'
that
of
physician
in the jungle schools in Santal villages;
sion!” said the brother poet, pointing up
or nurse, can supply that magnetic touch to the mountain back of
Wordsworth’s
the schools numbered 75 and the pupils of
the hand, the look of calm cheerfulness home. ¢¢ You might aswell try to crush
1,600, of whom 256 were girls.
A report
in the well-known face to which the pa- Skiddaw!” So say we to these dapper
of the Midnapore Bible School has al- tient turns in the despair of suffering as critics of the theology and of thé pulpit
he has so often turned in the buoyancy of which are built into our history, *¢ As
ready appeared in the Siar.
health. The country has still many days easily
crush Skiddaw!”
Yes, * the
Under the head of ‘‘ Woman's Work,”
of anxiety to undergo} aud even if anothMrs. J. L. Phillips speaks very hopefully. er relapse should occur (the Royal patient strength of the hills is His also.”
EE
—.
She refers to the new and promising en- had several), let us hope that it will pass
Er
——THE Christian at Work referring to
terprise of dividing the Perry- Sabbath- away like our fears of Saturday.
the effort to endow a John Brown Professchool into branch schools where day
sorship at Storer college, asks:—* Why
schools are held. Besides those in MidA CONTRIBUTOR to the National Baptist not a Girard Professorship of Christian
napore, Sunday-schools in twelve other says some very sensible and practical
places were doing well." "Mrs. Bacheler’s things about the prayer-habit, and the Ethics, an Orsini Professorship of Christreport of the Zenana werk at Midpapore benefits of cultivating it. ‘If by need- ian Doctrine, and a Hartmann Professorstates that the aggregate number of less excess of worldly cares,” he says; ship of Sacred Theology?” The New
Hampshire Journal expresses surprise
houses visited during the year was 75,
“if by inordinate desires, which render
the average 35; whole number of pupils it impossible for us to accomplish our ob- that such a sentiment should have origi100, the average 60.
Miss Mary W. jects in life with such excess of care; if nated with the Christian at Work, and** no
Bacheler left the greater part of her Ze- by frivolous habits; if by the reading of less surprise that it should have been copnana work proper to instruct a school ex- infidelor effeminate literature; if by an ied into the Congregationalist, and by imclusively for Zenana teachers.
Miss indolent life ; if by any self-indulgence in plication endorsed ;” and then adds:
To our mind this is an undiscriminatCrawford saysthat during the year 178 physical regimen, we render the habit of
ing, unchristian and cruel sarcasm. It
pupils were under instruction at Jellasore. fragmentary prayer impracticable or un- confounds things true and false, sacred
The Mission Girls’ School at Balasore was natural to us, we are crossing the method and profane.
John Brown made a great
re-organized upon the principle of a nor- of God's working.” We should have our practical mistake; but notwithstanding
mal school, and the attendance

age.

ference itself or not. That was the propo-

Balasore.

as

| some of them have endured severe trials.

believe that a great triumph

love,

in-

CURRENT TOPIOS.

There is a crying need of more men in

is on

TRIUMPH.

his tender, parental

scholars, 1,100.

gaged

PROF. J. A. HOWE, D. D. .

‘God’s omnipotence

a net

jee, formerly of Midnapore, has been en-

PROF. R. DUNN, D.D.,

command,

of 545, being
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tal
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tions of Jellasore and Santipore. - A new

\

passed on the usual

subjects.

Preaching

by Prof. J. M. Davis of Rio Grande Col-

lege, Revs. S. J. Weed, Edward Dudley

of lows, D. Powell, T. E. Peden, and
R. J. Poston.
A Woman's Mission Society was

form-

‘ed with special reference to raising Sis-

at

Western.
flay

Ohio.

* The churchesof the Jackson Q. M.

are all,

excepting Huntington, without pastors, but it
is hoped soon to get some one to supply them.

vee s+A0g. 17 one was baptized and added to

the Petrea “church......We are glad to an-

nounce that Rio Grande College has commenced its new year with increased attend-

ance over the corresponding term of last year.
meetings

Missionary

are being held

in the

churches of the Ohio River Y. M.
.

.

Michigan.

. Rev. J. Silvernail writes that the Lord is re-

viving his work in the church at Highland.

On Sunday, Aug: 28, two young women

were

converted and two young men returned to the
Father's house. = =
:
!

Illinois.

The prairies of Illinois
character of treelessness.

are losing their
look like
Portions,

timbered lands, almost. Hut it is amusing to

gee how'the lofty. willow fences have ‘captur-,
in the Yai

l
the
ed many farms, and Tike came

ter N;, M, Phillips’ salary.
; lor shop, they can not be got out. Some do not
any better, but
Prof. L. C. Chase of Illinois Central Y. like the sage Orangeafterhedge
burning: the ‘bushes
be dug out,
can
they
M. and Rev. C. J. Chase of Michigan Y.
with cobs piled on each side, while the willow,

M. werein attendance and added greatly

to the interest of the meeting by their
counsel and labors.
‘

In

1 am told, is indestructible.

Kewanee is em-

bosomed in a planted forest. When the countryman comes to town

he also comes

Nf

rr
bo

to the
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Coldren has been located at Balasofe, and

oe

@uarterly Fleeting.

Here in this beautiful grove is found

woods.

a town of 3000 inhabitants, thriving and grow-'

ing.

Promineiit among the edifices is a good

Free

Baptists.

SANDWICH

church building, well Jocated, belonging to the

Recently the last $1000 of debt
$7000.
was lifted by a heroic effort of the trustees of
‘the society. The property is clear, but at last
accounts

that some of these churches

state, others in the

Rev. A. alent

very

low

A

last

All mone,
gion shoul be sent
Me..

fiom

Here is a community; numerous,

and

isolated

and

dependent

entirely

church for preaching.

winter in every church in the Quarterly

Meet-

al help.
M. was

our

Yet the church is clos-

Next session with
Station.
A

wor-

Sabbath‘day

Satan is at work; God’s

ship ** their bellies.”

people are fast asleep in the arms of the
praying

are

all. Some

not

But

world.

nious and profitable session was enjoyed.
Word

vith cries and tears, for a minister of God
who shall awaken the people, and lead many
to Jesus, in a dark place.~E. M. COREY.

regret

his

departure.

Twenty

It is understood that Elder

Keville

will

ern Minnesota Yearly Meeting,

he was elected

to at the

Juue.

:
of Lenora

on Saturday and Sunday before the

acknowledges

bath in June.

Mass.
““ Through these helps
schools have been supplied and

made glad.

Blackstone,
our Sundaymany hearts

Notwithstanding the intense

heat

Safe

Have
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of

dedicatory sermon, by the Rev.

S. D.

prayer,

Rev. Prof. Harrison also aided in the

and

services.

“¢n few noble-hearted brethren who labored unceasingly with means time and effort, and pushed forward this good work to a successful ter.mination. The arrearages were all assumed and
the beautiful edifice was dedicated to the, Lord
and his service.”....Rev. Asa Plerce and com-"
panion of Ridgeville, recently attended the
“ Pastors’
meeting” with
the Centerburg

While én

route

to that place

consumption, scrofula
most mild, bland, and

Cod

F. B. church.....The

ability.

Mars

commenced

-his pastoral labor with that church early last
spring, and ,pastor and members seem to be
~harmoniously working for God and his cause.

«+++. The Days Creek church has no pastor at
-this time. 'The Bear Creek church still holds its
religious services in the Lutheran church.
Bro. Hosieris pastor, and the working of the
church reflects favorably for the Master's

«cause. A ‘flew interest sprang up last winter
on the Richmond and Ft. Wayne R. R.at a
.Place called Stone Station, near Ridgeville.
The move was agitated by Bro.’ Pierce, a re-

has not been reported in the Register for sev« eral years, *¢ Surely,” says a correspondent

“it is not dead, and has not the sleep been al

ready protracted too long?’....We learn that
&

Lick-

ing (0+) Q. M. has removed into the Lugrange

(Ind.) Q: M. and has charge of some pastoral

work......
Bro. Wm.
‘ly

resided

at

Rome

Hosier,
City,

hus

who

former-

removed

Ridgevilleybut is still laboring with the
~Lake church,
died
i
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town Wis

sala

27.
PENOBSCOT Y. M. at Rockland,
VERMONT Y. M. at North Tunbridge, Sept. 8.
The next session of the R. I. & Mass, Y. M.
will meet at Blackstone, Mass., Tuesday, Sept. 13,
at 2, P. M., and continue through Thursday P. M.
A. L. GERRISH, Clerk.

schoo! is being carried on......The Salem
+ church has a new house of worship. The pasHosier

.

Miss

Anthony

for

ch

Ira Day Fabius

« Morristown

9.
"INDIANA Y. M. with Zion church,Me.,Sept.Sept.

‘tion, & good interest being maintained. Seven
accessions are the visible result of last win-
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A Collection of Sacred
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anes, Egileptic bits, Dyspepsia,

BY

5.00

2.00

.
ciclons.

|

10.00

1B3e0w

CEPHALINE

er
*hysicians.” 1t is an imm
permanent and infallible cure for

11

B

is

all

For

gro.

5

03, ABplY

Sec. New Haven. Coun:

New
ee
7 East Ninth Street,

‘

1tf

Prof. L.'J. San-

Sept. 15th.

opens

Term

Seo. Special ufo
.

‘parts

GeorgiavilleHall
{ aT
ri ends

Miss

H Phillips 7.60

8 School

Secretary.

the R.

5.00

wi

19.00 for

of teacher with

Mary : Partridge Fancy
ap Va
John Arveill Wrights-

of

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. at Pishon’s Ferry, Sept.

Persons proposing . to attend

general work

F. M, A

E. W. RICKER, Secretary.
church, Oct. 4-6.
(3t36)
J
Dover, N. H., Sept. 6, 1881.

Bro. Bates as above. The Ridgeville church
hold services in the college chapel, each al‘ternate Sabbath. Rev. 8. D. Bates is pastor,
and Rev. A. Pierce assistant pastor.
Prof.
Harrison frequently fills the pulpit very acceptably, The churzh is in a very good condi-

An-

Miss Soc for

Receipts for August,

Special Notice.
The ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION of Freewill
Baptists will be held with the Lawrence, Mass,

Yearly Meeting

for

support

Benevelent

Trial

Notices.

J T Ward Georgiaville
R I for Anthony

Dover, N. H.

more benefit

1.D. STEWART,

its many advantages would do well to address

William

*

Dover, Sept, 2, 1881.

Three rooms’of the building are now

tor is Rey.

Stanstead-=Aux

will be held at the office in Dover, N. H.. on
Wednesday the 21st of Sept., at 11 o'clock A. M.

and accept-

for

Edgewood—Wom Miss Soc for Miss Bracketi’s sala
Wilton—Miss Soc for F M
Province of Quebec.
Bulwer—Mrs P Coats for F M

i

&

Kansas

5.00

Towa.

transaction of other . business,

the

M Wom

Sagbors

Southern Neb Y M

York.

FM

Printing Establishment.
The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment are hereby notified that the
annual meeting of said corporation for the choice

being rapidly pushed to completion.
Those
« desirous of securing a liberal education with

-ter’s revival effort.

Seneca and Huron—Q

Complaints,

single teaspoonful

a

5.00

Ohio.

mends.
es
Bppoint
tic
Bioand

Boltz, a graduate of the college, is the professor
in mathematics ; adapted by nature to his work
and filled with energy, he pursues it with delight. Miss Josephine Sumption is preceptress
cand is teaching with much success’

Liver Oil can be used, and with

of officers and

Bradbury

New

bottles, 10 cts.

ville college is improving and in a very prom.ising condition.
The attendance is larger than
for several years. Rev.S. D. Bates, of Marion,
Q., is the President, and is ever mindful of the
interests of the college, its many children and
patrons.
Prof. T. W. Harrison, instructor in
languages, &e., is somewhat aged, but the
fervor
of
his
youth has not departed;
ever at his post a constant toiler, and during vacation a successful lecturer, bringing
many pupils in from the surroundings.
Elias

R

Cowlesville—A M Richardson Proceeds of
J
pictures for Anthony Hall

Con-

Botanic Balsam, for Coughs and Colds.

Ridge-

A

thony Hall
—Mrs M A Stone for Anthony

Bron-

87

airbanks

Fairbank

Sanborn

E'

4.25

DAY,

=

Gold. |

i

&

B i CLOW

1.00

Mich

*
—A friend for Anthony Hall
West Scituate—Ch 5.00 Miss H Phillips’s
salary and 2.00 H M and 1.00
FM

« Pinafore” never goes to sea without a good
supply of that famous remedy, Adamson’s

they

—Mrs

“

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
- 1y6,
Platt St., New York.

stopped at Green Camp to visit a relative and
the aged brother delivered an excellent sermon

in the Berwick

“

and general debility. The
nutritious form in which

secured to the patient by

FM

Providence—Mrs J L Tourtellott for 'Anth:
ony Hall

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular

Special mention is made of the selfssacrifice of

church.

Lung

and

1.00

Northern

and work

Cherry

Influenza,

1.00
6.00

Pascoag—Aux for Miss H Phillips’s salary

Cure.

Colds,

326
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of

9

ee Th

The Graduate or Fourth Year course

211 be continued,

Publications sent Free on request.

3.00

Rev. Tim’y Dwight, p.D.

8, D. D.,

ford, M. D.

AG Specimen Copy sentby Mail on receipt of price.
Ba Specimen pages and Catalogues with full list of

.

1.00

‘Agency City lowa
anama
Lucas

Mrs I H Lucas Panama
‘
Panama
“ R Lucas

Rhode Island,

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
etc.
88
Fowle & Sons, Boston.

Bates of Marion,
O., was an eloquent one; it
was founded on the text, Gen.28:17.
Rev.

Mr. Pierce offered the dedicatory

of Wild

Croup,

sumption, and all Throat

worship, it was dedicated during the June
session of Salem Q. M., which was held there.

The

Liver

Coughs,

cures

Rev. Asa Pierce writes that the Days Creek
church, near Ridgeville, having completed and

house

and

Balsam
It

hand.

%

5.00

1.00

:

er,D.D.

P.

08 Lyman

Prot, oi

y

3

———
i
:
192 pages, § $30 per 100,
Boards,
in
Rugs Edition,
100,
per
$10
ords only,
:
.

oa

N

Hall

Kidney

Wistar's

Ira H

Massachusetts.

HMand

Certain Knowledge.
We know whereof we affirm when we say that
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure has performed more wonderful cures than any medicine
ever brought before the American public. ~~ 2t35

Indiana.

commodious

all repre-

tives, and Blood Purifiers.

Warner's

5.00

:

Abington—Mrs H K Peirce one-half each H
Mand
FM
Farnumsville—Ch for Miss H Phillips’s
salary and work
Lowell—Collection for July 10.00 of which
from Mrs A J Gould one-half each

Hood’s Sarsaparilla 1s an extract of the best
remedies of the animal kingdom known as Alera-

and drouth, the attendance at our school averages from 40 to 60, with good interest. The
churches are also in a prosperous condition,
and are increasing in numbers and strength.
New fields are opening and we find plenty to
do.”
Mrs. Clark also acknowledges the re.«weipt ofa barrel of goods from Mrs. R. D.
‘Wilson, Sutton, Vt.,and one from Greenville,
. Mich. , for distribution.

and

were

The churches

for
Ly Wg
Master O E Dudley

/

Rev.Geo.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL SONG BOOK, BY
LOWRY AND DOANE.

THE LATEST

»

1.

5.00
1.00

for Work-

No Tunbridge—Aux

.

Agency

Woodir

as

ood¢

‘Cy

209

438

iABS 0

1.00
1.00

£1.00

Roylton—Mrs M C Russ for Anthony Hall
Strafford—Aux for Zenana work
—Q M Collection Wom Miss Soc
«
Meeting

Sab-

fifth

:

12.00

si

Agency
Thomas
Mrs
a ay Jowa A
gency
ows

Vermont.

sented by delegate and letter, and a good deinterest was manifested.
gree of religious
he church edifice was dedicated at this session of the Q. M.
Next session with the - Salem church commeéncing Saturday before third Sabbath. in
September,
Asa PIERCE, Clerk.

the receipt of several packages of papers from
Miss Carrie M. True of East Corinth, Me.,
Mrs. M. L. H., of Lansing, N. Y., Mrs. P. W.
Perry, of Gt. Falls, N.' H.; one barrel of
Sunday-school books, L. L. Teachers and S. S.

papers from Mrs. N. M. Gillon of

ing Capital

SALEM (Ind.) Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Days Creek church, near Ridgeville,

Kansas.

Mrs. C. A. Clark

Water Village—Miss 8 Beacham

JoHN HAGEN, Clerk.
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New York.
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Shining
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DIVINITY SCHOOL OF YALE COLLEGE
—REV. NOAH PO RTER, D. D.
PRESIDENT —REV.

Reviieorse E. Day, D.D.

rep

giher

apts from 2 Ghape Oren 5

130

« Bury

10.00

Frieda May Mosher for Anthony
Hall
J
Laconia—Mrs G C Waterman for Miss
Brackett's salary
Wolfboro—Mrs K J Jenness

Next session with the Sana Ridge church...

which position

annual meeting

«

nm

Sheffield Vt

owa
“EA Dudley Agency
City Towa
“EA Bualey Agency

Capital

Absolutely Pure.

=

55
55

25

Hollow

Ch. Wheelock
« 1st

:

1.00

Me

SN

New Hampshire,

bers, was received into this Q. M.

continue his work, as missionary of the South-

Kittery
JM $rab
Me
wu
Appaoint Me
8 Yarmouth

;

:

*

5.00
:

Kittery

“A JPrishee

lexandria—A friénd for Anthony Hall
'.
2.00
40.00
ristol—A friend for Anthony Hall
10.00
;
+
+
Danville—Aux
Dover—Mrs I D
Stewart for Working

egation but one.
The session was spiritual
and we hope some good has been accomplished,
One brother received license to preach, and
the Sand Ridge church, consisting of 14 mem-

seven new members have been added to the
church under his care since the first of Jan.
last,

brethren

Fort Scott Q. M.—Held its August session
with the Clintonville church, Seder Co., Mo.,
Aug. 26,27. The attandanee was good; all of
the churches were reported by letter and del-

three

for over

him a host of warm

years, and leaves behind
Aviends who

by

W. RICKER, Clerk.

them

with

preached

by the clerk and a collection of $16.73 tuken.
Next session with the
'E. New Durham church.

Minnesota.

faithfully

faithfully

The

Tuttle, Young, Plummer, Chesley, Osgood and
Neal. The Mission interests were presented

Rev. E. J. Keville has resigned the pastoral
charge of the Janesville F. B. church. He had
labored

was
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1.
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practically and
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2.00

4.00

3s

Walnut
:

Meserve
Grove

NewDumamQMNH

ss
—Mrs C Harding °
1.00
*
—Reév E Hardin
1.00
Lewiston—Aux Main St
1.75 Incidental
Fund
:
8.85
Limerick—Mrs J Holland Mrs A Cobb Mrs
»
MD Burbank Mrs A M Davis
5.00
Mrs M B Bean each 1.00
:
New Portland—Aux 1st Ch 5.00 F. M. and
1.00 Anthony
Hall and Mrs
E Carville 1.00 for Anthony
Hall
all towards LL M of
Mrs E H Butts
7.00
Ocean Park-Collestion at Wom Miss Meet- wn
ng
10.
7.50
Presque 1sle—Aux for Jessie

church at Botavia
C. F. MYRs, Clerk.

NEw
DurHAM (N. H.) Q. M.—Held its
August session with the Walnut Grove church,
and although a busy season of the year, yet
there was a
delegation present the first
day and on the second day there was an audfence of nearly
two hundred. A very harmo-

of the

gathering-place

the beer-garden is the

the

St)

¢ Dover
ver (Charles

6.25
- 217

EKllsworth—Q M Aux for Carrie
—Q M Aux
'*

license to preach the gospel for one year.

The whiskey shop is in full blast,

+ people, where many on the

7

morning.
On the whole it was pronounced by
all present to be a very pleasant and - profitable
session.
Bro. Wm. Van Winmen was granted

of 200
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Ch Alton N H

1.00
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:
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»
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N H for
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Minnesota

or
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:

Wom Mise Soc Raconia

i

Military Academy.

(N. Y.)

Sircalars address Col. C. J. WRIGHT, A. MN.

For

ie

Registrar,

DEAN,

K.

W.

PEEKSKILL

2.50

Deso!

Ch Lowell (Mi V) Masa

¥F. B. Woman’s Missionary Society.
Receipts for August, 1881.
MA
:
Maine.
~N
Augusta—Aux for Emeline
6.00
2.00
Doughty ’s Falls—Aux
East Corinth—Aux
;
6.00
;
bi
—Busy Bees
50
East Dixfleld—Aux one-half each H M and
.
3-00
2.00
East Parsonsfleld—Aux for F M

Rev. L. S. Parmelee of Hillsdale a
present and preached on Sabbat

i

fleld x H for Min-

of Women.

Education

Liberal

the

raucesKe Sept. | {th oataloguc’
ey
o
8t30

¥
945

Pitts-

Ben Soc

)

N. XY.

POUGHKEEPSIE,

;

For

QmdI Me
Cumboyia
for Minnesota
Ladies

;

COLLEGE,

VASSAR

25

Me

(Main St)

P. WARREN y
12125

H.

|

Le

20

2%

Wom ier Soc Lewis.

on.

For circu:

term; or $48, if pupil boards himself.

lars or information, address
Principal, Plymouth, N. H.

iw

Minnesota

.

Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer

BRANCH (Mich.) Q. M.—Held its Aug. session with Snow Prairie church.
A fair delejon present, and a good supply of minister-

«d, the membership is backsliding, and men
and women are dying not only to this world,

but to God.

2

Gift 1 or

mas

A ; Ch

(52138)

Courses of Study—one and two years, includi
.
ine
Expenses,
one term in Training School.
$68 a
ing every Sharge connected with the school,

1.50
1.00
50

Pelham

Foss

Tobias

of the Minn. Y. M, Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent.
(1028)

of the wants

Brackett’s salary.
Measures were adopted to
have special meetings held during the fall and

rich,

on

Portland,
(25122)

of the Woman's Missionary Society and took
measures to secure
pledges to help pay Miss

able to raise enough to support a man with a
family. Eight or nine miles southof Mendota
in a fertile prairie, is the small village of Ho-

mer.

to Rufus Deering,

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H, M. aud Education Societies.
(256)

G. C. Waterman presented some

alone, are not

they

But

North

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

stead of the
evening, Mrs.

ing. Collection for missions amounted to five
without guilt,
dollars.
and build up his cause. Who is it? The
Next session with the Bartlett church.
:
J. W. SCRIBNER, Clerk.
‘brethren there are anxious and willing, and’
among
will welcome any one whom God sends

to reap.

Remick Boston
Mass (1.50 for An1.50
Hall
thony
Lanark
DW Plummer
1.00
.
8
sip
bai!
McDonoughQ M

59
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FALL TERM,

of twenty weeks, begins August 7, 1882.

1%

arper’s

Fo 2 on

H

8

Rev. S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com-

God calls some one to go there

‘them

wevolont Societies should

:

+

mt

of twenty weeks, begins August 30, 1881.
SPRING TERM,

2.00

pers Ferry
Haris Jofimsiows Vn

:

LY

Stato Normal Sohoo,

'

¢

19

Mrs " Wheeler Johnstown Wis for Har-

All the:

was present as delegate

Crockett and J.
W, Scribner.
devotional service Wednesday

ignored’

be

condition

Weare Q.
M. Sermons by C. W. Dealtry and
A. Sargent of Weare Q.
M., W.
H. Yeoman
and G. H. Pinkham
of Belknap Q. M.,C. T. D.

.of God were like these few, what & burst of
Their beglory would shine on the world!
long toil
their
ion,
recognit
deserves
ce
nevolen
is a mighty plea for help, their nearness to permanent success will make the shame the
greater if the whole is lost; their commanding
not

REV.

churches in the Q. M. but two have preaching.

found in this small band] If thé whole church

can

are ina

same

f

Post-Office Addresses,
E.N.FERNALD (to whom all contributiens

from the churches for our
Lewiston, Me.
Hilton Treasurer,

Now

,C W Bullock Johnstown

ence at South Parsonsfleld June 9, bled in sonfer
T. F. MILLETT.

i

quarter, while others are on the gain.

small, but what virtue, what ‘self-sacrifice,
what courtesy, what love for one another, is

position is a claim which

, M.—Held its last sessi

Nis oe Harpers

Jed by Rev. J. Q. Adams; sermon

by Rev.J. B.
Staples.
By order of. the ministers assemb

churches in the Q. M. These reports indicated

is

membership

The

unoccupied.

MORNING STAR, SEPTEMBER /7, 1881.
Prayer-meetin,

the Meredith Fillo church Aug. 28-05, ih
W.
Griffin was chosen Moderator. There
were reports from sixteen out of twenty-one

at the cost of

It was erected

THE

H

and i$ énti

other Tonics,
from Bitters, Gin5ger anddnd
$x sizes.

never intoxicates.
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&
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Jing buying
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THE MORNING STAR, SEPTEMBER 7, 1881.
Port.

Bat the first evening of the school Aunt
Belinda came home all excited over chil-

CHARITY.

She had on

dren.
maker out of each of them.

ENTERING IN,

still

their souls

had talked

stairs

but

over

to her

she

suits.

Unknowing where to go,
‘While, like a wind-rocked flower,
The form swayed to and fro;
And the changing color fluttered

In the little troubled face,

It was but for A moment:

‘What wonder that.we smiled,
By such a strange, sweet picture

From holy thoughts beguiled!
‘When up rose some one softly,
And many an eye grew dim,

"As, through the tender silence,
He bore the child with him.
And I—I wondered (losing
The sermon and the prayer)
If when sometime I enter
?

I.

The ‘* many mansions” fair,
And stand, abashed and drooping,
In the portal’s golden glow,
Our God will send an angel,

Dear me, her hands fell

at

her

This was what we saw, a beautiful

To show me where to go!
—Julia C. R. Dorr.

A LITTLE OHILD SHALL LEAD.”
a

Aunt Belinda was for once in her life
thoroughly roused.
There was reason
enough, to be sure, but we children had
become80 used to her mild ways and
gentle words, that we were perfectly ap-

to his church should come to a sewingschool.
i

these

draw-backs,

to breathe

were there,—the gayest and the

and had

talked

that all felt that in pure love

that half-hour toned the Sabbath of the
whole crowd.
A bevy of smokers

heard

the singing

and one said to the husband,—

“« Your wife is top good for you.”
‘“ Yes (with an oath), she is! She is
the sweetest, purest woman on this earth.”
¢¢ She must enjoy your swearing!”
«¢ Swear to her!

Why,

I never think an

oath where she is !”
Her mother told me—and

:
it is for that

I write these recollections at this time,—
that, after high words, her son-in-law

two hours,

ct of every freckled, cross-

eyed child in the city,

himself

the priest bowed

and he caught her in a close embrace,
and to the questioning of her: eyes ans.
wered,—
¢« No; I did not hurt him. I fired into
the air.” °
After her heavenly smile,” as he call-

and Aunt Belinda went on

Sometimein the afternoon’a

rs En

ly have

made a dress out of if in any other way.
As we came slowly.home I heard Aunt

lead

them,” and I knew-she didn’t:

|! SHINE"- - - IN TWO PLACES.

Eat

mean

grap

GE HALTYRE

|

Under a railway” arch. The trains
‘mé for I'was only too glad
to follow in
‘her. foatsteps, for my nose and eyes troub- trivitled, ovek it. Kits and cabs and
led me.and

a

Sunday-school verse , kept:

coming to my mind about its being better. to rule
-

We:

¢

¢

PE

¢

en have

yagons

d under
it. Men and wom-

me’

n

always stay re-

of ‘her Sunday-

spite of all she

could

i, yet-we knew her in‘thé near.

No!

;

You mean his

one Sunday, and

the

master’s boys,

all

boy so near.
man

turned

But when

the

round, he

found

with his box

and

saw their grandfather.
back from sea.”

tall gentle-

“ Do you remember,” said Nanoy, *‘the

Kif ready

a

Christmas supper master give us?
Wasn't it jolly? And “what he told us

almost

blacking-pot;

and

brush in each hand, saying:

He Tever came

about that little boy?

See,

I

was him, /And he makes his boys

The gentleman looked down at Kif and

He was on his knees already.

now, And he won't have any ‘work
done bad. And he gives away such money!

He was ready to begin. The gentleman’s
boots had not been cleaned that morning,

And he does like to talk to children; and
everybody likes him."

again.

So,

And so the two separated.
as they

gentleman,

good

work

And it was
master

was

if,—when

Semor

Alcalde,

miserable

I am!

‘If human

justice
is never
my copy

was not unique!" With the story of this impenitent thief we may close the roll of biblioklepts, though Dibdin

Diamond, Esq., sat in the splendid chair,

pretends that

Garrick

was of the company, and stole Alleyne’s books

And the gentleman walked away, seem- and they robed him in splendid robes,
ing happy that he had seen Kif. And Kif and adorned him with a great gold chain,
would have been happier still had he and rode in a splendid carriage, and the
known that he had just been speaking to people cheered, and the great men bowed
one of the greatest men in England. =
to him, and ** his worship ” was to have
What did that great man say to Kif spoken and he couldn't find the woeds,—
Diamond ? I cannot tell. But this 1 I wonder which place he liked best;
know,—that Kif began to black boots bet- under the arch, cleaning shoes, or in that
ter than ever, after that. He didn’t use grand seat of honor, governing a town?
to mind much if he could just daub on the ' Boys, which would you choose? The

at Dulwich.”

ET fai fff SE

—

REPORTING SPEECHES.
Reports are liable to be rendered misleading
or absurd in the process of condensation.
A

large proportion of our public oratory is ex-

ceedingly “ spongy,” and easily “ squeezed ”
into the required compass; at the same time it
is o
necessary greatly to condense speeches

and Rctures, almost every word of which,were

blacking, and rub one or two shiny plac-

last!

es on the tops of the boots, and get his
penny. Kif had got a new idea in his
busy head now.
He would never ‘‘ cat-lick” a boot again.
He would do all round the heels and the
edges and the creases and the niches. No
matter how dirty, no matter how dull the
boots and shoes were, Kif set himself to

before the last. How did Kif Diamond
In such circumstances, the reporter
come to be mayor? By blacking boots must exercise his discretion and ingenuity in
well. By doing his work well.
And reducing into the most concentrated form the
that's the secret. Try it! Say to your opinions and statements with which he bas to
deal. It would not do to dismiss the ‘oration,
little self that, wherever you be, your: as an American paper recently did a lecture

make them shine,—clean, bright,
he called it, *¢ boot-i-ful.”

be ashamed of

it?

Perhaps he told Kif that everybody should
work. Perhapshe whispered to him that
Prime Ministers have to work. Perhaps
he showed Kif how the great,
round
world is like a clock: it must go; and
there are little wheels and large wheels
in it, and there are springs and chains
and weights in it; and, unless all these
work, the clock won't go,—the world will
stop. I wonder did he tell Kif that Jesus was once a carpenter, and how he
came to be after that the Master and “the

Christ;

how he worked,

and how the

great God is always working?
1 dare say he was sure to tell Kif to
black boots well; and Kif Diamond began to be merry at his work, after that.
His. work was not a bit easier, but he

sometimes sang to it, and he sometimes
whistled to it. And see! I wantto tell

you a secret.

This,—when Kif whistled

tunes.

Do you know

why P Because

it

seemed to put oilinto his elbows and ‘mus
sic into his muscles.

him work slow.

Slow

tunes made

Quick tunes made him

work quick.

space
tion.

too long to report

ever, be such a thing as condensation
done.

EMINENT

BOOK

inauguration of the Bruce Statue at Locbmaben, in the autumn of 1879, On that occasion,

a voteof thanks was awarded to the Rev. Wil-

so immoral and disgraceful as other kinds of

These

eminent

writers

liam Graliam, Newhaven, for the part he had
taken in promoting the statue, and in acknowiedging the compliment, the reverend gentleman quoted the lines:
:

however

make no apology for book thieves who steal to
sell. Mr. Andrew Lang, in his recent boek,

“The

Library,”

has

the

following

gossip

about some of the more distinguished

“ ve traveled east, I’ve traveled west,
Een dreamt I've been in Eden;
But Bruce’s birthplace taks the gree;

of these

who have yielded to these fits of abstractions:
¢ Many eminent
characters have , been

There's nae place like Lochmaben.”

biblioklepts.
When
Innocent X, was still
Monsignor Pamphilio, he stole a book—so says

This was spoken in the open air, amid trecheering, and with an involuntary
,mendous
painter.
The amusing thing is that Du Monat the end of every line. One of the repause
stier himself was a book-thief, ' He used to
porters, curiously, failed to recognize the
Tallemant des Reaux—from Du Monstier,

the

tell how he had lifted a book, of which he had
long beenin search, from a stall on the Pont-

poetic form of the words, and

Neuf; ¢ but,’ says Tallemant (whom
Janin
does not seem to have consulted), ‘there are
many people who don’t think it thievingto
steal a book unless you sell it afterwards.’ But
Du Monstier took a less liberal view where
his own books were concerned. The Cardinal
Barberini came to Paris as legate, and brought
in his suite Monsignor Pamphilio, who after-

summarized it, and gave it in the third person.

It accordingly appeared as follows: ‘ Mr.
Graham, in response, said he had traveled east

and west, and had even dreamed

Pamphilio

‘ I’Histoire

du Concile de Trent —the

spied,

on a

may be well to explain that the Scotch phrase
“ taks the gree ” signifies unequalled.)
Sometimes a report is incomplete because

table,

the reporter has not succeeded in, procuring
the necessary information, or, for some other

good

edition, the London one. * What a pity,
thought the young ecclesiastic, ‘that such a
man should

be, by some accident, the

With

would be there at his corner, a brush in
point down at his own bright shoes, and
with the other hand he would point down

at the traveler's dull, soiled-boots, ;ard
Kif would say :
“Shine,

¥

sir?”

reaso
is n,
unable to accomplish
his task. It is

seldom, however, that one éomes across such a.

refreshingly candid confession as that of the

possess-

these senti-

Et

excellent

very
the meeting for ten minutes, ina strainnotof

lous character, he recovered the‘ History of
the Council of Trent, and kicked out the
future Pope.

eloquence 80 overpowering that there was

a dry eye in the room: and though several

Amelot de la Houssaie traces to

this incident the hatred borne by Innocent X.
to the Crown and the pepple of France.

skillfal shorthand writers were present, not

one of them seemed inclined or felt it possible
‘to attempt the exercise of his art. The im|- pression

of this speech will be Jong felt; but
it is impossible by an effort of memory to:
give any coneeption of the enthusiasm, feeling

And who could help but have his boots | we have not been able to discover Menage’s
own account of the larceny.

blackened by such,a boy?
« Kif,”

said

I one

day, ‘‘ what's

the

grandest word you know?”
And he out with it at once :
¢¢ Shine!”
CHAPTER

II.

In front of a big factory. There was a
girl just coming out of it, one evening:

boys and girls ike the job. Kif did not
like it at first. ‘Only; you see, he had to
do

said,

Lg

5 uded his report of a ban“It is not distinet-

under his soutane. But little. -Du--Monstier
"ly remembered Who made the last speech.”
observed him, and said furiously to the CarThis recallsan acceunt of the speech of the
dinal, that a holy man should not bring thieves
evening at a Burns Anniversary Dinner, which
and robbers in his company.
With these
afters
stated that * the cloth being removed,
‘words, and with others of a violent and libeldinner, the Chairman addressed

Another Toye, while only a cardinal, stole a
enage—so M. Janin reports—but
book from

i

he was in

Eden; but Bruce’s birthplace took * the gree ’
—there was no place like Lochmaben.” (It

wards became Innocent X. The Cardinal paid
avisitto Du Monstier in hisstudio, where
Monsignor

selecting this as

the most remarkable partof the speech, not
only wrote it out in the form of prose, but

And another good thing he did was ‘ments Monsignor Pamphilio slipped the book

each hand ; and with ‘one hand he would

ovey-

Perhaps the funniest instance of this on

record is one which occurred in a report of the

THIEVES.

Reputable writers have sometimes encouraged the notion that the theft of books is not

stealing.

“ It is

and too good to condense.”

An intelligible account of .the matter must be
given, though “ in a line,” as the editor’s instructions frequently are. There may, how-

Witerary Selections.

or ofso valuable a book.’

this: he always kept his own shoes clean
and bright. So, when any one was coming down the station steps into town, Kif

available, would be worthy of reproduc-

on Ireland’s miseries, with the words:

« Shine | "— Christian Register.

I wonder whatever it could be that the
‘great man whispered to Kif. Was it
something about doing his work well?
Did he tell him not to

Bat, mark you, the first must comé

motto shall be:

or, as

work was to stitch that pretty flowerin
on the toes of the boots.
:
Another girl came running out, and she

om

tow

Christopher

not so truthful

The anecdotist is

that cardinals need

flush

deeper scarlet, like the roses in. Bion’s

ment for

Adonis,

and glowing expression evinced on this occasion.” Withou
In tthe least disparaging the
chairman's oratory, one can hardly restrain

a

‘ La-

on accountof a scandal

resting dn the authority of Menage. Among
{ royal persons, Catherine de Medici, according
to Brandtome, was a biblioklept.

‘The

the suspicion that something ‘still more overpowering was responsible for the loss to the

Mar-

world of this

shal Storzzi had a very fine library, and after

filled with rare volumes stolen frem passengers
‘in vessels.that touched at the
port, True, the
‘owners were given copies ‘of their. ancient
MSS., but the exchange, as Aristotle rays, was
an ‘ involuntary ’ one, and ‘not distinct fromi
robbery.
»
v

oe

of

panegyric on

the poet.—

Chambers’s Journal.

his death the Queen Mother seized it, promis.

ing some day to pay the value to her son, who
never got a farthing of the money.” The
Ptolemies, too, were thieves on a large scale.

and-shoe factory; and I think the girls

ciansd Bt

‘Ah,

pity is inexhaustible. Repentance
too late.’ © Ah, Senor Alcalde, but

to black anybody’s
boots,

dbl

your offence?

prove inflexible, there is another justice whose

tion." And jus}at thé Borhet, on the flagNot many

mity of

my error was clumsy indeed. If you only knew

And hearts don’t change much, after all.”

And I wonder

an

last,

Vincente, you begin to understand the enor-

boy.

her shoulders, ‘then she stood outside, I A department of the Alexandrian Library was
waiting for some one else. It was a boot- ‘called * The Book from the Ships, and Was

-Blacking hoofs
jg not.easy.

Don Vincente, previously callous, uttered

hysterical cry. Said the Alealde:—* At

“ For men are only boys grown tall

that it ? Well, Kif, you are a boy. There
you are now ; don't forget what I told |

strang-

there might be more, and that the defendant's
might have been honestly procured. Here

you ever hear of Kif, the shoe-black? It
is the same

and, then conHe had

led his rival, stolen the ‘ Ordinacions,’ and
burned the house. The slain men were people who bad bought from him books which he
really could not bear to part with, At his
trial his council tried to prove that his confession was false, and that he might have got his"
books by honest means. It was objected that
there was in the world only one book printed
by Lambert Palmart in 1482, and that the
prisoner must huve stolen this, the only copy
from the library where it was treasured. The
defendant's council proved that there was
another copy in the Louvre; that, therefore,

boy. He never forgot it. He did three
things,—he worked and learned and saved. Shallltell you who he was? Did

*¢ is

you.”

Their

fessed a long array of crimes.

a good word to him once when he was a

¢¢ There's your penny, see,”said the
gentleman, just as he was going.
Kif smiled but didn’t take it.
«It's twopence before eight, sir,” he
said.
:
the

said.

over to the Barcelona Library,

chosen mayor of the town. All men of
all sorts did him honor. Workingmen
honored him, too, for he was himself a
worker. Some great man had spoken

They talkeda long time.

¢ Oh !” laughed

some

demanded tbat his collection should be made

believe it

¢¢ Shine, sir?”

smiled.

and

assassin had spared their purses, money and
rings. An organized search was made in the
city, and the shop of Don Vincente was examined. There, in a hidden recess, the police *
discovered the copy of ¢ Ordinacions per los
gloriosos reys de ‘Arago, which ought by
rights to have been burned with the house of
the purchaser. Don Vincente was asked how
he got the book. He replied in a quiet voice,

six of em, were wanting to take a hand

a

He was

He didn’t know there was

on ‘and’ children, ¥00, fore than he ever
counted,
went’ piist that arch to the sta- She shook her shawl and threw it sound

io3klops, of though stones, under, "the arch, stood Kif, ready

ido’t

The stranger started.

with a pipe in his blackened hand,

money beside him. Every one said, ¢ He must
have set the house on fire witha spark from
his pipe.’ Time went on, and week by week
the police found the bodies of slain men, now
in the street, now in a ditch, now in the river.
| There were young men and old, all’ had been

“No,” said Nell, * I mean his old harmless and inoffensive in their lives, and all
‘had been Bibliophiles. A dagger in an inmother. She's lame. She came to church visible hand had reached their hearts; but the

standing looking at the old church clock,
watching a sparrow trying to perch on

frightened.

nacions per los glorioses reys de Arago’ were
blazing.
When the fire was extinguished, the
body of the owner of the house was found,

wife,” exclaimed Nancy.

He was just

She did not move till his over his work, he always whistled ‘quick

dressmaker never would know what Aunt
| ed it, he added,—
Belinda thought an hour ago.
*¢ He had the first fire and took deliberAunt Belinda wore a very pleasant face
as she met the little old dressmaker and ate aim. and didn’t touch me though I

yg

the town the night before.

ly.

knew you were praying for me.” She
‘| sprang up and staggered toward him,

places, and thats Mn

that there had

been a great meeting in the great hall’ of

almost before he thought of it, Kif was
brushing away at the boots of the tall
stranger. And the gentleman had
to
lean his back againstthe wall of the arch,
and he held his foot up on the shoe-black’s
box and began to talk to Kif quite friend-

voice cheery and clear, rang out with, I

§

He didn’t

you ever see master’s mother?”

. “His mother?

Vincente established

were awakened by cries of * fire!” The house
thats and shop of the man who had bought © Ordi-

say

big house he built, beside the factory, Did

at his corner

or else he had soiled them

and make Willie want to grow up to be a
man.

So there was

read the service with a gracéSo refined,
a voice so sweet and gentle, and a cheek

saying things to encourage the old woman

Well, when we started again and I carried the bundle with the silk dress in it

and had to keep at home.

Don

petition for a rare, perhaps an unique volume,
Three nights after that, the people of Barcelona

re- when he came here first
he hadn't never
him a penny in his pocket.”
than
‘ But he’s lots of money now,” broke
sea, in’Naney.
:
hurt | “ Yes,” replied Nell. * Look at his

staidest, the youngest and the oldest. She

asked kindly, ¢‘ Haven't you made a mis- have seen him snuff a candle ‘at that distance. He declared some one hit his elcutting this silk?”
Fa
| Nobody could help getting interested takeThen
the dressmaker said mo, and bow ! Iknew, then, you were praying,
in Aunt Belinda when she talked on one |
showed her how the ruffles and plaiting and I fired in ‘the air. His craven soul
of her hobbies, so both forgot their buswent, and told her how she had been was not worthy of my bullet, but he
inessfor a long time.
Andie
obliged to cut the silk here and piece it would have bad it but for your sake.”—
y had the sewing-school es- there to avéid the
spots and soiled New York Observer.
suit them

old,

‘¢ And see,” said Nell, ‘ they

the church and walking along slowly.
_*¢ Shine, sir?”

heaven. She took no thought of time,
‘she took no note of sounds,
for more than

Aunt Belinda

up the hill, T felt as if my trip was of no
use even though the silk was all cut into
had decided which bonnet she would take plaiting and ruffles, for evidently the
the Catholic priest came in. He was just

was willing that the little girls who went

he They seemed to-straighten themselves up

room, on rude benches, by plain board ta-

sat there smiling and looking as beautiful

knew how to get lessons.

day she went to the milliner’s. Just as she

' she commenced at once asking him if he

years

In-

pleased.

at helping her. You would have laughed.

so flushed,

which made all the children love her so

obliged
to tell her when it was time to as mother’s picture of the Madonna
and

so

ten

was just as sweet to
he liked it better
father was away at
his mother had got

girls looked. well

Only I cried,” whispered. Nell, for she
had a tender heart, ‘* to see them all loving her so. But they say the boys never

much. She stooped and took the little was challenged by a notorious duelist
boy’s hand and said so lovingly that I and unfailing shot. It was a fancy feat
palled; even baby Janie sat quietly in wanted to drop the bundles and hug her: of his to snuff a candle at long range. His
friends told her son that it was certain
‘thé corner, as if she felt the influence of ‘Is there anything I can do for you, Wil
lie?”
: death ‘to accept the challenge, and his
the storm in the air.
:
It was Willie Roberts and his father wife with her arms around his neck, imIt happened in this way. There was to
‘be a supper for the children of reformed was Aunt Belinda's favorite reformed plored hini, for her sake, for his childmen and Aunt Belinda had two hobbies, man ; though to tell the truth he never ren’s sake, for his own soul’s sake, to redrunkards and children. She spent half staid reformed long enough to be count- fuse the challenge. But he talked about
her time looking up cases that others be- ed. Nobody believed in him except Aunt the code, and his honor, and the like.
lieved hopeless, and trying to persuade Belinda. She kept on carrying him pledg- |. « Will you give your worst enemy a
them to be better men, and she didn’t es and getting the saloon-keeper to prom- pleasure, your dearest ones a life of sufferstop then, but puzzled her brain nearly ise not to sell him liquors and setting up ing ?"she asked.
crazy devising ways to remove these men nights to devise ways to help to keep
“Pll give him sorry pleasure; I'll
from temptation.
;
give him a bullet. I'lI'send him to a bad
him out of temptation.
She was the only one of our family
Willie had come to Sunday-school for place.”
who had ever been in a lockup, and she the first time the Sabbath before. His - « Will you meet your Judge, with a
often took off her bonnet, and found it mamma had
run
away
somewhere murdered man as a passport to heaven?”
ornamented with cobwebs and dust from but his grandmother had washed his face
¢¢ Do hush, dear wife.
You unnerve
our miserable prison.
and combed his hair, and taken bim to me.”
Aunt Hattie said once, when she came the vestry.
But she could not hush until he pledgfrom Boston to visit us:
‘¢ Belinda aled his honor that, if God spared his life,
¢¢ Please,” said Willie when he could
ways was just so. The only young man recover his breath, ‘“ Grandma says she as soon as he had his breakfast he would
that she ever showed any particular in- don’t know how to teach me my verse. refuse ever to fight a duel. It was a subterest in was a reform-school boy who Won’t you come down and tell her.”
terfuge which she did not understand at
came to our town on probation.”
¢t Yes,” answered Aunt Belinda, * we
the time, but she did understand it when
Aunt Belinda didn’t say anytbing, but were going that way and will be glad to a little after break of day a light touch on
she looked a good deal all over her face call.” So she took hold of the little ' fel- her forehead—her husband’s farewell
and from that time she was “invested in low’s hand and talked with him about the kiss—made her open her eyes and find
the eyesof us girls with almost a sacred Sunday-school and told Bible stories, and him gone. The noise of wheels at tbat
romance.
Willie looked up at her with his great unwonted hour made her fly to the WwinThen as to children, why Aunt Belinda beautiful eyes so trusting and se happy, dow, only to see the back of the carriage
made herself a perfect martyr. She had and I followed feeling as if I was walking as it moved fast away, speeding her husa great class in Sunday-school, and for in the steps of an angel or something like band to eternal death.
TR
the sake of these children she would do one.
She fell on her knees in an agony. One
anything and everything except wrong.
We went into the tumbled down old —the God, the holy God—whose laws he
Christmas she trimmed a tree for them; house, Willie stood beside her and fam- was violating and whose justice he was
Easter she gave them cards; in May bled the big garnet ring that had been in daring, could save him from the eternal,
there was a party in the vestry; in June the family ever since some great grand- eternal doom he was courting. But
a picnie, and in July something else, till mother came over from England. The ‘“ Father ! spare him! Father! spare
we fairly dreaded any new plan on her poor old woman told of the times long ago him ! spare him!” was her heart-cry to
part for those children.
when she went to Sunday-school and God, unheard by mortal, but heard in

the man Aunt Belinda wanted to see,

was only

both

caught sight of a tall stranger looking « at

‘and obedience to her Lord she was bearing a cross; and the sweet influence of

The anger and surprise all faded out of
Aunt Belinda’s face and that look came

deed,

libraries,

himself at Barcelona, under the pillars of Los
Encantes, where are the stalls of the merchants
of bric-a-brac and the seats of them that sell
books. In a gloomy den the Don stored up tress
ures which he hated to sell.Oncehe was present.
at an auction where he was outbid in the com-

full of pleas-

one of the golden figures, when Kif’'s eye

All

tears of fear gathering in his clear blue
eyes.

BY F. 8. M.

her a fine joke. It was time to buy winter bonne(s. One cold, windy November

He

convent

Just fan-

dining-

In its little log-

unplastered

noticed,” said the sweet, firm Christian
woman.
** Let us ladies meet in the parlor and read the Episcopal service.”

tle boy, perhaps four years old, with such
golden curls and blue eyes. He was
standing on tip-toe trying to reach the
handle of the door-bell and so wonderstruck at our appearance that he could
not say a word, and there were two great

Family Tigele.

take off her furs, or I truly believe she
would have worn them till Fourth of July.
I remember once her interest in the
factory children’s evening school played

work.

know

‘+ This Sabbath-day must not pass un-

lit-

And Nancy's eyes danced

At first, I said, Kif was not fond of the

early.

long

able excesses, was a Spanish priest, Don Vincente, of the conventof Pobla, in Aragon.
When the Spanish revolution despoiled the

! »

quite proudly.

And I want to tell youhow

ed in her this very unlikeness to himself.

with even

She was startled and surprised
and we
both stood still and said nothing.

cy

did it, and what came of it.

world.

Kif was

the highland air in the summer days. A
Sabbath came,—no minister: few men
were there.

side.

ship,’ and I don’t know what.

ure while she told all this to Nell.

~ One morning,

bles covered with common but clean
sheeting, sat the wealth and style and elegance and culture of the South; glad,

Aunt Belinda would say when she was
angry for I could not help remembering
what she had said to me about my temper
and sharp tongue, which was the wonder
and woe of the family,
I put on my hat aud. offered to carry
some of her bundles. Her, face flushed
and her blue eyes snapped as she opened
the street door.
;
1 stopped short and she stopped shorter,
though she was a good deal taller than

With a mute, imploring grace.

* Why, our master’s going to be made
mayor of the town ;. and he’ll be a magis-

:

part her from it; and ker husband idoliz-

war, a center of fashion.

I was desperately anxious to hear what

As from side to side she wavered,

Usually Aunt Belinda didn’t pay much
attention fo her clothes. Mother was

some of those feet nice?

nothing for it but that Kif must work.

cabins, in the

“ The great pattern of \biblioklepts, a man
who carried his passion to the most regret-

:

| Anyway, that happened to be the bit of
work that Kif Diamond had to do in this

life, told that, hor alk was with God.

gled vainly to get recognition, even
though it stood on high land, in fact on a
spur of the Alleghanies, became, by the

“ No; what?” asked Nell.

world where God has put us. Why
should any boy be ashamed to help make

And her religion was $b a part of herself
that no time, place, or circumstance could.

Thelittle watering-place that had styig-

* Nell, have you heard the news?”

mean ? But why? There may be two thod-' trate, and have a grand robe on him, and
sand millions of big and little feet in this a gold chain, and be called * Your Wor-

pur-

It is said that if one has walked in

be

upon

~Fhis.week she felt herself called

with a ruffle here and a plaiting there
and an overskirt
with points and a
flounce and I don’t know what not, and
Ww
Aunt Belinda had said very decidedly, «I
will go and tell the dressmaker what I
think about such a piece of work.”

Stood half abashed, half frightened,

her

You'd

“I'to make over a brown silk dress to wear

?

but we didn’t dareto ask. And now the
dressmaker had cut it up in little pieces,

. And small hands clasped before her,
Stood in the aisle alone.

were

did you say?

member. Play
as to you; and
work, But his
these years, and

at this coming supper, because, she said,
the children would enjoy seeing her
wear it. She thought a great deal of that
dress. It was a brown brocade and very
| becoming.
We'children thought it dated
back to the days of the reform-school boy |

Slowly the.door swung open,
And a little baby girl,
Brown-eyed with brown hair falling
In many a waving curl,
With soft cheeks flushing hotly,
“Shy glances downward thrown,

heavenward,

What

ashamed? Surely not!
Not ashamed to
work.
~ Oh, ashamed to black boots, do you

the Spice Islands, the aroma of his garments will tell it. So not words, but the
gentle doings and pot-doings of her daily

season to save it.
5

wife was

ready to turn off her gas,

she

the pillows, but Mira called to her just in

Within, the holy calm,
‘Where priest and people waited
For the swelling of the psalm.

His

SisBehelp
just

After

had that new bonneton. In a minute more
it would have been in sad shape among

The church was dim and silent
‘With the hush before the prayer,
Only the solemn trembling
Of the organ stirred the air;
Without, the sweet, still sunshine;

Eb?

lived in a
nan, of large

room and we girls to ours opposite.
ter Mira turned off bur gas and Aunt
linda’s door being open we could not
seeing her in her long white dress,

bonnet.

next overcoat, she went up

0-0-0
—0-

-.

wealth and old family.

Kate and Bridget and Mary and Ann, and
didn’t know which to employ to make his

x

WIFE.

from a family as old and wealth almost
as great as his own. But his family was
one of the gayest in the city; hers one of
the most actively and truly Christian. Che
theater, the opera, the dancing party
were his delight. To read the Bible and
pray with her servants each morning, to
care for’ their life-needs and their soulneeds, to sit by their sick-beds and point

her new

till father declared he was confused

Its cool green shade, sweet arbor made,
For pilgrims worn and sad,
‘While the dews of heaven were nightly given,
To make the tree—self-glad.
— Christian at Work.

:

PRAYING

In years that are pr
She was goingto make
a dress- | Southern city a fine-looking

Down ina dell an acorn fell,
And no one knew twas there;
But time sped by and t’ward the sky,

A tree grew large and fair:

A DUELIST'S
-

ob
>

|

O-b-0

IGE"The Century Co., publishers of Serib-

ners’ Monthly (tobe known as‘ The

Cen-

tury Magazine »-gfter~ October), ‘will soor
{ssue-s portrait of Dr. Ji G. Holland, whichis.

sald to be 8 remarkably fine likeness; it is ‘the
the

photograph of a life-size crayon drawing

head and shoulders, recently made

by

of

Wyatt

Eaton, and will be aboutthe size of the origia
» aia be offered in connection
with subscriptions to The Century Magazine.

v
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for religious.
relieve himself

shifting them through his fingers as he

bargains and. talks—a safety-valve
apd a of the Liver. The Treatment
re-assuring process akin to the Yankee’s | magicai effect from the first.

WHAT PROFESSION
YOUNG | whittling.
ery word
:
2 MEN? FOR OUR
the following, a question of importance
and of general interest:
‘About this season the anxious parent

is reminded of the necessity of answering
«certain important questions which come
up in almost every well-to-do family.
«¢ Shall the boys go to a college or university, or try the scientific school, or
take up business at once?” In this city

ithere is a strong tendency to put the lad,
after a good school training, directly in-

He can get a techni-

10 practical affairs.

polite as a Frenchman

his own belief unless you

his reason. This he may
He may leave you to infer
won him over; and thus
times laid himself open to

not
that
he
the

Suplisity and deceit where

he meant only

to

tell you.
you have
has somecharge of

great

nearly

a * liberal

so common

New York as in New England.

every father who desires to

make

in

And yet
things

pleasant in this world for his son, and in-

crease his sources of happiness, may well
doubt whether he can in any way create
more for him than by sending him to col* lege. As he recalls his own college friend-

ships of early days, which have outlasted

“all youthful associations,

and

the unceas-

ing pleasure and repose he has drawn in a
busy and worried

life from

the

snatches

of culture he picked up there, and the
commune vincéulum even in his very imperfect learning has given him with a
world of students, he may easily con-clude that merely as a means ‘of happiness he could confer nothing better
-on his offspring than a college or university course. But in this he must of necessity peguided by the youth's capacities and
adaptabilities. Some boys have
no head for Snguages or literature, and.
no fitness for the writing or speaking
professions. They are not suitable subJects for the ordinary college, and they
never succeed well in it. For such lads
modern ingenuity has provided especial
means of training in the scientific
schools,” such as the Sheflield,

of Yale,

and the elective courses of a university
like Harvard. In both of these a youth
can obtain a good deal of general culture
and have a portion of the pleasures of college life, and yet follow a specialty,
whether
mathematical,
scientific, or
practical,
and thus fit himself for a particular branch.
Many young men are
“thus preparing themselves for those careersin the country which are offering
such prizes for intelligence, and education, and practical talent. Among these
may be placed first the management of
railroads, engineering on them, the application of machinery and ingenuity to
their sugcess ; then all kinds of mining
engineering ; then chemical professions
as applied to manufacture, and many
other similar branches, where brains and
training are most wanted and command
high pay. To these must be added the
mercantile and banking pursuits, which
are open to young men with a certain de-

gree of education. An attempt is also
made
in these scientific schools and
classes to fit for a profession which is
more attractive to the young—the editorial or journalistic; but we can not say
with much success, thus far.
The great majority, however, of studious young men aim at one of the learn-

ed professions, and for this purpose the
college or university is indispensable.
And yet when one sees the immense numbers crowding these professions, and the
many in them whose lives are failures,
where disappointment and narrow means
weigh down the spirits, and whose end is
often in a weakened body and broken
heart, wise parents may

naturally question

whether the herp pursuits are not
much better, even if not so much honored. Few fathers reflect, and certainly no
young man ever so looked at the matter,

that one of the best prizes of life is a col-

lege professorship.
Its advantage is
thatit gives at once what most men have
lostruggle yearsto obtain. It bestows
society,

leisure,

long

vacations,

congen-

_ ial pursuits, a certain amount of travel,
and

familiarity

and science.

with art, and literature,

It offers indeed

but small

pay, but it yields only what much money

brings.
Next or equal to this should be ranked
distinct and
useful scientific specialty.

Happy the father whose son early shows

a devided preference to be specialist in
some scientific branch. , The competition

of life has

become

80

intense in the

United States that hardly any one has
much chance even in science, unless he
is devoted early to one branch and con-centrates all his thoughts and energies

on this one subject.

The happiest

fession of ull is where the Pry Lo

the line of the highest feelings and

pro-

P in

de-

sires. It is this which compensates for
So much in the life of the artist or the
clergyman; it is this which makes the

meni of the country’s material

study, and

has been turned

to

politics, always

with the Atheninns,

affairs, the

resources,

two milliuns,

ed member.

\

to induce a

give to other men a chance at
for them, too, a brief tento angry opponents for

virulent personal diatribes against political rivals.
The irrepressible life and
mental activity of the nation preys upon
itself.
Give Greece a mission; let her hope
for that influence in the readjustment of
ower after Turkey's approaching disso-

pot

her

boundaries,

political

and

relig-

ious agitator, which professes for its 1
ject to place Prince Constantine, King
George's eldest son, on the throne of all
Greece at Constanlinople—and the truly
great qualities of this wonderful race,
which were proved to be still hers by the
allant, unflinching heroism displayed in
er struggle for independence, but which
have suffered a temporary eclipse since that
struggle closed, will once more be dislayed to a world which has so often
en inspired by the words and deeds of
the Greeks of ancient times.
pe
Le

6p

Sunday-school

-

and

stepping out in front of , Sig

stepped

said:

in front of his regiment

*‘ Men, the

old

man

says he

wants them guns, and says he wants them
bad!” Everybody was silent fora mo-

ment, and then a six-footer in the ranks
sung out, ‘‘ Boys, if old Pap wants those

guns, he oughter have them. Let's all
chip in and buy them for him, for it looks
mighty unhealthy up that way.” A perfect storm of laughter swept along the
whole line, and then the boys started up
for the guns, and got them for the old
man, though many a poor fellow who
started for them never got back again.
ror

successful scigntific man’s calling among
TIMBUOTOO AND THE SAHARA.
the happiest of human oocupations.
Dr.
Lenz, who has recently returned
eVerling to our questions, we beTimbiitto 0, gave an interesting acHw Weve it for the interest of our families from
count of the present condition of this great
and ofthe country that

oung men of the

fortunate classes should not plunge

into

practical affairs too early, but should get
even a little inspiration ‘trom that * culture” which is a source of so much hap-

piness, and which tends to counteract the

worst drift of American society.

-erit be obtained

in school,

Wheth-

college.

-university, should be determined to or

tendency and capacity of ‘the individual.
S-O-o
>-r-o

i

SOMETHING ABOUT MODERN GREECE.
A writer in Harper's Magazine gives
some very interesting facts in relation to
the internal condition of Greece.
We
make an extract:
:
Spare, nervous, thin of face, restless-

.®yed, quick and energetic of speech, is
the modern Athenian.
The groups of
men who seat themselves toward even-Ing at the little tables which fill the

Streets before the principle cafes, as they

African city to a Paris audience.
Its.
houses, he says, are built of brick, and
the population is now only 20,000.
It

has greatly decayed, and the inhabited
part of the town is surrounded by

great

numerous schools and rich libraries.

Dr.

spaces’ covered with ruins.

There are

Lenz had a cordial reception, and every
night during his twenty ays’ stay he was
present at religious conferences which

the learned men of the city held with his
interpreter ; the commentaries on the Koran formed the only subject of conversaTimbuetoo is united with the Nition.
gor, Six ‘miles off, by a series of lakes,
ormerly canals.
Dr. Lenz has also made §6me interest-

ing observations on the Sahara, tandiag
to confirm the conclusions of Rholfs an

other recent geientific. travelers as to the

variety which
is to be met with in the
x
gros asert. It is really a plateau about
metres in altitude, no part of it being
‘below the level of the sea. Granite hills,

talk politics over their little cups of black sandy plains, shallow lakes, fertile oases,
coffee, or their lasses of waterund wine," Weofate es nearly the whole surface +

gosticulate with

that energy

conversation which marks

of action in

the passionate

with.

Remedy

for all the

Purifier.

It

is the only

known remedy

he was

of prey are rarely to be met

ever

faithful, und

remembered’by

His

FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.

die

he went

to his

only

daughters, thinking to live out hiv days

hope.

Funeral

Corns,
Strain,
and all Skin Diseases.
Rud
it ine well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists..

Rheumatism

Permanently

Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb,
contracted Rheumatism

Rheumatic

no return
istts.

Me., testifies that he

while

in

the

army,

and

Elixir cured him, and

sale

For

of the disease.

Price, $1

per bottle;

six

he

has

had

by all Drug-

bottles, $5.

Pre.

LAAN

MANA.

PERRY DAVIS’

Is the OLDEST!

3

REMEDY

It is the short and best route between Chicago and

all points in
Northern Illinois, ‘Towa, Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Colo-

Neural

rado, Xdaho, Montana, Nevada, and

nd certain to afford relief. No family
50c. and $1.00 a bottl le.
Providence, R. L

Council
SALT

At Chicago, close

SEEHED

"

B. SCRIBNER died in Otisfield, Me.,

field F'. B. church ‘and, for more than fifty
ears maintained a consistent Christian life.
er earlier years were spent in earnest

work

Her last days
she dearly loved.
whom
her sufferings at times
full of affliction,

were
most

severe, yet during
would

"look

up

of her choice

I

for the*Master and the

the

keenest

and

say

to

distress
those

she

who

her, * Jesus does not leave
watched with
The ministers of the gospel found
me.”
in her a true friend and helper. The church

daughter

(IRACE LILLIAN,

died
Ada Jordan,

in

famly circle

Otisfield,

of Lewis
Me., July

and
18,

| aged [T.years and 1 month, She was the only
daughter and the sunshine of the home; alittle
{rail beauty like the flowers she loved so well.

fw
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CHICAGO and COUNCIL BLUFFS.

Pullman Sleepers on all Ni
_ Insist.upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best Travelling Accommodathis route,
your tickets
tions you will buy
#3. AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.Faso
HUGHITT, 2d V. P. &Gen’l Hau)
MARVIN

CO., Baltimore, Md.

SHR

M.

PETTENGILL

New

York.

&
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the

friends, mourn:

with

Park
are

au-

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

her de-

and ‘with

made

BETWEEN

§.

} ii

and a large number of
parture.

are

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

Row,

roalizo the loss sustained in her death, but. re-

joice in her gain,

connections

Close connections made at Junction Polgts.
, Itis the ONLY LINE running

almost without warning, being sick but twenty-four hours. Though with us but so short a
time he has taken our hearts gnd left us in that
darkness that is truly lighted only by the diC. D.
vine Comforter.

SARAH

Huron,

& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan

Dudley, died in Three Rivers., Mass., Aug. b,
ed 2 months and 6 days. Our baby left us

She
June 19, aged 79 years and 9 months.
was one of the first members of the East Otis-’

Minneapolis,

Handle Routes.

diseas e ke
TRON BITTERS are highly recommended for - Dyspepsua,
.nierquiring a certain and efficient ton C3 especially Indigestion,
Hy etc. Enriches
Loss of WE
mittent Fevers, Want of A
act
“the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They such
like a charm on the digestive organs, zeioving all dyspeptic symptoms,
Hea
ete.
The only
Tasting the
Belching,
Heat in the
Iron Preparation that willwil not blacken the teeth or give
eR
pp. of
headache. Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 82
CD
useful and amusing reading
— sent Jreei:
fi

HEMICAL

St. Paul,

the Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore&
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and, Chicago

A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

a

Menasha,

Volga, argo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, ‘Wisbe
.
consin and the Northwest,
At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.

A TRUE TONIC

C.J.

and

FRANCISCO,

Sioux City,

ilwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
‘ Neenah,

wag preached by the Rev. C. H. Smith, from
John 14: 2. May the family be united on the
Com.
farther shore.

of C. D.

SAN

Columbus,
and all
Rapids, Des Moines
oints in the Territories and the West.
Also, for

constant reader of the Star until sight failed,
the only sense dimmed by age, even then she
continued to take it and her children read to
her from its pages. An impressive sermon

EpwaArD HALE, son

LAKE,

Cedar

sym-

deceased was

The

a,

LEADVILLE,

Deadwood,

pathizing neighbor and the town one of its
oldest. inbabitants, . Uniting. with the F,: B.
church of Limerick in 1830, she remained until her death a true and faithful Christian—one
of the modest ones who esteem others better
Full of years und like a
than themselves.
for the garner, she went home
sheaf ready
when the flowers were blooming, leaving becheerful
and
hind many sweet. memories
words of enouragement for dear ones who reThree sons and two daughters are
mained.

leftof the home circle,

for

Bluffs, O

DENVER,

MRS. SARAH STIMSON, widow of the late
John Stimson, died in Limerick, Me., June 6,
1880, aged 96 years, 10 months and’ 7 days.
At her decease the family lost its best friend—

and

BEST:

and hence the

LEADING RAILWAY
WEST AND NORTHWEST !

Diarrhea
hs, Colds, Diphtheria, Chills,gia,
Cuts,

with.

BEST CONSTRUCTED

EQUIPPED!

AND EXTERNAL USE.

ie Sick iia

& North-Western
RAILWAY

PAIN KILLER
VEG ETABLE

—)THE(—

Chicago

attended by the
JOEL BAKER.

a mother, the neighborhood & kind

|.

pared by Rev.
Walter Clarke, gogo
of the
Buxton, Me.
European CoughR emedy, West

MASS.

"FOR INTERNAL

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

Cured.—Mr.

for twelve long years suffered, he thinks, as much
as a man could suffer. Was treatedby some of
the best physicians in this State, and afterwards
in Boston, withoutbenefit. Six bottles of Clarke’s

1y15

IS A PURELY

Sores,

Galls,

KIDNEY: WORT :

her, but, as he grew weaker a strong desire
came upon him to go back to the old homestead to die. He was taken there by his son
Charles who has the home farm, and who
with bis wife did what they could for his comfort. He was quite resigned and very patient
during all his sufferings, often expressing a desire ‘‘ to depart and be with Christ,” in whom

was all his
writer.

MEDICINE.

Always cures BILIOUSNESS, (ONSTIPATION, PILXS and all FEMALE Diseases.
1s put up in Dry Vegetable Form, intin cans,
one package of which makes 6 quarts medicine.
for
Also in Liquid Form, very Concentrated
the convenience of those who cannot readily prepare it. It acts with equal efficiency in eitherform.
PRICE, $1.00
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
(Will gend the dry post-paid.) BURLINGTON, VT,

OF

SALEM,

“od sure cure for Wounds,

Bruises,
Sprains,
Ulcers,
Burns,
Scalds
WARRANTED
Cuts,

used in every household as a

OF

Managers.

Street, Boston,

For Man and Beast.

4 is the most effectual remedy for cleansing the
system of all morbid secretions, It shouldbe

PIPE
SHEET LEAD.

wife died several years ago, and when disabled
and assured he must

{KIDNEY -WORT
SPRING

Washington

LINIMENT

In this

As it has been proved by thousands that

PURE WHITE LEAD,
LEAD
AND NARROW

Xt cleanses, Strengthens and gives New

Bowels move freely and healthfully.

|

-

HENRY
& JORWGONS
ARNICA2OIL.

hun-

thesystem.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
el

In

way the worst diseases are eradicated from

-

Fl0OD’S SARSAPARILLA is sold by all drug-

MANUFACTURERS

an

Country.

Life to all the important organs of the body.
The natural action of the Kidneys is restored.
The Liver is cleansed of all disease, and the

iF

his

many.

t=

$5.00. Tells all about

'

608

dreds of cases it has cured where all else had
failed. Itis mild, but efficient, CERTAIN
IN ITS ACTION, but harmless in all cases.

gists.
Price $1 per bottle; six for $5.
Prepared by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

AND

, and

gale in every part of the

818

Retails 88.75 and

HUNT BROS, “=

TARA

two bottles.

E.

Jnrze Pages,

Mining, Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands;
‘I'ransportation Prices; Social, Educational and Religious’

“The finest in the World.”’ .

in a short time

PERFECTLY CURED.

has had wonderful

%

PIANOS.

of this terrible disease

quickly relieved,

J

, 20 months in preparation bo) ale fp d00=
ru phical scholar, County Maps of every
tory in colors, made expressly, showing Syery Bailinag nd
every. important Town,
Beautifully Jlingtra
. 1

HPZ8T0

THOUSANDS OF CASES
of the worst forms
have been

«Gained

AND GRINDERS

Sa El

LIVER AND BOWELS.
| It cleanses the system of the acrid poison
that causes the dreadful suffering which
only the victims of Rheumatism can realize,

1 0 P ound's
hy this i
ay
says: “HooD'S SARSAPARILLA is putting
new life right into me. I have gained ten
pounds since I began to take it.” Hastaken

CORRODERS

kind, for

Lung and Throat Affections.

No, 66 N. Fourth Street, Philadelphia, fo

RHEUMATISM

Dear Sirs—

and Li

Debility

the

its superiority over all other remedies of the

As it is for all diseases of the KIDNEYS,

!C. CHURCHILL,

{7 A gentleman who
has been suffering from

The astonishing success or this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

ducts, Herds; Wages, all Trades an
fi
ns; Mer: Can
tile and Manufacturing Business: all Statistics;
a8 3
Rainfalls; Manitoba,
British Columbia, Alaska, Texas—
every section beyond the Mississippi. Sells to every class,
and secures the most unqualified endorsements. Substantially bound. 10inches in length and oyer 7 in width, outfide measure,
dress
BRADLEY,
RRETSON & Co.,

FOR

{ (Firm of Carter & Churchill.)

suffering,

POR ==

Condition; Nationalities represented; Climate, Soils,

THE GREAT CURE

Although greatly prejudiced against patent
medicines in general, I was induced, from
the excellent reports I had heard of your
Sarsaparilla, to try a bottle, last, December
for dyspepsia and general prostration, and i
have received very gratifying results from
its use. Iam now using the second bottle,
and consider it a very valuable remedy for
indigestion and its attendant troubles.
Yours truly,
;

constancy and regularity in. attending these
and his earnest prayers and exhortations in

the meetings are

During the siege of Nashville a Confederate battery placed upon a hill was
seriously annoying a part of Pap Thomas's
line. Riding up to Col. Brownlow, the
old man said; ¢ Col. Brownlow, I want
those guns, and I want them bad,” at the
same time pointing with his sword toward the offending battery. Drawing his
Col. B.

intense

b

DEACON
CHARLES
P. WARD, father of
Rev. J. T. Ward, pastor of the Free Baptist church
of Georgiaville, R. 1., died in
Philadelphia, N. Y., May 9, of cancer in the
face, aged 69 years, 5 months and 18 days.
Bro. Ward was converted in early life and
joined the Presbyterian church, but on acuaintance with the F. Baptists found their
octrine more in accordance with his views
and anited with them; his wife who had been
a C. Baptist, joining with him. On moving
into Jef. Co. from Herk. Co., they became
members of our church in Philadelphia, and
he was made deacon.
As a member
. and officer of the church and superintendent of the

PAP THOMAS'S WISH GRATIFIED.

sword and

Tropical Leaf of Rare

"KIDNEY-WORT :

N. H., Feb. 19, 1879."

} Messrs. C. I. Hood & Co.:

Norman
died
in.
Edenton,
Ohie,
July
12, aged 1 year and
.8 months.
By
his
many lovable traits and ways he bad endeared himself in many hearts. It is supposed
that his death was caused by the intense heat,
his sickness being of only some three hours’
duration.
The grief of the bereaved parents
can scarcely be imagined, much less described.
But he is
not lost,
simply
gone before.
Services by Rev. J. A. Sutton, assisted ‘by
Rev. — Court.
CoM.

is in-

give but a gleam of distant hope to such
enthusiastic patriots as joined the club
some time since organized at Athens by
Makrakes, a shrewd

imes was filled with

OMER E., only child of Dr. J. H. and M.

deed soon to die) which justly belongs to
her as the most intelligent, the most enterprising, the most highly civilized race
Levant;

Blood

SARSAPARILLA"

LEBANON,

ut she possessed remarkable Christian fortitude and in the midstof her sufferings could
realize that her Redeemer lived, and she endure d as one seeing Him who is invisible,
Many eyes were moistened with tears and
hearts saddened with sorrow as we all felt the
fact that A mother in Israel had fallen. * She
hath done what she could” and hath entered
into reward,
MARY EARL, daughter of Joseph W. and
Ellen Hisey and granddaughter of Rev. John
Hisey, died near Waynesville, O., Jan. 16,
aged four years and near 2 months.
She was
kind, winning, intelligent, and everything
which we are given to admire in the beauty
and innocency of childhood.
But scarlet fever entered and soon our loved one was called
to the arms of Jesus. Funeral services in the
First F: B. church July 24, by Rev. J. A. Sutton of Green Camp, O., assisted by Rev. C. A.
Gleason, Springtield, O., Rev. €. Pimlot and
Rev. C. Hisey of Harveyburg, O.
3

ure of power.
Acrimonius attacks upon
men and motives abound. The newspa-

of the

She had a passionate love for her

MARY, wife of Deacon Wm. Cole, died near
Green Camp, O.; June 17, aged 56 years and
11 months. She early evinced ~a‘tewe for God
and became a member of the Berwick F. B.
church when but 18 years of age, and during
all those long, eventful years she has ever endeavored to lead a consistent Christian life.
ir sickness extended over years of duration

ublic, ever prone to change 1ts politieal
eaders, so lo clamor as to put the “ins”

* sick man”

It purifies the blood

It works like magic, reaching every part of
the human body through the blood, giving to
all renewed life and energy. .
My friend, you need not take our word.
Ask’ your neighbor, who has just taken one
bottle. He will tell you that * It’s the best
dollar I ever invested.”
=
:

could be found under her Bible on the table
near at hand. * Blessed are the dead who die
in the Lord.”
“
’
S.

ed by the government, is bitter and ceaseless. This spirit of criticism is not merely a healthful concern for the public wel-

(if the chronic

from a Simple

diseases that cause pains in the lower part of the
body—for, Torpid Liver—Headaches—Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all difficulties of
the Kidneys, Liver, and Urinary Organs.
For

Is designed to meet the wants of a large portion of our people who are either too poor to
employ a physician, or are too far removed
to easily call one, and a still larger class
_ who are not sick enough to require medical
advice, and yet are out of sorts and need a
medicine to build them up, give them an appetite, purify their blood, and oil up the ma~
chinery of their bodies so it will do its duty
willingly. No other article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like o

"ter in Marblehead she seldom had the privilegeof worshiping at its altars. The loss was
partly
made up by the weekly arrival of the
Morning Star, the last number of which, through
all the years, when she was not reading it,

ficial acts, and of every measure advocat-

ution

Is made

Value, and is a POSITIVE

:

HOOD’S

=

———

Hooo's SARSAPARILLA

own church which never abated, though for the

Salaries for public services are of
course pitifully law. Criticism of all of-

room

:

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,

And other Lung Affections,

CoM.

the kidneys and bowels.

83 years she made it her home with her daugh-

of followers, was the argument.

give

}:

Haye you found the key to perfect health
Female Diseases, Monthly Menstrurations, and
dnd strength? It is Kidney-Wort,, the only during
Pregnancy, it has no eqnal. It restores the
remedy that overcomes-at once the inaction of organs that make the blood, and hence is the best

ders, of Sandbornton, N. H., died July 31, at
the residence of her daughter in Marblehead,
Mass., uged 84 years, 4 months and 8 days.
She became a Christian in her girlhood, united
with the F'. B. church of her native town, of
which for more than 60 years she wag a devot-

rant for office, with his organized clique

pers

|

The Key to Health.

MRs. MARY, widow of the late Peter San-

nation of

Kurie So-and-So” (naming a politician
of little influence) * will form a party,
will he not?” Room for one more aspi-

out, and to
what must

her
she
be-

yond. She will ever be enshrined in the hearts

be

W. H. PECK.

of Athenian gentlemen with whom I was
talking, the first remark was, ‘‘ Ah, now

the constant effort

PULMONARY

per-

of her friends, and in that home which was
brighiened and purified by her sunny
smile
and
gentle life, The Alton F. B.
Sunday.
school, of which she was an earnest scholar,
and faithful teacher, adopted resolutions expessin their appreciation of her many estimale qualities and a sense of their loss in her
death, and extending sympathy to her parents

and relatives.

Obituaries. should

ten days afterwards, little E. Mertie, daughter
of the above, with that dread disease dipbthe-~
ria, aged 9 years, 5 months and 21 days. Thus
in two short days one-half of the family passed over the river of death, leaving the husband
and father and little brother to mourn their
Joss. May God bear them up.

a passion

to-day devotes ten times too much energy
to governing itself. This concentration
of force within narrow limits begets heat
at Athens. Under such pressure the political friction is somethiug enormous.
Athens supports
from thirty to forty
newspapers.
Political clubs are more
numerous than in classic days, and are
inuflential.
Every man of prominence
has his newspaper, his club of personal
followers, his petty party.
When the
death of Delegeorges, ex-prime-minister,
was announced on the street to a group

fare; it is

With

fect trust and confidence, she leaned .upon
Saviour’s breast, and clasping his hand,
crossed over the river to the celestial city

friends being given but little warning of the
to trada, to* approach of the dread visitor. Also, July 21,

Greek

loved with

by cleansing the system of foul humors and by that cures Bright's Disease.
For Diabetes, use
LorTIE 8., wife of Z. G. Ward and daughgiving strength tothe liver, kidneys and bow- | Wi arner’s Safe Diabetes Cure.
For Sale by Druggists and Dealers at $1.25
ter of R. V. and Mary Ann Drew, died in
els to perform their regular functions.
See
per bottle.
Largest bottle in the market.
Try it,
Lindley, Steuben Co., N. Y., July 19, of Siph- : advertisement.
:
HH, WARNER & CO., Rochester,
ster theria, She was sick but five days.
W. was thirty-three years old at the time of
her death.
She died very
suddenly, and her

with universal suffrage, and a monarchy
so limited that the government js in reality a democracy in the administration of
internal

her Saviour, whom she

an increasing affection all her life.

BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and fer-¢hose sent by persons who do not patronize the Moraing. Siar it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible,
;

With a territory but

with a population of nearly

she obeye

@bitwaries,
NOTICE.

DR.N. 6. V

|

of suffering and with true Christian fortitude

Street Philadelphia, Pa.

PARTICULAR

Just developing into perfect Wormmhioo,

fectly happy, she was called to take up the cross

* Have not felt so well in

on Compound Oxygen, containing large rerts of cases and full information, sent free.
rs. Starkey and Palen, 1109 and 1111 Girard

three-fifths as great as that of New York,

its

|

when life seemed to hold all to render one per-

ing sleep that I begin to feel like a new person.”
And another: ‘‘Respiration, appetite, nerves,
and sleep all much improved.” Our Treatise

all the energy of the marvelously active
mind

Another:

10.

two years: Appetite good; blood circulates
well; pains in back, limbs and lungs have disappeared, and I sleep such sound and refresh-

manufacturies ; -it has no

Greek

the whole,

years.”

be credited with politeness.
Athens suffers from an excess of intellectuai activity. The city is over-stocked
with brains. Its hands are idle. Greece

dren.

on

in

- Miss: 'FLorA E. TWOMBLY ‘died after a
long and gevere illness, on Wednesday, Aug.

a Jgienis one, disagreed with me.” Another:
* My appetite, before very poor, is now. excellent. Feel an elasticity and courage -and
strength that I have been a stranger to for

have convinced

gystem of roads. Among the many failures of King Otho’s reign, perhaps none
was more injurious. than his failure to
provide any means of ready intercommunication between the provinces of Greece.
Ot course the topography of Greece—her
mountain ranges and deep-reaching gulfs
and bays—renders the task of road-buildBut national unity
ing a difficult one.
and material prosperity can not come
without good roads. To-day all Greece
has but five miles of railroad, and hardly
more than fifty miles of good carriage
roads. Finding no outlet in the develop-

Still,

believing

en.

though a month or six weeks ago my diet, even

ready deference to your expressed opin-

cal knowledge of his business quite young,
and seems to make a good start early.
‘The fathers have usually made their own
way without college education, and secret1y have little faith in letters as Bujop aman
for trade. They. wie to give their sons
the same muscular
bringing-up they had
themselves.
Then the boys are eager to
make money and speculate, and enjoy the
luxuries which money brings. This is
true of the great muss of successful business men and their sons. But it is also
true that
a few of our leading merchants
«of the past generation have trained their
sons in college, and they in their turn are
educating in a like manner their chileducation” is pot

yet

him who said, “ Suffer little children to come |

says: -*‘ Can now eat almost anything I wish,

in

ion, but none the less he holds firmly to

no

linkss of home without ber,

almost

improve-

He is keenly sensitive
eve. | gest
Tet myIn strength,
appetite,
and sbilityAnother
to di- || SRO
Mev, 5 trey
the
at Jonte i 19heaymeetsubmission
ng'towith
expec Dow
di
wonderful.”
O00 bdo
to take toyour

you utter, quick

meaning, and

has

an

My

|
i

Tribune discusses, in

had

sian

ORGANS, 18useful

idee

ERR

tions of heaven, and speaking
of Jesus as one
she knew and loved with all her heart.
Our
brother and sister while they realize the lone-|
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1881.

is an increase of appetite and an improvement in digestion. A patient writes: “I
was

ses, but that he may
of excessive electricity by

BEATTY.S rion

She was one of those thoughtful little enes
who look at tree and flower and sky wondering at their beauty, often asking strange ques- |.

One of the first effects of Compound Oxygen

at all Coupon Ticket Offices

E. ST. JOHN,
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The Worring Star.

The New York

Improved Appetite and Bigestion.,

son of the South. Often the Athenian
carriesin his hand a stringof beads, not

ee
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EE

$

Tudg.

fed

THE MORNING STAR, SEPTEMBER 7, "1881,
Hebos Summary.

Boral and Bomestic, -

in the expenditures of the war and navy departments, and of half a million in the cost of InBut a decrease of 61-2
dian - management.

millions in the pension list, and of 13 millions

the total expend1 in the interest charge, maki
itures seven millions less than they were in
Saturday has for several weeks past been
1880. The balance, or surplus, exceeds 100
looked upon as an ominous day in the history
millions, and is, with the exception of those in
of President Garfield’s illness. Unfortunately 1867 and 1870, the largest on record.
]ast Saturday was not passed without the setThe

President.

back in his condition which has occurred so
often on the -same day of the week on
had

There

shot.

was

he

which

Miscellaneous.

The great raft of spars from
rived safely at Boston.

been

week, ala some-

during the
good improvement
. though
the case had assumed

unexpected

but

The notorious Kalloch,

an-

The island of Hilo, Sandwich Islands, is in
ddnger of being overwhelmed by the l2va from

showed more fatigue after the dressing.
110; temperature,
99; respiration, 18.”

during the next two months in Massachusetts,

Pulse,

The malarial influences of the Washington
climate which are very bad and dangerous at

railroad.
At the instance of Governor Hoyt of Pennsylvania, Tuesday has been appointed as a day
of public 2 sr er throughout the country for
the President’s recovery.
The
Governor of
Vermont has appoin
Thursday, and
the

27th ult., causing a large loss of life and great

The others have

and the selection

the young rice is considered a total
March rice has suffered from forty

Sui,
er.

Joss.

to fifty per

Many of the fields were still under wa;
-

are received in regard

gin soil, or made

Dispatches from Cape Town, South Africa,
report that the ¢ Teuton” of the Union mail
steamship line,

with 157 passengers, a crew of

85 persons and 20 coolies on

board, has been

‘wrecked near Quoin Point and only 11 passengers and 25 of the crew were saved.
The * Teuton ” arrived at Cape Town from
Fugiand on Monday, landed some and embarked other passengers, and proceeded on
her voyage to Algoa Bay and other ports.
Quoin Point is near Algoa Bay, and is the
scene of the previous wreck of a Union mail
steamer. The vessel struck a rock, bat floated
off, and was in the act of putting back to port
when she sank,
A Plot

Happily

Frustrated.

:

large number of convicts had fully arranged to
kill the governor, chief justice and all other
‘officials, seize the arsenal, cut off the "water
supply, burn the place and escape on two
schooners, which they were to capture. The
plot was disdovered and a large number of the
conspirators captured on the evening of the

night it was to be carried out.

About twenty

conspirators have been sentenced to be shot.

The Drouth,

Despatches from

and sowing of

the seed.

There

chemical

so by

the addition of

of barnyard

manures.

' Of

dung

these

a fertilizer

or the so-called

two, that

made

in

the barnyard and stables is to be the first chosen,
and the superphosphates and other “salts ” only
used as a supplement to the barnyard manure, or
in cases where the latter is not to be obtained.
Next te richness should come a fioe tilth. This
requires that the soil be ploughed in a thorough
manner, and afterward stirred with the harrow or
some other cultivator—in fact “with any implement, until the lumps are reduced, and the whole
soil is in a fine, mellow state. A cheap and very
effective implement may be made of a number of
small logs, fastened together by a chain which
runs through holes bored in the logs. The logs
are held apart about half their diameters by keys
placed in the links of the chain. The clog crusher
may be drawn even, or the clevis for attaching the
horses may be at one side, in which case the earth
will be moved sidewisefo some extent. A single,

though larger, Jog may be arranged in the same
way and used for the same purpose. The importance of the mellowness of the soil can not be too
strongly insisted upon, as without it the seeds do
not come into intimate contact with the particles
of earth, and therefore can not make a good start,
and many of them will not grow atall. Witha
good supply of plant food, in a condition to be
readily taken up by the young plants, the next
thing is to select the seed, and sow it properly.
To put the matter of selection in a nut shell—sow
the best seed to be found, even if it costs double
that of the ordinary sort. When the fact becomes
more thoroughly known that of two kinds of grain,

The friends of Senator Conkling have a
majority of the members of the Republican
State committee in New
York.
Vice-Presifor example, under identical conditions, one will
dent Arthur is chairman of the committee;
yield twice as much as the other, more attention
though he was not present at the meeting will be given to a proper selection of seed. It is
Wednesday, be has - never resigned. Ex-Sennot for us to say which variety of wheat or other
ator Platt took his place and signs the call for a
grain is the best; that depends npon local circumState convention as chairman pro tem. The
stances and conditions, and each farmer must, aftconvention meets on the 5th of October in New.
er careful study, decide such matters for himself.
York city.
The *“ Clawson” wheat is af present taking a high
France will have a prominent part in the
rank for yield and quality in many localities. It
coming celebration of the centennial annivermay not be the best for all places. The sowing
sary of the great revolutionary battle at Yorkshould always be done with a drill, except when
town; Va. The Murquis de Rochambeau anthe stamps and stones of new ground prevent the
nounces his own coming, together with reprepassage of the implement.
The drill secures a
sentatives of the Lafayette family, and the
uniform deprh to all the seed, and therefore better
probability of numerous officers representing
the different departments of the French Govconditions for growth. Six pecks of good, plump
erement sailing with them from Havre on the ‘wheat (and no other should be used as seed) is
24th. The French ' West India fleet has been
sufficient per acre, when a drill is employed.
ordered to Yorktown to take part in the naval
Were it not for the Hessian fly, early sowing of
display and to escort the Government delegawheat should be recommended in all cases. Late
tion, which will inelude many officers of high
sowing is a disadvantage in itself, as the plants
rank.

A St. John’s (N.F.) despatch says a report
has reached there from St. Pierre, Miquelon,
of ‘a plot which was happily frustrated. A

...

in the form

A singular and distressing accident occurred
at Newport, R. I, on Aug. 29. Two young
naval officers, Lieutenants
B. L. Edes of
Washington and L. G. Spaulding of Portsmouth, 'N. H., were killed by the premature
explosion of a torpedo which they were placing in the bay for the annual experiments of
the torpedo school. An investigation inte the
cause of the disaster will be held.

Appalling Marine Disaster.

for September says:
this month in many
fall crops. This in.
thorough readiness,

every field devoted to a grain crop.
The soil
should be rich either by the accumulated fertility
of long years of undisturbed vegetation—the vir-

The war in Tunis continues. General Correard repulsed two violent attacks by Arabs on
the 26th and 29th ult. The French loss is about
twenty, while the Arabs lost about a thousand
killed and wounded. French troops have occupied Hammamet without opposition.

The

make a smaller growth before winter sets in.

Governor Cornell vetoed 86 bills during the

different points indicate

The

richer the soil the later the sowing may be done
with safety.
’
:
After the sowing there is very little more to be
done to the fall grain field. If the land is not thoroughly drained, water forrows may be necessary
for the rapid removal of the excess of water of
up, water bas to be carried
for miles for orMore than one-third of the piyments from
d
n instances ten the Treasury for Government expenses during heavy rains. For this purpose the * Ditching
plough” is used for making furrows or water
a foad |
do
0Siols ing. " n Virgininia an
Solla'as loud 3s routh is causing disaster in the month of August was for the single item courses in sown flelds, The plough or ditcher is
of
pensions.
the northern portion. In some portions rain
made as follows: Cut.a 2 by 16 inch plank 12 feet
A supposed Fenian plot to blow up a mill at. lang, in two in the center, and fasten the halves toOldham, Eng., has been discovered, cartridges ‘gether in a V shape, using round poles for braces.
having been found concealed in a bale of It should be 2 feet wide at the hind end with
western
boards nailed across the top.
A piece of hardcotton.
:
tially terminated by
wood 2 inches in diameter and 10 inches long is
rains. ' All over the province of Ontarfo an
Latest News.
in some other parts of Canada
a long periodof
put through near the front and upper edge, by
drouth bas been followed by extensive and
which to draw the ditcher. A weight of 150 lbs.
Arizona advices report that General Carr
‘disastrons forest fires.
is fastened on the front end, and the driver stands
and all, or nearly all, of his command were
massacred on the 31st ultimo, by the White on the hind end, keeping it from tipping.
Grass seed may be sown a few weeks after the
Important Canadian Enterprise.
Mountain Indians of the Apache tribe, near
so that the timothy, if used, may not get too
At a recent meeting of the shareholders of Fort Apache, Arizona. One dispatch says grain,
large and retard the growth of the grain. Clover
the Atlantic and Northwest Railway Company ‘that six officers, besides General Carr, and seed may be sown upon the snow in spring.
held at Montreal, a resolution was unanimous- sixty-four men, were killed. The massacre
The turnips should be thinned and the rows
ly adopted ordering .the survey, location and grew out of an attempt to arrest an Indian, and. kept free from weeds. One good root every ten
construction
of a bridge across the St. Lawthe Indian scouts employed by General Carr, inches is far better than two in the same space.
rence near Montreal, and of a line from the becoming enraged at the shooting of one of The early sown beets and nd
18 may be har-

last session of the New York Legislature.
that many sectivns of the country are sufferSitting Bull and his followers are to be taken
ing from long-continued drouth, and the damage to the crops
will be large. In portions of .to Fort Randall, Dakota, and confined as
New Ji
the streams
and springs are dried prisoners upon a reservation.

y
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$1, at druggists.

Depot,
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the intelligent and elegant of their sex

AGENTS

ness and almost death and made strong by
Parker’s Ginger Tonic are the best evidences
in the world of its sterling worth.—Post.
|

j

AND

Scrofulous

Much of the distress and sickness attributed to
dyspepsia, chronic diarrhea and other causes occasionedby humor in the stomach. Several cases
with all the
of these complaints,
have been
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Other
. cures effected
by this medicine are so wonderful

that the simplest statement of them affords the best
when once used secures the confidence of the peo-

ple.

i

y

. CATARRH

OF

:

;

THE BLADDER,

" ‘Stinging, smarting, irritation of the urinary
passages, diseased discharges, cured by Buchu.
paiba. Druggists,' Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham,
Dover, N. H.
;
4
x

Humor,

cerous Humor,

Healy’s

Syphilitic

per week selling goods
10 Barclay

Spinal

St., New

Send for their Catalogue and terms.

Sciatica,

?

s

ES

.

Painisa blessing. It locates disease
=
ever the bowels become irregular, use
* When

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient. |
Twill suve much

Can=

Salt Rheum,
Faintness

at

2436

be effectually

Eruptive Diseases

of the

Skin, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches,
Tetter,

Scaldhead

and

Boils,

Ringworm,

VEGE-

TINE has never failed to effect a‘permanent cure.
For Pains in the Back, Kidney Com=plaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness Leucorrhoea, arising from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases and

General

Debility,

by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
ts and dealers in butter, cheese and
, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 3,
cy Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Sept. 3, 1881.
FLOUR. The market is very firm and the tendency of prices is decidedly upward, particularly for
spring Wheat Patents, which are generally admitted to be very low when the price of Wheat at the
West is taken itno consideration. The excite-

In fact, VEGETINE is the

Send for

vis viseruavanrre “oss daersive seam 700
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ears, is
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no
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closing rather unsettled.
BUTTER. There has been a further upward tendency in fine fresh made Batter, and our quotahigher than last week.
tions are 1 @ 2 cents #¥
Early made stock shares somewhat in the imadvance.
Jrovement, but it moves slowly at any
sh made
for the choicest
uyers are call
creamery and dairy, and are indifferent about
other kinds, unless offered ht a great bargain,
Creamery choice #7 ....coce vesrrenanns «29
DO FRIrto g00d..cceconessterssinases 25
Dairy lots, Franklin Cty, Vt, # b....... 27
Do

25
+24

fair to good......
WESTER)

2

Creanmeries, choice,
#
1b...coeviivensss 20

i ave
1 sold
the last fifteen
know it is the
ommended in
ter’s life atter

tone

die at any time.
Mrs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre,

Woman's
Sound

to

of

@

Do do common to g00d.....eiverves 2 a
Dairy packed, choice.....ccuuee cevnenas 28
Do
fair to good ..c.evivansinnaes 18 @

Ladle packed, ChoiC®.....covievierennns 20 @ 21
Do
do
fair to good... ivaueee 17 @
19
Do
do
COMMON.esssscressssansse 15 @ 16
POTATOES}.
Nalives, ¥bbl $225 @ 230;
Long
Island, $2 25@2 30; Sweet Potatoes, $3 50 8 #4 50.
GREEN APPLES,
PEARS, &C.
Apples,” choice,
¥ bbl., 8275 @ $3; Apples, common to Food, $2 a
$250; Pears, # bbl,
$2 @ $3; Grapes, black, ¥b,,
7 @ 8c; Grapes, Delawares, 10 @ 15; Water Melons,

oly
ealth

Snughier after Ho the bd
especially
of 12 or 13 years
not being able to go a full by. at school, and

than

sometimes would commence & school and have

to give up teaching
on account of poor health.
We had
the best physicians in the community,
but found no relief until we were induced totry Dr. Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave
her sound health. She is now teaching by the
year in North Carolina. Others have tried it

in our community with similar results.

H.R. STEVENS, Boston, Ms.
BY

of J. Knigur.
Dr. 8. Hardy’s ‘ Woman’s Friend” is the
best remedy known for diseases peculiar to
women. It is put up by 8. RH:
Sons, pro

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

prietors, Cornish Fiat, N. H.,

Nerve

and

DR. E. C. WEST'S
MENT;

Brain

druggists generally,

Diseases.

NERVE

AND

a specific for Hysteria,

from us,

Address

TREAT-

Dizziness,

Convul-

.

SMITH, DOOLITTLE

Gen. N. E, Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont

Four Cases of Cures by Woman's.

Friend.
NorTtH RUSSELL, N. Y., Feb. 7, 1881.
8. HARDY’S SONS :—There isa lady in Wisconsin that used your Woman’s Friend after
using many other remedies, and it proved to
be the best of all. - Also one in Macomb, N. Y.,
after suffering a long time she was relieved by
your Woman’s Friend. . Another, who was
disco
because she had used many things
which
did no
. I persuaded her to give

& SMITH,

St., Boston,

the Woman's

Ms.

$15

@

MARY
Dr. S. Hardy's

women.
y

churn LIGHT:
FRINK'S Patent

Fo

5 4 PRR

seperable from the constitutions of women.

Try

At. Your druggist has if, and its cost 18 one dollar
a bottle, The lucky man is he who puts this advice in practice. Don’t forget the name and ad-

dress, Dr. David Kennedy, Roundout, N. Y. The
Doctor would have it understood that, while he is
engaged

in

the

introduction

of

his

medicine,

“ Favorite Remedy,” he still continues the prac-

tice of his profession; but confines

himself exclu-

and capital operations of surgery.
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for piles and your pills.

I was so low when I com-
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box.

packages
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ZANTE. GOLDEN
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r 25

SREFIORIRE

School Teachers,
i dr $0
‘erst 1
day. /

advance}

Students,

as agents for this
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Men and

month. Sells fast. One rs
another 46 in 8 days, an
5 Bible 5
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er 15and
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y Bibles.
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From a Deacon at Madison Brid,
DR. DYER—
DEAR SIR :—I have used your
Golden Ointment

way desirable collec.
and Gospel Meet-

ing Music.
Lit
!
Send 385 cts, for Specimen Copy.

na

ease. Ihave 201d 30 dozen
(4)
y A have given
good sati Won,

tears,
(85 cts.) | LIGHT
ge, we AND, , LIFE.
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fast
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For Sunday Schools.

Send 80 cts for Specimen Copy.
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Our New Books for the Holidays of 1881«
3
A883 are more important and a te
tive than any previous
¥

Sut ful

and

een. ve | ble excellence in the special departments.

Sample

16 volumes, 12mo, ««=
(«$24.50
‘Also, of the Original $500 Prive Stories,
8 yolumes, 12mo,
=.
.
.
.
212.00

-

DYER’S

oy

A fresh edition, in new style of binding, of
THE $1000 PRIZE STORIES,

for sale

ri Eats pepsin

Fall Trade

and for the use ‘of Music Y poachers, Chotrs and

PRIZE BOOKS.

-

D.

Dyspeptic
Pills.

TESTIMONIALS,
a Rox. A. Ridion, {Cong.) Hallowell,

The Celebrated Pansy Books,

-

and

Price $1.00 a bottie.

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have been Cured by Them. They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill,

8t, N.Y.

26 Large Volumes, 10. Medium and 10 Small Vols.

13 volumes, 12mo,

druggists generally.

-to-

Sons,

Dr. 8. HARDYS SONS, Cornish Flat, N.H..
PROPRIETORS.

A QUINTETTE OF.

Ditson
& Co. haveready

is the.

peculiar

Itis put up 2 Dr. 8. Hardy’s

Headache
:

THE SURGEON'S KNIFE.

Urinary Calculi, or Stones in the Bladder.
The
doctorat once removed the foreign bodies with
the knife and then gave his great Blood Specific,
“ Favorite Remedy,” to prevent their reformation,
The entire treatment was eminently successful,
and Mr, Tietsell’s recovery was rapid and perfect.
‘While * Favorite Remedy” 1s a specific in all
Kidney and Bladder diseases, it 1s equally valuale in cases of Bilious Disorders, Constipation of
the Bowels, and all the class of ills apparently in-

and

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
GENERAL AGENTS.

13t15e0w

plate at $14 20 @ $15 ¥ bbl.

of Roundout, N. Y., who found his trouble to be

Friend”

for diseases

Proprictons, Cornish Flat, N. H.,

SMOKED
HAMS, Sales 1anging from 11} @ 12%¢
¥ 1, includiug Boston and
Western.
LARD, Sales at 12@ 12%c ¥ Bb, with a fair demand.
®

Mr. Simeon Tietsell, of Saugerties, N. Y., had
been treated for seven years by various physicians
for what they call Stricture of the Urethra, without
benefit. He finally consulted Dr. David Kennedy,

so,

A. D. LEAVITT.

“ Woman’s

best remedy known

$1550; and

Wonderful Surgical
—Removal
of Urinary Stones from the Bladder—
Successful.

did

are suffering.

Boston clear and backs at $21 @ $22 ¥ bbl.
BEEF. Sales of Western extra at $12 @ $13, and
family and

Friend a trial; she

was perfectly cured. In my case it proved a
perfect remedy and eff
a cure.
1 gladly
send these, hoping they may benefit those who

¥

along meets with a ready sale.
at

for sale by

Price $1.00 a bottle.

————

BRAIN

Pork. Higher prices are quoted for mess Pork,
but the demand is moderate, with sales of mess
prime

Failed

Relief.

more than pleased to give in my testimony in
favor of i valuable remedy, the Woman's

¥ 100, $15 @ $20.
HAY AND STRAW. There continues to be a
good demand for choice Hay. and best Eastern
and Northern readily command $20, with some
sa'es at $21. Ordinary grades are selling at $16 @
$19 ¥ ton. Receipts are moderate and all coming

mostlyat $19; extra

Give

EAST RUMFORD, ME., Feb. 12, 1881.
Dr. S. HARDY’S SONS :—Dear Sirs: —I am

Vegetine
PREPARED

Vt., sa

Restores
to
where
the

Physicians
to

the

disease,

Friend
Health

Best

regulate

of vigor

:
Dr. Hardy's Woman’s
Friend for
years, and can
tively say I
best medicine Douitiv it is a
the world. It saved my daughthe doctors said she was liable to

one bottle saved her the price of a hired
girl
one summer.
8. C. BuzzeLL.

gions, Nervous Headache,
Mental Depression,
Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age, caused by
@ 30
over-exertion or over-indulgence, which leads to
@ 2% ‘| misery, decay and death.
ne box will cure re
@ 28 cent cases.
box contains one month’s treat@ 2
ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dol@ 26
lars ; sent by mail,
post-paid on receipt of Race.
@ 2
We guarantee six
boxes to cure any case.
ith
each order received by us for six boxes, accompa30
nied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser
2
or written
guarantee to return the money if the
2
treatment does not effect a cure.
Guarantees is21
sued only when the treatment is ordered direct

NEW NORTHERN,

Dairy lots, Vermont choice,
#¥ Bb...
New York, choice. .

to church. When shé commenced taking
it
she could Rot sheak loud, nor sit up Dalf the
time; six
es cured her, and now she
works in the telegraph office. Her name is

The conviction is, in the public mind

grade at 68 @ 70

@
@

a

lio Niue: She ry
tak

en one bottle could walk one-fourth of a mile

dis-

mineral medicines.
VEGETINE is composed of
roots, bark and herbs. Itis pleasant to take and
is perfectly safe to give to an
infant. Do you need
it? ag not hesitate to try it. You will never regret
it.
"

cents ¥ bu. To arrive high mixed
Corn ‘is held at |
‘
74 @ 75¢c ¥ bu.
OATS. The sales of No 1 and extra white have
been at 54 @ 56c; No 2 white at 51
white at 49c; and No 2 mixed at 47

Sonsumptlon
Isaw her #4i¢
to try
Woman's Friend,

t source

stomach,

safe, more successful in the cure

Oat Meal, common to good Western...625 @ 650
Oat Meal, fancy brands. ..veceevvenses 47
@ 700
CORN. Sales of No 2 and high mixed at 74 @ 76¢,

steamer Corn at 72 @ 78¢; and

impart

the

Ww

Sh
STOWE, VT., Feb. 11, 1881.
+ HARDY’S SONS :—I sold some Woman's:
Friend to a lady from New York,
who came to

as well as in the medical profession, that the r:medies supplied by the Vegetable Kingdom are more

800
800

@

bowels, and

whole boay.

7%
1D

310

putrid humors, cleanse

|

man’s Friend.

of disease originates in the blood; and no medicine
that does not act directly pon it, to puriy and
renovate, has any
just claim upon public attention. When the blood becomes lifeless and stagnant, ef
from change of weather or climate,
want of exercise, irregular diet, or from any other
3 cause, the VEGETINE wil renew the blood, carry off

750.

+07

The

Eh

sumption by Wo-

is this medicine
It works In the
Jt can be truly

{ier.

:

;

A Woman Cured of Con-

physicians, many remedies, suffering for
it not conclusive proof, if you are a suf-

rer, you can be cured?
Why
forming
such
t cures?
lood, in
circu atme guid.

H. DD;

Saved Her Daughter's Life After:
the Doctors Had Given Her Up.

th Shalt Poa way

called the Great Blood

70 @
725@

Rye Flour

rt

pamphlet frée.
;

a, where, ap!
e
whole
was
one mass of corru rn If VEGETINE will relieve
pain, Clegnse,
z and Sure suth Slneasen =
storing
the pal
perfect
health
after

by

850
7175

yet

:

hem!
4 Central Whar,
¥
Boston (and Montreai on
ist.

testimonials given, and no one can
doubt.
In
many of the cases the persons say that their pain

to come.
At the same time buyers here have been
more or less indifferent aod
fail
ze that

5
650
675
7H
875

remedy

1 thank all to
ngey
Ina bottle.
Svar

back their mone:

caseof failure. Sold €

VEGE.

covered for the above diseases, and is the only reliable BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed before
the public.
Are not the many testimonials given for the different complaints satisfactory to any reasonable
person suffering from any
disease mentioned
above that they can becured? Read the different

favorable reports are received in relation to the
injury by drouth. Pastures are dried up and the
corn crop will be full as great a failure as previously noticed. The
continvance of
drouth
Shronghowt the West and the in
to British
crops by too much rain makes
hig
rices of
Breadstuffs almost a certainty, and we shall have
a speculative and uncertain market for some time

Ohi0..

best

ly

use.

d take

induced many physicians and apothécaries whom
we know, to prescribe and use it in their own
families.
:

Report.

Re

Rrices of Flour are now very low
heat and that they can not be placed here
Western millers except at a loss.
i
SPRING WHEATS.
Western superfine.....eoc... sriraresnn
iB @
Common extras
600 @
Wisconsin.......
600 @
Minnesota, baker
625 @
Minnesota and Wisconsin, pateots.....750 @
WINTER WHEATS.
Patents, choice. csceievnisainiaiiiini $800 @
Patents, common to 200d. ieveiviiiains 725 @

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

and

TINE acts directly upon the causes of these complaints, It invigorates and strengthens the whole
system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inhas been widely known and used as a cough remedy for fifty years. No other cough medicine has
flammation, cures ulceration and regulates the
stood the test half this length of time. The people bowels.
wt
stand by that which is good.
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual CosDr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters are pure.
tiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Headly vegetable—the product of the hills and valleys. | ache, Piles,
Nervousness and
General
Prostration of the Nervous System, no
WARRANTED.
Hi
& Johnson’s Arnica
and Oil Liniment is warranted to please all medicine has ever given such perfect satisfaction
who use it.
4136
as the VEGETINE. It purifies the blood, cleanses
all of the organs, and possesses a controlling power over the nervous system.
THE MARKETS.
The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
Produce

Nature is.

Vi she is ads

Neurlgia, Gout and

Complaints, ‘can only

For Ulcers-and

Boston

pain and Sanger.

sometimes so iene by the ne

to carry, through the heedlessness of her children,.
that she openiy rebels and punishes fearfully,
Dou’ nel
¢
§ prope r reathey t when the
sympJon;
pear.
Stor
e aperient,
get

cured through the blood.

1y34

aw
Liga}

Cancer,

Intlammatory

Chronic Rheumatism,

*

ot

Tumors,

Erysipelas,

Diseases, Canker,

impure blood.

CANVASSERS

for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO.,

THE

Humor in the Stomach,

the

the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from

Make from $55 to $50
York.

as

Invigorates
System.

Vegetine is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully-selected barks, roots and herbs. and so
strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradicate from the system every taint of Serofala,

Lothrops & Pinkham,

Dover, N. H.,

sively to office practice. He treats all diseases of
a chronic character, and performs all the minor

Hundreds of Men, Women and Children res-

England, in the case of the disaster to the

ural

;

cured in every community from beds of sick

sloop-of-war “Doterel,” bas acquitted the captain and officers of all blame. In the opinion of

the court the explosion was caused by gas evolved
inthe coal bunkers,and the second wa a nat:

tal net

feed for the cows.

are being sent out against them.
Other atrocities hy Apachesgre reported from
the same
region.——The court of TIE. at Plymouth,

seaboard without go-

ernment of the

vested the last
of this month; i loft ung late they
become hollow and stringy. The tops make good

their number, turned treacherously on the
soldiers, who were unableto fight their way
out. There are fears of a general uprising of

most direct railway communi-

remedy

ment at the West still continues, and the most un-

are a number of essentials in the proper prepara-

to the prospects of the Labrador fisheries. At
Esquimaux Bay it is feared that starvation will

or

"tr

tion of thé seed bed, all of which should obtain in

co the other night, when 250 Chinese gamblers
were surprised and captured.

salt water.
places, and

institutions rests in the main upon

The American Agriculturist
The leading farm work for
parts is the sowing of the
volves putting the soil in

One of the biggest “ hauls ” recorded in mu-

Discouraging reports

greatest

been,

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE SEASON.

nicipal police annals was made in San Francis-

it is

been entirely

America has

Boston Advertiser.
RE
EE

large. At Savannah, the shipping in the rivensue the coming winter, and government aser was torn loose and thrown on the banks
sistance has been asked for.
after innumerable collisions. All down
the
river to Tybee vessels are ashore.
At Tybee
A New York Herald correspondent
telegreat destruction was wrought. Most of the
graphs, on what he claims is high authority,
cottages were blown down or injured.
One
that the man who has beenly lately figuring in
house which was blown down was burned and
the inmates perished in the flames. There
this country as Hartmann, the nihilist, is an
. ‘was great damage and loss of life among the
imposter, and that the real Hartmann is elsenegroes on therice lands. Upto Wednesday,
where in the United States.
the coroner at Savannah had held inquests on
Dr. Korum, who has been visiting Prince
the bodies of forty-six victims.
Great damage was done to buildings, parks, etec., in the | Bismarck at Berlin, has been appointed by the
city, A number
of wrecks occurred along
Pope as bishop of Treves, and it is reported
the coast. A Reports received at Charlestown,
that he and the German prime minister have
S. C., Aug. 31, from forty-seven rice planta- already agreed updn the principlesof a comtions show that the injury from the storm has
promise between the government
and the
been very serious, Outof the whole number
Vatican.
mentioned three places only . escaped with
almost entirely covered
with
Breaks are reported at over forty

place, and

ers, strong yeomen,
strong agriculturists and
strong land-holders, ceases to be conservative.—

articles made by the poorer classes of women.

not convey passengers across the river. A
number of persons were in the ferry-house
awaiting the abatement of the storm, when the
house was carried away by the high tide. The

slight loss.

has’ taken

more is lost than commercial property. Society
suffers a moral loss as well, and ancient traditions
fall into decay. An empire that lacks strong farm.

An Exchange for Women’s Work Las been
organized in Indianapolis, the plan being to
furnish a place for the display and sale of

A terrible hurricane passed over Port Royal,
South Carolina, and Savannah, Georgia, the

but

other

talists, when it is heavily encambered, or when it
can not compete with rival estates, something

G. A. W. Stuart, ex-secretary of the Brooklyn, New York, beard of education, has been
formally charged with embezzlement of $107,500 of the city’s money.

Disastrous Tornadoes in the South.

number of lives lost is not known

Virginia

mated that the losses will reach at least $300,000.

pose in their respective States.

place

Wisconsin,

The town of Sierraville, Sierra Co., Cal., was
destroyed by fire on Wednesday.
It is esti-

Govenor of Illinois Friday, for the same pur-

could

and

real property. The ownership of an estate, particularly when handed down from honored ancestors, involves something more than money value;
it implies moral elements, attachment to the soil,
and a distinct soacil position. An aristocracy not
founded in real estate is almost an impossibility.
Hence when real estate ceases to be productive,
or when it becomes tributary to the money capi-

The boiler of a saw-mill at Campellsville,
Ky., exploded, Aug. 29, killing or fatally injuring three persons, seriously injuring others,
and totally destroying the mill.

White House to connect with the Pennsylvania

former

of breadstuffs

ways and factories. But this treatment is illegitimate. For the whole fabric of European society

B. Loring is to deliver addresses

Pennsylvania, Illinois,
and South Carolina.

this season of the year,
have led the physicians to decide upon the President’s removal
to Long Branch as soon as practicable. Pre
arations were begun Monday morning for
the
journey, a railway track being laid from the

the ferryman

supplier

and European

Dr. George

Renewer,

earth for impotence, leanness, sexual debility, &c.

Way of Treating a Bad Cold,
. A bad Cold will run its course of about ten days,
relatively the gainer.
“
and may end in Consumption and death, unless
Hence more than ever the European world is
some means to
prevent are employed at once.
Many a useful life
has been saved to the world by
confronted by the agricultural problem.
The
Dr.
N. G. White's Pulmonary
,
the
prompt
use
of
leading states have ceased to produce what food
Elixir.
en sensible of having Cold, commence
they need; their agriculture involves risks such
at once taking the Elixir according to directions on |
bottle and you will soon be well.
4316
as men of business shrink from assuming; and
the decay of the great landholding interest threatAN
ESTABLISHED
REMEDY.
Downs’
Elixir
ens society 1n its very foundations. Public econchange

Algeria, and Stara, a seaport town, has been
totally destroyed. It is feared that the Arabs

set the fives.

Health

BLOOD,

Medicinal Properties are Alterative,
Tonic, Solvent and Diuretic. +

BRAIN & NERVE.
Wells’

THE

and

‘Whole
Its

Vegetable Tonic Pills.

the

Renovates

BED-BUGS, ROACHES.
ce, ants, flies, vermin, mosquitoes, in-

consumer, the farmer included.
For the farmer is
a direct gainer when transportation flourishes.

as

PURIFIES

285

Ladies find it fashonable to take a proprietary
medicine that has been so successfully used by

food to Europe. Two months ago the situation
looked different. - But since that time a marked

late secretary of the land

day than yesterday, or the day before, and he

phlets.

interfere

league in Ireland, has received formal notice
that he is to be remanded to jail for three
months.
:
,
4
# omists are in the habit of treating farms and great
A vast number of fires have been raging in country estates as they treat ownership in rail-

The wound
contour of his face is restored.
shows no material change.
The rise of temperatute tis evening has
been very slight, but
is pulse was more frequent throughout the

At the

rains

fegetine

2

for carrying American freights will go into English ‘pockets.
It is manifest that this one item
forms an 1mportant element of relief to the British

cently

The report of a massacre by Apaches Indians
at Eureka Springs, N. M., is now reported to
have been entirely without foundation.

morning’s

on account of the storm

the European

markable position which it hasgained quite re-

‘ments which indicate a purpose to claim a portion of the control of the Suez canal.

bulletin. The parotid swelling continues to
improve, and is now so far
uced that the

destruction of property.

secured here, while

Nevertheless, America is not likely to lose the re-

the volcano of Mauna Loa.
It is reported that Russia is making move-

Thomas Brennan,

damaged the crops both ‘in
Europe,—in this country by
excessive and unseasonable
important cereals have been

tobaceo were conducted in American bottoms. As
the case stands, fully one hundred million dollars

mayor of San

Francisco by virtue of Sand-lot support,
nounces himself a candidate for Congress:

some relish, and hadno return of the irritabilin the

now

The weather has
this country and in
drouth,in Europe by
rains. But the more

with the uncut wheat and rye. This general fact
seems to justify the expectation that high prices
will reign over nearly ‘all agricultural products,
and that on the whole America will derive the
principal profit. This profit would he very nitich
higher if the export of our wheat, corn, cotton and

ar-

Livermore have returned from their European
tour.
;
z

marked change for the better which occurred
on Sunday of last week, was strengthened by
the general progress towards convalescence reported from day to day.
On Saturday night,
however, the President’s stomach, which bad
performed its ‘functions ' well during all the
week, was again disturbed and he vomited
twice. The cause of this was stated by the
physicians to be an accumulation of phlegm in
the throat: ‘Fhere has been no return of the
irritability of the stomach up: to the time of
this Monday morning’s despatcaes; the following bulletin issued at 6. 30 0’ clock Sunday
eve.
ning will show what bis condition-was
during
the day: * The President has
passed a comfortable day.
He has taker
his food with
ity of the stomach reported

Canada has

A line of French steamships has been established between Bordeaux and New York.
Mrs. Mary A. Livermore and the Rev. D. P*

what intermittent character, being more and
less favorable on alternate days. The new
hope inspired in those near to the patient as

well as the public, by the

THE AGRICULTURAL PROBLEM,

3

Women that have been given up by their dear‘est friends, as beyond help, have been permanéntly cured by the use of Lydia E, Pinkham'’s Vegetable Compound. It is a positive cure for all female complaints. Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pam-

aeagi ordersto the pro-
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